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Introduction 1

Introduction

The emergence of Green parties throughout Europe during the 1980s

marked the arrival of a ‘new’ form of political movement and a chal-

lenge to existing models of party activism and organization. The Greens

were distinguished from other established party families by their

ecologically oriented disposition, an anti-professional, participatory and

decentralized attitude towards party organization, and a close link to

the new social movements of the 1960s and 1970s. This challenge to

conventional party politics was ref lected within an emerging set of

political science literature, examining the structural and institutional

processes thought to underlie Green party development, the identifica-

tion of distinguishing characteristics among the ‘new’ parties and an

analysis of conf lict and change within the Green parties themselves.

The electoral successes of a number of these parties during the late

1980s took this challenge a stage further, as Greens broke electoral

thresholds and gained parliamentary representation in countries such

as Germany, Belgium and Sweden.

While the 1980s represented a period of breakthrough for the

Greens, the 1990s presented an altogether different set of challenges.

Green parties confronted serious difficulties in trying to solidify their

electoral successes in the face of stiff opposition and the incorporation

of Green issues by other long-standing political parties. The electoral

successes of the late 1980s were replaced by electoral disappointments

in the 1990s, accompanied by debilitating internal disputes. This

process was most clearly documented in Germany where Die Grünen,

having burst onto the political scene in a wave of publicity in the

1980s, found itself ravaged by internal disputes and factional conf lict,

and were rejected by the electorate in the first all-German federal

elections in 1990.
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Green parties in Europe have since undergone a significant process

of reassessment resulting in substantial change: programmatic, organi-

zational and strategic. This internal reassessment has been accompan-

ied by an upturn in the Greens’ electoral fortunes. In many cases,

Green parties appear to be coming of age and are beginning to seek

roles in government coalitions, such as in France, Germany and

Finland. However, critics question at what price this transformation

has occurred. In particular, it is argued that the process of development

and change within the Greens, and their acceptance into coalition

government marks the final institutionalization of the ‘new politics’

parties into the party establishment.

Despite the clear significance of this period for both the Green

parties and for the future shape of European party systems, little ana-

lytical research has been devoted to providing a detailed understanding

of this process of transformation within the European Greens. To date,

no comparative studies have sought to analyse this period in depth and

identify the challenges that face these parties in the coming years.

Green party analysis has been successful in identifying the distinctive

characteristics that initially shaped the development of the Greens.

However, it has often viewed these parties in relative isolation from the

wider political arena. In doing so, not enough attention has been paid

to interpreting development and change in relation to the pressures

placed upon any small political party struggling to gain a foothold

within a competitive party environment. This book demonstrates that

an improved understanding of the transformations in Green party

politics and a clearer insight into their emerging political role can be

gained through such a synthesis of existing approaches.

This book presents an in-depth, thematic, comparative approach

to the analysis of Green party development and change, questioning

whether the process of Green party evolution has resulted in the ideo-

logical dilution of Green ideals and objectives. Do Green parties still

represent an alternative ‘new politics’ stance encapsulating the anti-

party sentiments of the new social movements, or does Green party

development represent the incorporation of the Green challenge

within the established party systems of Western Europe? In tackling

these questions, the book presents two primary innovations within the

study of development and change among the European Green parties.

Firstly, it demonstrates that a clearer understanding of the experiences

of development and change can be gained by refining existing approa-

ches to Green party analysis via a more effective incorporation of

analytical tools utilized within political science research into more

long-standing political parties. In particular, the research highlights the

importance of viewing Green parties as subject to many of the same
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pressures and challenges facing other small parties active within the

competitive party systems of Western Europe.

In focusing upon the ‘party’ dimension, the study incorporates the

role of the ‘external political environment’ as a key factor in examining

the pressures for change within Green parties. The analysis presents

a picture of Green party development and change which balances

internal pressures concerning the specific characteristics and style of

the Greens, with external pressures emerging from the systemic

context within which the parties are forced to compete. The study

therefore incorporates both the distinctive dimensions of the Greens

and the broader pressures and barriers facing political parties that

inf luence their development and change.

The second innovative dimension lies with the comparative frame-

work utilized within the book. Previous analysis of Green parties has

primarily adopted two approaches. One approach has focused upon

an analysis of individual case studies, a significant proportion of which

has centred upon the German Green party, Die Grünen. The second

approach involves the collation of a broad group of self-standing case

studies which, while providing an expansive picture of Green party

activity across Europe, has resulted in little detailed comparative

analysis. Rather than presenting a group of self-standing case studies,

this book focuses upon a thematic comparative discussion. The empi-

rical chapters provide a comparative examination of Green party

development within the spheres of party organization, policy and

relationships with competitors.

The comparative analysis demonstrates the changing roles of the

European Green parties and, in doing so, demonstrates the complexity,

diversity and changing prioritization of party goals as the parties have

evolved into their surroundings. Utilizing Harmel and Janda’s (1994)

definition of party goals as a guide, the analysis focuses upon an assess-

ment of three primary goals. The first is the ability of the parties to gain

votes and, subsequently, parliamentary representation. By definition,

this is a key objective of any political party, distinguishing it from a

pressure group. The second is the advocation of a specific set of

interests or an ideology, in this case ecological issues. The final dimen-

sion is the implementation of party democracy, emphasizing the

Greens’ commitment to a new style of politics which challenges the

conventional party political styles and structures, and emphasizes

participation and direct democracy.

As already mentioned, the success of the German Greens resulted

in an extensive analytical focus on the party, with Die Grünen becom-

ing almost a model for Green party development. Change and division

within the European Green parties has subsequently often been
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described and analysed on the basis of the German experience, as a

dispute between moderate and fundamentalist factions, utilizing

the ‘realo–fundis’ terminology adopted by Die Grünen. While this

approach has provided a useful initial starting point for examining

Green party development and, in particular, conf lict and division

within the parties, closer inspection reveals that this analysis has often

served to obscure more than it reveals.

As this study demonstrates, the Greens are far from homogeneous,

and the experiences of other parties highlights additional pressures

sometimes neglected within the German Greens. For this reason,

while the experiences of the German Greens are used as a guide,

greater attention is devoted to the experiences of three other Green

parties in this study. The analysis focuses upon the experiences of

Miljöpartiet de Gröna in Sweden, Les Verts in France and the Green

party in the UK.1 The Green parties selected have developed under

markedly different circumstances and have undergone significant

transformations. These processes of reform have occurred under

varying conditions and with f luctuating levels of internal debate.

Within the context of traditional Green party analysis, these three

parties represent useful case studies for examining whether traditional

classifications remain a valid basis for Green party analysis.

With Green parties across Europe experiencing a significant

upturn in support in recent years, the current period marks an import-

ant stage in the shaping of Green politics across Europe. In order to

gain a clearer picture of the impact that the Green parties may have

in the new millennium, one must understand the issues and themes

that have shaped their re-emergence as a more mature political chall-

enge. The process of transformation therefore represents a key mile-

stone in the evolution of the European Green parties and highlights the

pressures placed upon alternative parties by the confines and restraints

of competitive European party systems.

The book begins by setting out the theoretical context to the

comparative research, both in terms of ‘Green’ theory, Green party

research and more traditional party analysis. Chapter 1 examines

existing accounts of Green party ideology, conf lict and change by

tracing the development of Green party research during the 1980s and

1990s. The chapter identifies an important connection between Green

party analysis and the theoretical roots upon which much of this

research has been based. It argues that these theoretical foundations

have been inf luential in shaping the manner in which analysts have

attempted to explain both the characteristics of Green parties and their

experiences of development and change. In particular, it is claimed

that the analytical roots within new social movement literature and

Green political thought have contributed to an over-emphasis upon
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internal binary distinctions as an explanation for party change and

party factionalism. A broader analytical framework is suggested, which

not only focuses upon the parties’ specific internal ‘Green’ character-

istics, but also recognizes their role as competitive political ‘parties’.

Chapter 2 focuses upon the development of this broader analytical

framework and the creation of a more comprehensive analytical

approach to examining Green party development and change. Focus-

ing upon analysis of traditional party systems and the functioning of

parties within these systems, the chapter highlights the inf luential role

that is attributed to the ‘external political environment’. Of particular

note here is the claim that party development is subject to a balance

between internal and external pressures. The chapter examines

previous comparative models for assessing party change, examining

work on party factionalism, party adaptation and the competitive

pressures facing small parties. The chapter discusses Harmel and

Janda’s analytical framework for assessing party change, which high-

lights both the balance between internal and external pressures and

the importance of party goals in stimulating and inf luencing party

change. An analytical approach for the comparative analysis of develop-

ment and change within the European Green parties is proposed,

based upon a synthesis of many of the ideas and themes combined

within both Green party analysis and the analytical models highlighted

above.

Chapter 3 provides a contextualized picture of the history and

development of the four case studies. In particular, the chapter focuses

upon two main themes. It identifies the central party system character-

istics within the four countries, providing a comparative assessment

of the structural barriers that these systems present to the Green

parties. In doing so, the comparison highlights the classifications of the

party systems, the electoral mechanisms through which the systems

are maintained and also an assessment of the opportunities available

to small parties such as the Greens, under these conditions. The

chapter then focuses more directly upon the parties themselves,

presenting a comparative overview of the emergence and electoral

performances of the Green parties within their respective systemic

contexts.

Chapter 4 focuses upon Green party relationships with other

parties. In particular, it addresses the role of the Greens as ‘anti-party’

parties and the parties’ emphasis upon ‘autonomy’. The chapter

assesses the possible aims of Green party strategy in the light of claims

that they represent a direct challenge to more long-standing styles of

party political activism. Also, it assesses Green party attitudes towards

the traditional ‘left–right’ political cleavage and the development of a

‘neither left, nor right’ ideological stance. How has Green party strategy
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evolved in the light of opportunities for coalitions and alliances with

other parties? The chapter examines changes to the Green parties’

approaches to these issues and questions whether the changes identi-

fied represent a distinctive alteration to their ideological commitments.

Chapter 5 focuses upon the organizational structures of the

Green parties and the reforms to these structures introduced over

recent years. The prioritization of decentralist, participatory and ‘anti-

professionalist’ organization has been identified as a core commitment

within European Green parties. The study examines the initial organi-

zational structures and their connection to these ideological commit-

ments. It then assesses the processes of organizational reform under-

taken within the Green parties, the level of internal conf licts and

debates that surrounded these developments, and the nature of the

organizational reforms introduced. Again, the analysis questions the

extent to which the organizational reforms are representative of a

distinctive shift away from the parties’ commitments to the ideals of

‘new politics’.

Chapter 6 focuses more directly upon the Green parties’ attempts

to inf luence policy direction and to represent (and, where possible,

implement) Green ideas and commitments. The chapter begins by

assessing Green party policy priorities during the 1980s, before analys-

ing changes and developments during the 1990s. As well as emphasiz-

ing the difficulties in accurately assessing the ‘true’ policies of any

political party, the chapter highlights the value of distinguishing

between different aspects of party policy. In particular, it raises a

distinction between the core values of a party and the policy issues and

policy priorities that are emphasized within party manifestos and

electoral programmes. The chapter focuses upon the distinction

between ‘social’ and ‘natural’ environmental issues and the claim that

policy development within the Green parties marks a process of

ideological dilution. It assesses the validity of the ‘social–natural’

distinction as an accurate portrayal of differing approaches to Green

party policy and asks whether these dimensions are not merely two

sides of the same ‘Green’ coin.

Chapter 7 presents an overview of the patterns of development and

change within the Green parties and summarizes the key issues raised

through the thematic comparative analysis. In what ways has our

understanding of Green parties been improved by such a detailed

empirical study? Furthermore, how can this analysis help us to predict

the future developments of not only the four case studies examined

here, but also the broad range of European Green parties? The chapter

assesses the contribution made by this analytical approach to a clearer

understanding of Green party goals and the changing experiences of

the ‘new politics’ parties as they evolve from their initial structures of
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the early 1980s. Does the pattern represent a weakening of ideological

commitments to key Green principles, or is the process more ref lective

of a practical adaptation to the pressures of being a political party

functioning within a competitive political environment? How should

one perceive the continuing development of the European Green

parties?

The empirical analysis in this study is based upon information

gained from a broad range of sources. Access to the parties themselves

provided an important resource and is ref lected within much of the

detailed discussion of both party development and change, and the

context within which these changes took place. Interviews were

conducted with national party activists; however, while these provided

an interesting cross-section of attitudes towards the changes within the

parties, there are obviously limitations to their use. The accuracy of

personal recollection and activists’ vested interests in proceedings

must be considered when utilizing these sources. The information

gained from these interviews has therefore been used to ref lect and

support issues raised during the study, rather than providing the

primary source of empirical investigation.

Printed official documentation was also made available by the

parties during this period, including newsletters, programmes, confer-

ence proceedings and strategy papers and debates.2 Interviews were

also conducted with party experts and academics. Again, these discus-

sions provided invaluable contextual information, as well as aiding in

the development of the theoretical approach adopted within this study.

In addition to direct contact, the emergence of the internet as a key

resource cannot be overstated. All four Green parties maintain detailed

party websites that provide party histories and outline party ideological

beliefs and commitments, as well as detailed party policy. In addition,

the development of numerous Green discussion forums provides

access to debates within the individual parties, as well as wider debates

across Europe. The remainder of the material has been collated from

more traditional secondary sources.
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Chapter 1

A ‘New’ Challenge to Party Politics?
Analysing Green Party Development

and Change

What makes Green parties so distinctive and why should the fact that

they are changing represent a challenge to our understanding and

perception of them? This chapter examines the development of Green

party research in order to provide answers to these questions. In doing

so, it will argue that while the ideological roots of the Green parties

have played a significant role in our identification of them as a ‘new’

form of party politics, they have also inf luenced the parameters

through which analysts have assessed their development. This can

clearly be identified within attempts to classify the distinctiveness of

Green parties and in theoretical attempts to explain their rapid emerg-

ence. However, more recent changes and conf licts within the Greens

have forced us to re-evaluate our understanding of these parties. In so

doing, our previous frames of reference only provide partial explana-

tions, such as those provided by ‘realo–fundis’-style factional divisions.

Hence, it is argued that while there exists an accurate assessment of

the emergence and classification of Green parties, analysis must be

expanded further in order to understand the patterns of change

witnessed throughout the 1990s, and the implications for future Green

party development.

IDENTIFYING THE IDEOLOGICAL ROOTS OF THE

EUROPEAN GREEN PARTIES

The Green parties’ distinctiveness is clearly ref lected in their ideo-

logical roots. These can be traced predominantly to two key processes.
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The first is the emergence of the new social movements of the 1960s

and 1970s and the ‘unconventional’ style of activism that surrounded

these protests. The second is the expansion of eco-philosophy and the

emergence of a new wave of green political thought. By brief ly examin-

ing these two dimensions, one can identify key analytical themes and

debates from within these spheres that have been inf luential in shaping

the perception and interpretation of Green parties and Green party

activity as a form of ‘new politics’.

The New Social Movements
The new social movement activism of the 1960s and 1970s represented

a radical and distinctive break from previous forms of political activism,

and provided an initial home for many of the instigators of Green party

development during the 1980s.1 Many of the distinguishing features of

Green parties are thought to ref lect a commitment to the ideals and

principles that emerged from within the new social movements.

Theoretical explanations for the development and distinctiveness of

these movements, therefore, provide an inf luential starting point in

tracing analytical models of Green party formation and activity.

In the US, research into the social movement activism surrounding

the civil rights campaigns and, later, the student and environmental

movements of the 1960s and 1970s, focused upon the ‘efficiency’ of

movement organizations. The basis of social movement activism, it

was argued, lay not with the emergence of new conf licts and interests

in society but the ability of movement organizations to mobilize

resources.2 Social movements could inf luence policy through the

mobilization of a broader range of resources than those available to

conventional political bodies, enabling them to pursue their goals

through informal and unconventional methods, as well as through

more traditional routes (Gladwin, 1994, p60). A movement’s success,

it was argued, ref lected how well resources were utilized and the

extent to which established institutions were aware of the importance

of the movement’s aims.

Critics of resource mobilization, however, argued that too much

emphasis was placed upon the movement’s organization, with little

insight into why individuals sought to join or why these groups

had suddenly risen to prominence. Gladwin, for example, criticizes

resource mobilization approaches for:

. . .normalizing the anti-institutional and anti-systemic

aspects of social movements and under-theorizing those

goals which relate to thoroughgoing social and cultural

transformation (Gladwin, 1994, p63).
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The rationality of the resource mobilization approach is also identified

as a contradiction to the specific and distinctive anti-systemic character

of the social movements. Cohen (1985) argues that through its empha-

sis on the ‘rational actor’ it neglects other inf luences that are significant

to the creation of these new movements:

It is necessary to analyse those aspects of experience that

shape the interpretation of interests individual and collect-

ive, and affect the very capacity of actors to form groups

and mobilize (Cohen, 1985, p688).

A more European approach to new social movements, by contrast,

focused upon the dimensions neglected within resource mobilization.

Marcuse (1969), for example, identified a style of activism within these

movements which, he claimed, entails something other than strategic

or instrumental rationality (Cohen, 1985, p691).3 Inglehart (1990)

linked the development of new social movements to value priorities and

socio-economic change, claiming that an adherence to ‘post-materialist

values’ lay at the heart of these new movements (Inglehart, 1990, p45).

In particular, he identified a shift away from the traditional concern

with class conf lict and material wealth and towards a greater concern

for ‘belonging, esteem and the realization of one’s intellectual and aes-

thetic potential’ (Inglehart, 1979, p308).4 New values and new goals,

he claimed, resulted in the adoption of different styles of political action.

Touraine (1985) links the development of new social movements

to the search for alternative forms of social and cultural life, arguing

that recent changes represent a reorganization of the relationship

between society, state and the economy, with new movements the

potential bearers of new social interests. Emphasizing the importance

of their spontaneity of action and their anti-institutional characteristics,

Touraine is sceptical of the value of movement organizations, fearing

that they can destroy the creativity and vitality of a movement. Haber-

mas also highlights a new focus for conf lict based around issues such

as cultural reproduction, social integration and socialization. He argues

that it is no longer possible for these conf licts to be channelled through

traditional parties and organizations as they are ill suited and often

unprepared to tackle such issues. New social movements, therefore,

provide an outlet for these conflicts and a defence against the encroach-

ment of state and economy on society (Habermas, 1981, p35). In

maintaining this position, Habermas argues, it is vital that the move-

ments remain committed to the ideals of grassroots, horizontal control

and the restriction of organizational growth.

Building upon these concepts, Melucci describes the movements

as displaying a multidimensional character incorporating a ‘plurality
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of perspectives, meanings and relationships’ (Melucci, 1989, p25).5

They function within a new ‘political space’ between state and society,

from which they can:

. . .make society hear their messages and translate these

messages into political decision-making while the move-

ments maintain their autonomy (Melucci, 1985, p815).

This aspect is identified as an important element of what exactly is

‘new’ about these groups. New social movements seek to reveal

fundamental problems within a given area. As such, the social move-

ments have an indirect effect, seeking inf luence over the central issues

and concerns of modern society. They develop grassroots, informal and

‘hidden’ forms of organization, and their strength lies in their ability

to stimulate radical questions about the ends of personal and social life.

Through their unique style of activism, Melucci argues, they are able

to ‘announce to society that something “else” is possible’ (Melucci,

1985, p812).

From this brief summary it is possible to identify some of the key

features that distinguish this ‘new’ form of social movement activism

from its more traditional predecessors: features that are ref lected

within Green party analysis. Firstly, new social movements are seen to

represent a new social paradigm, contrasting with the dominant goal

structure of modern industrial society (Kuechler and Dalton, 1990,

p10). Emphasis is placed upon ‘quality-of-life’ issues rather than

personal wealth and material well-being, leading to a focus upon social

and collective values surrounding, among other things, issues such as

the environment and women’s rights. While it is true to say that

feminist, ecological and peace movements all have a long history of

activism before the 1960s, what has changed is the value that society

places on these issues and the manner in which this has been chan-

nelled through the new social movements.

Organizational structure represents another defining characteristic

– in particular, the notion that form is as vital an element as substance.

Significant emphasis is placed upon moving away from traditional

structures in favour of more decentralized, open democratic organiza-

tions. A final key distinction is the identification of the role of conf lict.

Whether viewed in terms of class conf lict, ‘old’ versus ‘new’ values or

conf lict between state intervention and society, new social movements

challenge the expansion of the modern state and highlight the contra-

dictions that state interventions generate. This conf lict helps to

explain the apolitical nature and non-institutional character of the

social movements.
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The Influence of ‘Ecologism’
The distinctiveness of Green parties, however, does not rest purely

upon their representation of the new social movements. Green parties,

by definition, represent a new political challenge that places issues of

environmental protection at the top of the political agenda. The parties

are, therefore, identified not only as vehicles for new social movement

protest, but also as a voice for the newly emerging issues and debates

surrounding both ‘environmentalism’ and ‘ecologism’. This combina-

tion provides Green parties with an ideological basis that is clearly

distinct from other political parties.

Although many of the ideas and concepts of ecologism, arguably,

have quite a lengthy history, its ideological development is usually

recognized as a relatively recent phenomenon. Dobson identifies it as:

. . .the accidental conjunction of circumstances, individuals

and events in the 1970s which has provided a dynamic

refocus for the ecological vocabulary (Dobson, 1990, p215).

This recent wave of development is ref lected in a surge of literature

during the 1960s and 1970s concerning the nature of human develop-

ment and its impact upon the environment.6 At the heart of ecologism

lies a critique of the nature and processes of modern industrial society.

The cornerstones of this critique are the claims that modern society

must reassess many of its core values and recognize the natural limits

that exist to both economic and population growth. The continual

emphasis upon growth within modern industrial society leads to the

neglect of this limited capacity to the detriment of the environment.

The inability of modern society to recognize and react to this imbal-

ance results from attitudes instilled within modern industrialism,

which seeks to justify humans’ present role as controlling and domin-

eering nature. Continued emphasis upon the free market, it is argued,

instils within society a strong commitment to the principles of com-

petitiveness and individualism, while modern technological develop-

ments support the process of domination over nature. Green theory

identifies significant dangers in accepting this paradigm of modern

industrial society:

Growth-orientated economies cannot go on using finite

resources. Technological innovations cannot solve the

problems indefinitely, although appropriate small-scale

technologies are seen as one aspect of the solution. Techno-

logical advances can only postpone the problems (Vincent,

1992, p232).
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The roots of ecologism, therefore, lie in a reaction against mechanistic

science and what is seen as human attempts to dominate nature

through technological development. It seeks a new relationship with

nature based more upon cooperation and consideration, rather than

domination. Achieving this new relationship necessarily entails a

radical overhaul of modern industrial society and the ideologies and

politics upon which this system is currently based.

One approach to this problem has been the concept of the ‘sustain-

able society’. This model directly challenges the problems of con-

tinuous economic growth and provides for wider and more profound

forms of fulfilment than those offered by modern society’s focus upon

the consumption of material objects (Dobson, 1990, p18). Sustainable

living requires a re-education of society based upon consuming less

and producing for basic needs on a self-sufficiency basis.7 Ecological

models also place great emphasis upon the importance of local organi-

zation, active participation and the development of self-governing

communities – all of which, it is claimed, help to strengthen relation-

ships and remove society’s current emphasis on competitiveness and

individualism. In addition, greater local autonomy arguably increases

the likelihood of individuals becoming responsible agents within the

social sphere.

While the discussion thus far implies a common core to Green

political thought, these ideas represent key features of a very disparate

literature, within which there are significant conf licts and debates.

These debates primarily surround the identification of a central binary

division between ‘deep’ ecology, centred upon the concept of ecocen-

trism, and a ‘shallow’ anthropocentric approach. The impact of this

dichotomy has had far-reaching implications, not only for the develop-

ment of Green political thought but also for the subsequent analysis

of development and change within Green parties.

‘Deep’ ecology questions the assumption that places human wel-

fare above that of all other species. Its focus is predominantly ecocen-

tric, endowing all species of life on Earth with intrinsic value.8 The

principle of biospheric equality sees humans as being on an equal level

with all other things, rather than being their masters. Naess (1973), for

example, argues that humans’ capacity for freedom depends upon this

process of identification with external forces – in particular, the

natural world. Merchant similarly argues that people must realize that

they have a duty to maintain the integrity of the ecosphere (Merchant,

1992, p87).9 Humans, therefore, represent merely one part of the

wider ecosphere, dependent upon a balanced relationship with the

rest of nature for continued survival.

In contrast, an alternative form of ‘social’ ecology can also be

identified, based upon a ‘light’ or ‘shallow’ Green anthropocentrism.10
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The distinction between ecocentrism and anthropocentrism is seen as

less inf luential in this case. Humans’ relationship with nature is

identified as one where:

Humans may play the role of managers of natural pro-

cesses as long as they act only to enable the natural and

diverse evolution of organisms within the biospherical

community (Kenny, 1994, p240).

From this perspective, it is argued, there is a greater tendency to believe

that the natural world only has value because humans themselves place

a value upon it. This does not necessarily imply a lessening of the

importance of nature. Rather, it highlights why preservation is so

important for society. Vincent suggests that:

Nature can be an early warning system for us in terms of

impending ecological disaster; it supports and nourishes

us; we can do valuable experiments on it which can pro-

long and improve the quality of our lives; we can exercise,

admire, relax in . . . and be aesthetically moved by its

beauty (Vincent, 1993, p255).

The identification of nature in terms of human values enables people

to understand the significance that its maintenance holds for human

society. While not extending the concept of ‘value’ as far as deep

ecology, the recognition of the relationship between humans and

nature clearly places this approach beyond more traditional anthro-

pocentric perspectives that focus largely upon exploiting nature for

human ends.

These distinctions are also evident among theorists who seek to

provide a precise classification of what it means to be ‘Green’. Hence,

a similar dichotomy can be identified in theoretical distinctions

between what is perceived to be a ‘true’ deep Green approach to envi-

ronmental issues, in contrast to a weaker ‘light’ Green compromise.

Dobson, for example, distinguishes between ‘ecologism’ and ‘environ-

mentalism’, arguing that this distinction is necessary to provide a

clearer understanding of Green political theory:

If we confuse Green politics (capital G) with either con-

servationism or environmentalism (the latter being green

with a small g) then we severely distort and misunder-

stand the nature of the Green challenge (Dobson, 1990,

p4).
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‘Environmentalism’ is thus identified as a managerial approach to

environmental issues, whereas ‘ecologism’ seeks to radically alter the

nature of our relationship with the natural world. Similar classifications

and divisions are also evident in alternative dichotomous terminology

such as ‘dark’ and ‘light’, ‘deep’ and ‘shallow’.11 At the heart of all these

classifications, however, lies what Young described as ‘the great divide’

(Young, 1992, p14). The basis of this ‘divide’ rests with the assumption

that authentic or ‘true’ Green politics is understood as ‘deep’ and must

be based upon ecocentric motivations. All other Green activity, by

definition, is classed as ‘shallow’ (Barry, 1994, p370).

GREEN PARTIES AS A ‘NEW’ FORM OF

POLITICAL CHALLENGE

The ideological roots of the European Green parties have thus been

closely related to both the actions and development of a new form of

social movement protest since the 1960s, and the emergence of an

ecological critique of modern industrial society, which highlights the

environmental dangers posed by continuous growth. Both dimensions

are part of a process resulting in a ‘new’ form of political activism.

Social movement literature highlights a challenge to traditional, estab-

lished political channels which involves not only the emergence of new

issues and issue priorities, but also encompasses a new style of social

protest based upon greater participation and alternative forms of

organization and action. Ecologism, too, represents a radical challenge

to the established principles and priorities of modern industrial society:

one in which the need to change our relationship with nature results

in a significant alteration in societal values and concerns.

Green parties have been identified as an emerging party political

vehicle for many of these ideals and concepts. As such, analytical

approaches to the study of Green parties have looked to both Green

political theory and new social movement research for analytical tools.

It is no surprise, therefore, to find that many of the ideas and concepts

highlighted above are ref lected in this analysis – both in terms of the

central ideological commitments of these parties and the nature and

style of party activism and organization.

Explaining the Formation and Development of
Green Parties
Several theoretical approaches have attempted to examine and explain

the process of Green party formation and the subsequent success or
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failure of Green parties as political organizations. A common thread

throughout is the claim that Green parties mark the rise of a ‘new’

political cleavage. Kitschelt, for example, suggests that a combination

of underlying structural change and ‘favourable political opportunity

structures’ have resulted in the emergence of a new style of ‘left-

libertarian’ political party (Kitschelt, 1988a, p197).12 Such parties are

most evident in countries with advanced welfare states, strong labour

corporatism and regular participation of left-wing parties in govern-

ment. New ‘post-industrial’ demands are constrained through estab-

lished political channels, requiring the development of ‘new political

vehicles’ to pursue these aims (Kitschelt, 1988a, p234).13 In addition

to these conditions, their emergence also requires the presence of

rational actors in order to respond to the possibilities offered for the

development of a new political party.14

Kitschelt claims that the motivating forces behind ‘left-libertarian’

parties ref lect new social movement commitments and ideals.15 The

parties are thus critical of modern societal development and ‘the

institutions that underlie the post-war compromise between capital

and labour in industrial societies’ (Kitschelt, 1988a, p195). An eco-

logical dimension is also evident, as ‘left-libertarian’ parties are seen

to oppose the prioritization of economic growth over non-materialist

concerns and attack patterns of policy-making that restrict democratic

participation to ‘elite bargaining among centralized interest groups and

party leaders’ (Kitschelt, 1988a, p195).

Müller-Rommel similarly identifies the ‘perceived lack of respons-

iveness’ from political institutions to the issues raised by new social

movements as a major factor in the emergence of a new breed of

political party (Müller-Rommel, 1990, p211). He also identifies ‘new

politics’ parties as the political representatives of new social move-

ments, but disagrees with Kitschelt that this signifies a change in the

central political cleavage. Rather, the parties are ‘re-patterning’ the

traditional established party systems by ‘adding a “new” conf lict

dimension to the “old” party system cleavage structure’ (Müller-

Rommel, 1990, p229).

Rüdig’s (1990) research focuses more heavily upon the ecological

dimension to Green party analysis. He again focuses upon changing

cleavage structures as an explanation for Green party formation and

development, but highlights an imbalance in other approaches:

Why is it that most social scientists analysing Green parties

regard the ‘ecological’ identity of these parties as irrele-

vant, unimportant or, at best, as marginal? There seems to

be a consensus that somehow they cannot be what they

appear to be, that their appearance as ecological parties
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has to be a manifestation of some other social force which

is totally unconnected to the material content of their

demands (Rüdig, 1990, p16).

While Rüdig accepts the connections between Green party formation,

the development of new social movements and the failure of established

political channels to incorporate new concerns, he argues that these

concepts do not fully explain why the new parties should define their

identity in terms of ecological problems (Rüdig, 1990, p29). Although

value change and social structure act as ‘facilitators’ for the develop-

ment of new parties, Rüdig claims that the primary explanation for

their development has been the emergence of a specific ‘ecological

cleavage’. Thus the ‘emergence and politicization of environmental

problems’ represents the key factor in accounting for the emergence

of these new parties (Rüdig, 1990, p31). Despite these differences,

however, explanations for the emergence of the Green parties clearly

have their roots located in the literature outlined earlier.

Green Party Classification
As with party formation, certain key characteristics have been attrib-

uted to Green parties, distinguishing them from their more traditional

counterparts. Kitschelt (1990, p185) identifies three such features:

� weak commitment mechanisms binding the activists to the parties,

ref lected in both limited levels of party membership and activism;

� a rejection of traditional, bureaucratic party organization in favour

of a decentralized and horizontally coordinated mobilization of

activists; and

� an emphasis upon collective decision-making and greater participa-

tion.16

Kitschelt also found that left-libertarian party activists display similar

social backgrounds – predominantly young intellectuals and profes-

sionals holding salaried positions in education, health care and cultural

services, or those being educated to fill jobs in these areas (Kitschelt,

1990, p186).

Müller-Rommel also recognizes the importance of decentralization

and participatory organizational structures within his classification.

He identifies a common ideology based around concerns for equal

rights, strong ecological thinking, solidarity with the developing world

and demands for unilateral disarmament.17 He suggests that the parties

share a similar electorate with ‘characteristics which differ from those

of established parties’ (Müller-Rommel, 1990, p218). Again, this
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electorate is identified as primarily young, highly educated, middle

class, with white-collar occupations.

Poguntke’s classification provides a more detailed picture, but

again focuses upon three central dimensions. He cites sets of character-

istics ref lective of the two studies above. This includes a distinctive,

unconventional political style emphasizing participation and grassroots

democracy and a distinctive electoral profile (Poguntke, 1989, p185).18

Ref lecting Rudig’s arguments, however, he also identifies program-

matic features that display a ‘new politics’ orientation based around

ecology, individualism, leftism, the developing world, unilateral

disarmament and participatory, direct democracy extended to all areas

of society (Poguntke, 1989, p180).

Poguntke’s approach is important here, as he utilizes this classifica-

tion to distinguish between true ‘new politics’ parties and those that

merely appear to incorporate new politics issues.19 In particular, he

draws a line between conservative ‘conservation groups’ and the more

radical progressive parties, including the majority of Green parties, for

whom ‘ecologism inspired by the new politics can be seen as part of

a wider phenomenon which implies a new design of society’ (Poguntke,

1987, p86). This distinction is the first example in which we can

identify the divisions between ‘dark’ and ‘light’ forms of Green politics

mentioned earlier, utilized within analyses of the Green parties. He

develops this distinction further when examining the conf licts and

changes within the Green parties as they have grown and evolved.

A CHANGING PICTURE: GREEN PARTY

EVOLUTION AS A CHALLENGE TO ‘NEW POLITICS’
CLASSIFICATIONS

While the ‘new politics’ characteristics identified above have clearly

been a key aspect in explaining both the impetus for the development

of the Green parties and their initial distinctive structure and political

style, more recent developments force us to re-evaluate our existing

perceptions of the Greens and Green party analysis. Since the wave of

Green political activity of the late 1980s, many Green parties have

changed both organizationally and in their strategic outlook. Within a

number of parties, this process of re-evaluation has been accompanied

by crippling internal division and conf lict.

Have these more recent developments resulted in a radical change

within the European Greens? If so, what implications does this have

for our perception of Green parties as a distinctive and ‘new’ form of

political challenge? How can one explain both the changes that have
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been witnessed in recent years and the internal conf licts and debates

that have often surrounded them? These questions have been at the

heart of Green party research in recent years. In attempting to tackle

these questions, analysis has again returned to the Greens’ ideological

and theoretical roots to help understand what has been happening to

the ‘new politics’ parties, and to explain the divisions that have

emerged.

Poguntke’s analysis identifies two subgroups within the Greens:

moderates and fundamentalists (Poguntke, 1989, p191). While they

share common goals, he argues that they differ strongly over strategy.

In particular:

Whereas the Moderates believe in the eventual success of

piecemeal reform, the Fundamentalists fear the pacifying

and demobilizing effects of this strategy (Poguntke, 1989,

p191).

Poguntke suggests that parties who have emerged from within new

social movements often ref lect ‘a deeply rooted suspicion of the state

and an erosion of trust in formalized political procedures’, which

clearly inclines the party to a more fundamentalist stance (Poguntke,

1989, p192). He also suggests that the chance of electoral success and

the existence of ‘Left–Socialist’ or ‘Communist’ parties within the

political system may also inf luence their stance. While Poguntke only

provides the distinction between moderates and fundamentalists as a

tentative theoretical model to differentiate between competing fac-

tions, similar distinctions form the basis for many of the explanations

for Green party conf lict and change.

Kitschelt takes these divisions a stage further in his analysis of the

Belgian and German Green parties, distinguishing between three

groups of party activists who have been central in shaping the parties’

strategic direction. He classifies these activists as ideologues, lobbyists

and pragmatists. The first and third of these categorizations form the

principal divisions within the parties (Kitschelt, 1988b, p134).20

Ideologues are defined as:

Activists who have a broad and radical vision of party

objectives. . . They derive great satisfaction from a party

organization which anticipates the participatory reforms

they would like to implement in society (Kitschelt, 1988b,

p131).

Ideologues often have a history of political activism within other left-

libertarian organizations, such as new social movement groups, before
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joining Green parties. In contrast, pragmatists have a much less radical

view of the party’s goals:

They are also concerned with comprehensive programmes

for social change and selective policy gains but conceive of

them more as guidelines for an incremental change of

society. They put little emphasis on the party’s peculiar

organizational form and are more concerned with its

electoral performance (Kitschelt, 1988b, p131).

Kitschelt argues that left-libertarian parties face numerous difficulties

in attempting to function within modern party political systems. Many

of these ref lect the problems of introducing a new type of political

party, based around alternative styles and objectives, into a system

rooted in tradition and structure. Parties such as the Greens, who place

great emphasis on participation and decentralization, face significant

constraints in coping with the traditional patterns of electoral competi-

tion. Unlike new social movements, parties express substantive political

demands but must also accumulate a power resource in votes, compet-

ing with others in a unique competitive setting. Kitschelt argues that

to have any sort of future, the new parties must find a method of

rendering the ideology and aspirations of their core supporters compat-

ible with gaining sufficient electoral support to inf luence policy-

making (Kitschelt, 1990, p181).

Kitschelt defines this dilemma as a problem of combining a ‘logic

of constituency representation’ with a ‘logic of party competition’

(Kitschelt, 1988b, p131). Tackling this dilemma draws the two sub-

groups of ‘ideologues’ and ‘pragmatists’ into debate and conf lict. Party

strategy and development are therefore inf luenced by the internal

balance of power between these two groups. Where ideologues are

able to control the party’s leadership and direction, it will largely follow

a ‘logic of constituency representation’. By contrast, when pragmatists

gain the upper hand, the party is more likely to look towards a ‘logic

of party competition’ (Kitschelt, 1988b, p131).

Kitschelt’s analysis identifies a division within these parties that is

inf luential in determining their strategic direction. Although his

comparative empirical analysis may face criticism concerning the

restricted nature of the study, his identification of competing groups

within these parties and the focus of their conf lict has proved to be

an inf luential insight.21 Again, one can identify clear links with the

‘deep’ and ‘shallow’ scenario highlighted earlier. Furthermore, one can

distinguish a primary role for the dual dimensions of commitments to

both new social movement forms and the emergent themes of ecolog-

ism. For Kitschelt, conf lict is focused around two different approaches
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to party development. One path involves maintaining a commitment

to new social movement principles of decentralization and openness

by following a ‘logic of constituency representation’. The other involves

a level of acceptance regarding the need to function effectively within

traditional European party systems, which requires an alternative

course, based upon following a ‘logic of party competition’.

‘REALOS AND FUNDIS’: THE GERMAN GREENS AS

A MODEL FOR UNDERSTANDING PARTY

DEVELOPMENT AND CHANGE

The groundbreaking success of the Green breakthrough in Germany

has resulted in the German Green party Die Grünen (later Bundnis’90/

Die Grünen, following German unification) becoming the focal point

for a large proportion of the analytical research into Green parties. The

party experienced an initial period of development and success,

followed by a period of internal debates and conf lict caused by, and

ref lected in, a series of disappointing electoral performances. It is not

surprising, therefore, to discover that much of our current understand-

ing of Green party division and change has emerged from the analysis

of the experiences within Die Grünen during the 1980s and early

1990s.

Central to the German case, and later transposed onto other Green

parties, has been the identification of an internal factional conf lict

between two groups, ref lecting the divisions highlighted by Kitschelt,

which became known as ‘realos’ and ‘fundis’. The conf licts within

Die Grünen encompassed many important facets of Green party

ideology and identity. In particular, conf lict centred around how the

party should move forward or, as Markovits describes it, ‘defining Die

Grünen’s optimal strategy’ (Markovits and Gorski, 1993, p119). How

was social change to be achieved? What role did parliament play in this

and what relationship should exist between parliamentary and extra-

parliamentary activity? Also, what relationship, if any, should exist

between Die Grünen and the Social Democrats (SPD)? (Hulsberg,

1988, p141). It is around these issues that the clearest picture of ‘realo’

and ‘fundis’ stances are presented.

Realos advocated a move away from a mass-movement focus and

towards parliamentary politics, emphasizing the role of alliance and

compromise within Green party policy. Coalition, it was argued,

represented the only practical way to challenge the German right, as

well as providing a pragmatic way to introduce Green policies into the

political arena (Hulsberg, 1988, p146). For the realos, therefore, the
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role of the party can be identified as one of parliamentary mediator for

minority social movements. Achieving these objectives, however,

implied major changes to the nature and style of Die Grünen’s organi-

zation, as Frankland highlights:

The realos rejected the ‘warehouse catalogue’ of demands

approach to programmatic development; political priori-

ties must be set and ‘conscious compromise’ must be a

foundation for Green politics (Frankland, 1992, p140).

The realos aimed for a parliamentary focus within the party, advocating

the restructuring and ‘professionalizing’ of the party for a ‘reform-

politik’ that could be supported by a wider social base (Frankland,

1992, p114).

By contrast, fundis rejected any form of tactical orientation merely

for the purposes of electoral gain. Any revision of style and objectives

was viewed as betraying the original principles from which the party

developed. The ideological objectives of Die Grünen, fundamentalists

claimed, should not be open to compromise. As Greens no longer

viewed left–right political distinctions as capable of solving the

problems of modern industrial society, fundis argued that the party

would not benefit from the development of left-wing coalitions.

Parliamentary power could be utilized to greatest effect through

tactical and logistical support of the social movements, such as public

relations work, and financial and organizational support (Markovits and

Gorski, 1993, p122). The stance of the fundis ref lected a ‘deep’ Green

conviction that only radical social change would provide lasting

environmental solutions, ref lected in Petra Kelly’s claim that:

In certain questions, the Greens cannot enter into any

compromises. There is not just a little bit of death, a little

bit of annihilation, a little bit of cancer, a little bit of war

or violence (cited in Markovits and Gorski, 1993, p123).

The realos faction, as later chapters discuss, eventually gained the upper

hand and instigated significant reforms within the party. However, the

significance of these debates, and the eventual outcome, had important

implications beyond merely organizational structures within the

German Green party. Frankland identifies it as a defining moment in

the development of Green party politics, during which:

. . .the anti-organizational allergies of the movement

activists. . . collided with the pragmatic realos, who accepted

the inevitabilities of parliamentarization, professionaliza-
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tion, and the role of the promis as political leaders (Frank-

land, 1992, p217).

Markovits and Gorski similarly identify the debates as ref lecting a desire

within the two groups for completely different types of political party,

rather than merely an internal party struggle. Fundamentalists, they

argue, sought the development of a radical, leftist, Socialist ecology

party, ref lecting the ideological and activist commitments of the new

social movements.22 The realos, in contrast, wanted to create a reform-

ist party that would appeal to moderate middle-class voters and would

provide a pragmatic approach to parliamentary electoral politics,

developing an ‘ecologically and socially informed restructuring of

industrial society’ (Markovits and Gorski, 1993, p216).

The nature of the conf lict, therefore, appears to represent more

than just an internal party struggle. To some it demonstrated that the

principles of grassroots democracy were incompatible with the need

for efficient political performance under the conditions of parlia-

mentary democracy (Poguntke, 1993, p380). Others saw it as repro-

ducing the structural tensions that had already existed between the

new social movements and the newly formed party, although now at a

higher political level (Markovits and Gorski, 1993, p216). The conflicts

within Die Grünen clearly raised important question marks over the

ability of the Green parties to maintain a commitment to new social

movement principles, while also aiming to develop a solid and effect-

ive party platform from which to represent ecological concerns.

Issues and divisions such as those surrounding the ‘realo–fundis’

debates within the German Greens have also been transposed onto

the patterns of development, change and conf lict witnessed within

other European Green parties. Here, again, analysis has focused

upon the difficulties of marrying the parties’ commitment to achieving

ecological change with their commitments to the ideals and organi-

zational style of the new social movements. The application of these

themes to the European context has enabled Green party researchers

to distinguish between ‘light’ and ‘dark’, ‘electoralist’ and ‘decentral-

ist’, and ‘realist’ and ‘fundamentalist’ tendencies within Green parties,

and to view change as the attempted resolution of factional disputes

along these dimensions.23 However, closer inspection begins to

suggest that the experiences of these parties are actually far from

homogeneous.

Within the British Green party, for example, Robinson identifies a

‘realo–fundis’ split between:

. . .those who resolutely seek to defend the purity of their

‘Green’ principles, and those who are willing selectively
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to forsake some of these in the interests of pragmatism

(Robinson, 1992, p211).

He identifies the fundamentalists as refusing to ‘sell out’ to the big

power game of politics, while realists seek some level of political

inf luence in the hope of achieving small, but tangible, environmental

concessions (Robinson, 1992, p211). Although both groups are seen

to share similar ideological beliefs, realists, it is claimed, are more

prepared to compromise to achieve some level of political partici-

pation. Bennie et al’s (1995) study, however, questions the ease with

which we can utilize this dichotomy in the British case. Rather, they

identify a far more complex pattern in which party activists were

identified as ‘realists’ within particular spheres, such as party policy

and strategy, but at an ideological level still viewed themselves as

‘fundamentalists’. The study therefore raises questions regarding

whether activist identification with such categorizations are largely

issue specific rather than evidence of a completely distinctive ideo-

logical stance.

Realo–fundis classifications have also been utilized to examine

changes and conf licts within the French Green party, Les Verts, and

the Italian Liste Verdi. In France, debates over possible alliances with

other parties have produced significant levels of internal factionalism

and conf lict within the party. These debates have been portrayed

within the context of realo–fundis divisions, with Antoine Waechter’s

strategy of party autonomy being identified as a ‘fundis’ stance in

contrast to Dominique Voynet’s ‘realo’ position of favouring alliances

with the left.24 In a slightly different context, Rhodes’s analysis of the

Italian Liste Verdi identifies a split between those activists which he

defines as ‘pure Greens’ and those activists within the organization

who hold a new left commitment. Again, however, a primary factor in

this division appears to be a strategic distinction between parlia-

mentary and extra-parliamentary activity. He suggests that:

This split tends to mirror that between the supporters of

demonstrations and grassroots activism (the piazza) and

the advocates of national lobbying and parliamentary

politics (the palazzo) (Rhodes, 1995, p186).

Doherty (1992) extends the comparative application of the realo–

fundis typology by examining the extent to which realo–fundis con-

f licts and divisions can be identified as a common factor within

Western European Green parties. In doing so, he attempts to address

the issue of whether these conf licts are necessarily an inherent result

of the Greens’ radical ideology and decentralized organization (Doherty,
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1992, p95). His definition of the realo–fundis division again emphasizes

the centrality of the two primary theoretical dimensions highlighted

throughout this chapter. He describes fundamentalists as:

Those who are, in principle, critical of coalitions with

other parties, opposed to centralization of the party organi-

zation and sceptical about achieving radical change by

parliamentary means (Doherty, 1992, p97).

By contrast, he claims that realists emphasize the importance of a solid

parliamentary strategy, while not completely rejecting the importance

of extra-parliamentary action. They seek changes to a number of the

initial organizational principles of the parties, claiming that experience

has demonstrated the weaknesses of these organizational structures

when placed within the competitive system in which they seek

representation and inf luence.

Doherty’s analysis therefore focuses primarily upon the ambiguity

in Green party ideas concerning political strategy. Within this context,

the foundation for conf lict and division rests with the balance struck

between extra-parliamentary and parliamentary activity – in particular,

between politics pursued outside existing channels of interest inter-

mediation and ‘a politics that accepts certain forms of institutionali-

zation as inevitable’ (Doherty, 1992, p97). He argues that these debates

ref lect many of the issues raised when the parties originally decided

to move away from social movement activism and into the party

political sphere. In attempting to remain true to their social movement

origins, Green parties sought to create an organization and structure

ref lecting the ideals of these movements. It was only as these parties

began to achieve electoral successes, and faced the organizational

complexities of parliamentary representation at varying levels, that the

original blueprint of party organization began to display cracks and

deficiencies. Whereas diversity and debate regarding such issues

represented a positive point for the social movements, it has proved

more damaging to the Green parties as they attempt to represent many

different opinions under a single coherent strategy.

Doherty’s analysis suggests a common pattern of ambiguities

within the European Green parties concerning the structure of the

Green party and the parliamentary or extra-parliamentary focus for

its activities, ref lected within some form of realo–fundis dispute.

Importantly, he also identifies a relationship between the specificities

of internal conf lict within Green parties, and the social and institu-

tional conditions within which they function. Hence, controversy and

conf lict over strategy is often sparked by a relatively strong or weak

competitive position. Either situation, Doherty argues, has the effect
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of polarizing the party between parliamentary and extra-parliamentary

strategies (Doherty, 1992, p116).

To summarize, then, more recent Green party analysis has devoted

significant attention to a conf licting division between realist and

fundamentalist factions in Western Green parties that is largely ref lect-

ive of the realo–fundi debates within Die Grünen. The factional

division, as Doherty identifies, appears to focus upon ambiguities

concerning Green party strategies towards parliamentary versus extra-

parliamentary activism. The style of these conf licts, however, may also

ref lect specific national circumstances. The balance between realist

and fundamentalist factions must therefore be viewed in relation to the

party structure, the available political opportunities and the way in

which Green party members respond to their own national and

traditional contexts (Doherty, 1992, p117). Underlying this process we

can clearly identify the continued ideological distinction between a

‘true’ or ‘dark’ Green perspective, focusing upon radical ecological

commitments, and an alternative ‘shallow’ or ‘light’ Green perspective,

which is more reactive to competitive party pressures and is prepared

to compromise on key ideals and commitments. These splits are

identified as being at the heart of the process of change witnessed

within the European Green parties in recent years.

BEYOND REALOS AND FUNDIS: THE NEED

FOR A BROADER UNDERSTANDING OF

GREEN PARTY CHANGE

Binary distinctions such as those between ‘realos’ and ‘fundis’ repre-

sent an effective analytical tool for examining strategic positioning and

change among the European Green parties. However, the breadth of

change experienced within these parties demonstrates that strategic

change is not the only focus for reform. Indeed, a brief inspection of

recent developments within a number of European Green parties

highlights the difficulties associated with adopting these approaches

to Green party change, both structural and strategic. In particular,

party change does not always result from the existence, and attempted

resolution, of factional disputes within the parties based upon such

dichotomous distinctions.

The Green parties in both Sweden and Austria experienced signifi-

cant structural changes that cannot be fully understood purely in terms

of internal realo–fundis divisions among activists. The Swedish Green

party, Miljöpartiet de Gröna, as will be seen in later chapters, embarked

upon a significant period of organizational change during 1991–1992,

which was remarkably free of internal ideological division and conf lict.
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The implementation of structural change within the Austrian Green

party, Die Grüne Alternative, during the same period, is also difficult

to explain in terms of bitter intra-party squabbling along realo–fundis

lines. Indeed, as Frankland points out, moves towards a more profes-

sionalized, pragmatic Green party ‘did not lead to incriminations,

resignations and splinters’ (Frankland, 1996, p212).

An examination of strategic change within both the British and

French Green parties also suggests that such change cannot be identi-

fied solely as the result of internal party feuding. Despite the deep

divisions witnessed within the British Greens during the early 1990s,

subsequent Green Party strategy has been shaped by both an ‘anti-

partyist’ and ‘pragmatic’ stance.25 Similarly, Les Verts have been

embroiled in numerous strategic upheavals which, closer analysis

suggests, have had more to do with the state of political competition

than with internal ideological commitments and concerns.

Cases such as these begin to raise questions concerning the nature

of Green party development that cannot be fully understood via fac-

tional conf licts over party strategy. For example, why should the Green

party in Sweden be able to successfully restructure the party organiza-

tion with relatively little sign of a strategic realo–fundis style conf lict,

especially when its roots can be traced clearly to the style of new social

movement activism at the heart of fundamental Green party commit-

ments? A similar question can be raised in the case of Austria. In

contrast, why should the Green party in the UK be ravaged by internal

party conf lict over issues of party organizational structure, when the

changes suggested were markedly less dramatic than those in the

Swedish case? In addition, how can one explain the fact that although

the party is now dominated by what would be identified as ‘funda-

mentalists’, it has maintained the organizational structures that were

designed as a more pragmatic approach to party politics? Clearly,

certain issues have proved more controversial in some Green parties

than in others. All appear to have undergone a process of transforma-

tion, but have experienced this process in markedly different ways.

Green party development and change thus appear more far-reaching

than the previous picture of strategic division can identify.

One of the key difficulties within Green party analysis is the appa-

rent gap between Green political theory and the practical experiences

of the Green parties themselves. Bennie et al acknowledge this prob-

lem, claiming that:

There is . . . quite a substantial gap between ‘green political

theory’ as developed and discussed in academic circles,

and the ideas and beliefs of ‘actual’ Greens involved in

practising ‘Green politics’ (Bennie et al, 1995, p218).
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Not only does this apparent ‘gap’ between theory and practice create

problems in analysing Green party development, it has also been

identified as having a direct effect on the parties themselves. Kenny,

for example, suggests that the conf licts experienced within the

European Green parties could be understood as resulting from a lack

of ideological guidance due to ‘the absence of a cogent and clear Green

political theory’ (Kenny, 1994, p222). Ecologism, as highlighted, offers

a strong critique of modern industrial society and identifies the need

for a change in humans’ relationship with nature. However, the

divergence within Green political thought and eco-philosophy leaves

Green parties and environmental movements without a clear picture

of the practical measures through which this change should be achieved.

The nature and style of Green political theory, one might argue, does

not adequately tackle the political realities facing the movements who

are seeking to actively implement Green ideas.

Barry (1994) argues that it is important to attempt some level of

integration between the philosophical aspect of Green political theory

and the practical activism of the various Green movements, of which

Green parties represent a case in point. He claims that the problems

have arisen due to the separation of Green political theory into two

distinct camps – namely, the shallow and the deep, long-range ecology

movement, at the heart of which is ‘an eco-philosophical dispute

between anthropocentrism and ecocentrism’ (Barry, 1994, p370). The

emphasis currently placed upon deep Green philosophy has created

a common perception whereby only ecocentrically motivated political

action is identified as truly ‘Green’. It is this distinction, Barry claims,

that has resulted in inappropriate classifications of Green political

activity. To gain a more accurate perception of Green political action,

we must therefore move away from this focus upon ‘deep’ and ‘shal-

low’ Green politics. In practice, this involves questioning what is

actually at the core of Green political thought and Green ideology.

Barry’s approach is to argue that:

The reconciliation of Green philosophy and politics depends

on seeing that the normative basis of Green politics includes

a concern with the human social world and its organiza-

tion, as much as a moral concern with the non-human

world (Barry, 1994, p369).

The ecocentric standpoint, therefore, from which ‘deep–shallow’

dichotomies are produced, neglects a central aspect of Green party

activism – namely, that at the heart of this activism is an inevitable

concern with the human social world. By neglecting this factor and

drawing a distinct line between ‘dark’ and ‘light’ Green, theorists are
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actually moving further away from providing an accurate picture of

Green activism and widening the gap between thought and practice.

This theoretical ‘gap’ would appear to be central to the problems

involved in providing an effective explanation of Green party develop-

ment, change and conf lict. In this case, analysis has focused predomi-

nantly upon the theoretical roots of the Green parties, emphasizing

both the ‘newness’ of the political challenge and identifying what it

means to be ‘Green’, along both ideological and philosophical dimen-

sions. However, Green party research has yet to devote similar levels

of attention to issues surrounding what it means to be a small, new

political party struggling for recognition and attempting to represent

and implement a distinctive and broad-ranging ‘Green’ ideology within

established party systems. This may be one reason why, as Bennie et

al note, one can identify a significant difference between the style and

content of Green political theory and philosophy, on the one hand, and

the empirical evidence that emerges from studies of Green party

politics and activism, on the other (Bennie et al, 1995, p218).

The development of classifications, such as those between ‘realos’

and ‘fundis’, serve to provide an initial link between theory and

practice within Green party analysis. However, closer inspection raises

concerns that these approaches may tend to obscure more than they

actually clarify. The strategic debates and changes that these classifica-

tions identify are often translated as a process of ideological dilution

through a strategic shift away from broader ideological objectives.

Hence, strategic change is connected with the pragmatic relaxing of

party commitments to values identified as being at the heart of the

ecological–new social movement framework. The identification of

realo–fundis-style conf lict has therefore taken on much broader

ramifications regarding the ‘professionalization’ of the Green parties

and, with it, the implication that recent developments have witnessed

the increasing institutionalization of the ‘new politics’.

UNDERSTANDING EUROPEAN GREEN PARTIES:
A SUMMARY

This chapter has highlighted the importance of two central themes

within Green party research: on one hand, the relationship of the

parties to the ideology of ecologism and the perception of these parties

as a vehicle for these values and ideals; and on the other, their relation-

ship to the organizational structures of the new social movements.

While these methodological foundations have proved insightful for

initial investigations into both the formation and classification of the
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European Green parties, in the context of Green party development

and change, a broader framework is required.

The binary distinctions and conf licts identified within eco-philos-

ophy and Green political thought have clearly inf luenced analytical

attempts to interpret Green party conf lict and change. However, they

are likely to produce only a partial picture if, as Dobson claims, ‘The

politics of ecology does not follow the same ground rules as its philos-

ophy’ (Dobson, 1990, p69).26

Typologies such as those outlined in this chapter, while providing

a useful insight into strategic patterns within Green parties, cannot

necessarily explain the complex relationships between conf licting

groups within parties. Neither do they necessarily help to explain the

relationship between ideology and political action. Kenny suggests that

we view the present stage in the development of ecologism as:

. . .a slow process of convergence in which disparate ideas,

diffuse philosophical perspectives and various political

preferences are gradually coalescing around a shared

ideological agenda (Kenny, 1994, p245).

The next stage of this process, he argues, is the development of a

coherent body of political ideas – an aspect within which the evolution

of the European Green parties plays a significant part. Within this

context, a broader and more in-depth picture of Green party develop-

ment and change represents a vital dimension in our understanding of

the evolution of Green politics. Given this position, the issue that

confronts any attempts to provide a comparative analysis of Green party

change is how one can integrate the ideas and analytical concepts

within Green theory, with the practical experiences of Green party

activism.

It was suggested earlier that, although previous theoretical models

provide a strong picture of what it means to be ‘Green’, along both

ideological and philosophical dimensions, less detailed analytical

attention has surrounded the Greens’ role as political parties. While

most analysts discussed here have undoubtedly recognized the inf lu-

ence of external political pressures upon Green parties, the primary

focus has been upon their ‘new politics’ characteristics rather than the

pressures and barriers facing a new form of political party struggling

to gain recognition within long-established, traditional competitive

party systems. This is a fundamental dilemma that Green parties

themselves have been forced to face head on. The following chapter

demonstrates how a more detailed emphasis upon the Greens’ role as

small political parties helps to provide a clearer framework for under-

standing their patterns of development and change.
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Chapter 2

Placing Green Politics in a
‘Party’ Environment

While Green parties may represent an alternative approach to party

politics, they nevertheless face many of the same pressures and con-

straints that have confronted the more established political parties

across Western Europe. As such, invaluable insights into the processes

of party evolution and change, and the implications of these changes,

can be gained by examining broader research into the activities of

political parties. In particular, highlighting the ‘party’ dimension

within Green party research enhances the perception of the Greens

as political actors who are integrated within the confines of competi-

tive European party systems.

By examining development and change within political parties

across different systemic contexts, this chapter highlights the impor-

tant role accredited to the ‘external political environment’. It demon-

strates the importance of both ‘internal’ and ‘external’ pressures as

factors inf luencing change and argues that an accurate understanding

of party development must ref lect this balance. These arguments

provide the impetus for developing a theoretical framework for analys-

ing Green party development and change, which recognizes the

distinctive characteristics that have helped shape the Green parties. It

also acknowledges the more general pressures that face a small party

active within a competitive European party setting.
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PARTIES, ORGANIZATIONS AND THE IMPACT OF

THE ‘EXTERNAL ENVIRONMENT’

In attempting to explain how parties work, change and adapt, theorists

have focused predominantly upon their role as ‘organizations’. Like

other organizations, parties do not function in isolation but interact

with their surroundings. To fully understand the process of evolution

within political parties, therefore, one must consider:

. . .not only the ways in which voters respond to a given set

of political alternatives, but also the ways in which parties

shape and respond to the strategic environment in which

they operate (Wolinetz, 1988, p5).

Panebianco’s analysis of party development and change follows a

similar line, claiming that:

. . .a party (like any organization) is a structure in motion

which evolves over time, reacting to external changes and

to the changing ‘environments’ in which it functions

(Panebianco, 1988, p49).1

All political parties, therefore, are subject to two different but inter-

related sets of pressures. On the one hand, they must deal with internal

concerns stemming from within the party organization, while on the

other they must also react to external changes in the larger political

environment, of which the party is a part (Rose and Mackie, 1988,

p534). If this is the case, analysis of development within political

parties must incorporate both the key features of the ‘external political

environment’, and the relationship between this environment and the

process of party change.

Panebianco defines external ‘environments’ as interdependent

arenas in which ‘relations between parties and other organizations take

place’ (Panebianco, 1988, p207).2 He claims that a party’s position

towards its environment will vary between the two extremes of either

‘adaptation’ or ‘domination’, depending upon the nature and strength

of the environment and the nature of the different ‘arenas’ in which

the party functions within the external environment (Panebianco,

1988, p12).3 Similarly, Rose and Mackie argue that parties must be

prepared to adapt to an ever-changing environment as ‘a condition of

electoral survival’ (Rose and Mackie, 1988, p540). In doing so, this

involves the parties striking an effective balance between ‘introverted’

and ‘extroverted’ goals. Conf lict over these goals is identified as a key
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factor in understanding the debates and processes surrounding develop-

ment and change within political parties. Those who emphasize

internal goals, Rose and Mackie argue, seek to maintain the traditional

ideals and practices of the party, identifying change as a threat to its

cohesion. In contrast, others see refusal to adapt as a threat to the

electoral existence of the party. As such:

The big trade-off always facing leaders of parties is simply

stated: how much weight should be given to external

as against internal pressures (Rose and Mackie, 1988,

p 540)?4

External pressures undoubtedly play a crucial role in the development

and adaptation of political parties. While internal pressures ref lect the

specific characteristics and ideological commitments of individual

parties, external pressures ref lect the challenge posed by the nature

of the national party system within which a party operates. The

challenge for party analysts is to be able to incorporate both of these

dimensions and to provide an accurate picture of development and

change based upon the interaction of internal and external pressures.

This analytical balancing act represents an important consideration

for understanding Green party analysis past, present and future. While

studies of Green parties have so far successfully presented us with a

detailed picture of the specific internal characteristics and behaviour

of the Greens, little detailed analysis has been produced that effectively

presents party development and change in the light of both internal

and external pressures. In order to provide this form of analytical

synthesis, however, requires the consideration of three key questions

regarding research into political parties and party systems. Firstly, how

should one classify this ‘external environment’? Secondly, what type

of impact has it had on development and change in other political

parties? And finally, how can its impact be analysed effectively?

CLASSIFYING THE EXTERNAL ENVIRONMENT:
THE ROLE OF PARTY SYSTEMS

In gaining a clear perception of the external environment, party system

classifications provide an effective starting point for identifying the

various pressures, opportunities and barriers confronting political

parties across Western Europe. In particular, these classifications help

to identify the core features of the different party systems and, in some

cases, the possible styles of party activism likely to be adopted within
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them. Although a wealth of alternative approaches to classification have

emerged, analysis has often adopted either a numerical approach

(Duverger, 1954; Dahl, 1966; Blondel, 1968; 1969) or has focused upon

party relevance (Sartori, 1976).

Duverger (1954) provided an initial starting point for numerical

classifications, distinguishing between ‘two-party’ and ‘multiparty’

systems. Two-party systems, he argued, represented traditional politi-

cal structures in which choice was directed towards two distinct

alternatives.5 Multiparty systems represented a development from

within the two-party model, resulting from a split within both con-

servative and radical parties, between moderates and extremists.6 Dahl

(1966), by contrast, identified two-party systems as the deviant cases

and regarded multiparty systems as the ‘natural way for government

and oppositions to manage their conf licts’ (in Mair 1990, p298). He

provides a fourfold classification, founded upon the two-party and

multiparty distinctions but also distinguishing between systems with

high or low degrees of party unity.7

Blondel’s (1968) study dissected these classifications further by

noting that within two-party systems, the two main parties often only

received between 75 and 80 per cent of the votes. Because of this, he

argues, a number of political systems with three identifiable parties are

not accurately accounted for by either the two-party or multiparty

classifications. In addition, he notes that within these three-party

systems, votes are rarely distributed evenly between all three parties.

To accommodate these conditions, Blondel incorporates the relative

strength of parties within a system and their positioning along the

ideological spectrum as key factors in his numerical classification. This

enables him to identify an alternative ‘two-and-a-half-party’ system, in

which the two major parties are accompanied by either a small left-

wing or centre party.8 He also distinguishes between multiparty

systems in which one party often obtained around 40 per cent of the

vote and was relatively dominant within the system and those in which

no party receives a markedly stronger percentage of the vote. 9 These

additions result in a six-group classification still based around the two-

party, multiparty distinctions.10

For critics of numerical approaches to classification, these models

only demonstrate the level of fragmentation and dispersal of political

power within a political system, rather than actually distinguishing

between types of party system. It is not necessarily the number of

parties within a system that matters but, rather, as Sartori suggests, the

number of ‘relevant’ parties. This relevance he argues:

. . .is a function not only of the relative distribution of

power – as is obvious – but also, and especially, of its
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position value, that is, of its positioning along the left–right

dimension (cited in Mair, 1990, p319).

Sartori measures a party’s ‘relevance’ on the basis of possessing either

‘blackmail potential’ or ‘coalition potential’. Some parties, he claims,

are ‘never needed or put to use for any feasible coalition majority’;

therefore, they lack coalition potential (cited in Mair, 1990, p320).

However, we cannot immediately discount all of these parties as

‘irrelevant’ because some parties, notably anti-systemic parties, do not

necessarily seek roles within government. A party may be relevant to

a system through its ‘blackmail potential’ whereby:

. . .its existence, or appearance, affects the tactics of party

competition and particularly, when it alters the direction

of the competition – by determining a switch from centri-

petal to centrifugal competition either leftward, rightward

or in both directions – of the governing-oriented parties

(cited in Mair, 1990, p321).

Identifying the relevance of political parties produces seven alternative

types of party system, four of which are ref lective of the European

party systems examined here.11

Sartori supports Dahl’s claim that the two-party system is not the

natural polarization of a party system as it requires parties to be:

. . .aggregative agencies that maintain their competitive

near-evenness by amalgamating as many groups, interests

and demands as possible (cited in Mair, 1990, p344).

Multiparty systems ref lect the ideological distance between parties and

are divided between ‘moderate pluralism’, ‘polarized pluralism’ and

‘atomized pluralism’. Moderate pluralism defines those systems that

have between three and five relevant parties, and where there is a

relatively small ideological distance between them. These systems

display a bipolar coalitional configuration and an emphasis on centri-

petal competition, allowing little room for anti-systemic parties. In

contrast, polarized pluralism defines those systems where differences

between parties are based not only on policy alternatives but, more

importantly, ‘on principles and fundamentals’ (cited in Mair, 1990,

p332). Here there is a greater tendency towards centrifugal competi-

tion, with parties moving away from the centre, providing opportuni-

ties for anti-systemic parties. Generally, however, only those parties on

the centre-left or centre-right have any real access to government.

Sartori’s analysis is valuable here as it demonstrates the inf luence of the
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systemic structure upon the strategies exhibited by the parties towards

party competition. While two-party systems encourage parties to

incorporate many different groups and issues, moderate pluralism

emphasizes the opportunity to participate in coalition government, and

polarized pluralism provides greater opportunities for anti-systemic

parties within the system.

While party system classifications provide an initial picture of the

different types of ‘external environment’ facing political parties, they

do not provide an effective examination of the pressures and inf lu-

ences of these environments upon the individual parties themselves.

They provide a context within which analysts have sought to assess

and compare the activities of political parties.

THE INTERACTION BETWEEN PARTIES AND

PARTY SYSTEMS

A brief glance at the literature regarding comparative party studies

highlights the emphasis placed upon the inf luence of systemic barriers

and constraints upon the activities and developments within all

political parties. As Blondel explains:

No party exists in a vacuum. Even if only a single party

exists in a given country, it must respond to environ-

mental pressures. If two or more parties fight openly, as in

Western countries, the fight has to follow rules which are

often complex and have been elaborated over a long period.

Both these rules and the environment come, with time, to

affect the nature of each party. Thus, parties which exist

in a given community tend to share common character-

istics: they form, in the widest sense of the word, a system

(Blondel, 1978, p75).

It is likely, therefore, that certain barriers and constraints, such as the

nature of the electoral system and the state financing of political

parties, will impact upon all parties active within that party system,

and as Mair (1994) suggests, can inf luence:

. . .how the party is organized, how its internal affairs are

conducted, how it manages relations with its supporters

and voters, and how it finances its activities (Mair, 1994,

p2).
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These four criteria are clearly inter-linked. For example, the level of

funding a party can obtain can have an inf luence on the options

available for party organization and what that specific party can afford

to do. Two brief examples highlight this interaction clearly. In France,

changes to the electoral system under the Fifth Republic have strongly

inf luenced the organization and internal mechanisms of French politi-

cal parties. In contrast to the coalition governments of the Fourth

Republic, the presidential system now emphasizes direct competition

on a winner-takes-all level (Mair, 1994, p12). Cooperation and compro-

mise have been removed from the political equation, and this is

ref lected in the centralized, election-orientated nature of the French

parties.12

In the UK, a lack of state funding for political parties is identified

as a key factor in the continued emphasis upon membership levels and

political affiliations to finance party activity. Where state funding is

available – as in Germany, for example, the pattern is noticeably

different:

. . .if they can rely on funding from the state, the leaders of

membership parties can afford to be more insulated from

the inf luence of local branches. Members matter less and,

as in the case of the West German Greens, there may be

little incentive to recruit members (Mair, 1994, p18).

Similarly, regulation controlling the level of expenditure on elections

can inf luence the nature of party activity. Mair argues that such

controls have been inf luential in preventing UK parties developing the

more complex political organizations evident in Germany and Italy

(Mair, 1994, p15). State funding based upon vote share can also

represent a mechanism for protecting long-standing parties against

competition from new parties, and can restrict the impact that small

parties can have within the electoral sphere.

External pressures such as these may, therefore, produce common

organizational results across all parties within a particular party

system, regardless of their distinctive ideological nature. Poguntke

(1994), for example, argues that the need to adapt to the ‘constitutional

parameters’ of the German party system is a key factor in explaining

the organizational similarity between the various political parties in

Germany. Party organizations have an inclination towards maintaining

‘stable and predictable’ relationships with their environment, and are

prepared to adapt in order to achieve this (Poguntke, 1994, p186). As

a result, although at one time displaying different organizational forms,

the process of adaptation to their environment has resulted in a general

convergence towards a standardized party model.13
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It would be wrong, however, to presume that all systemic barriers

impact upon every political party within a party system. Indeed, some

barriers are specifically imposed with the intention of maintaining the

strength and status of established political parties and marginalizing,

new challengers. Merkl and Lawson’s (1988) study of why established

long-standing parties ‘fail’ within some party systems, but survive

within others, points at the failure of some parties to provide adequate

representation for specific groups or issues, resulting in the develop-

ment of new challengers. However, they argue that the variation in

impact of this ‘failure’ is the result of a combination of factors, such

as the number of parties within the party system, the adaptability of

long-standing parties, and the ‘protective mechanisms’ within the

political system safeguarding the positions of these parties. This

relationship between the nature of the party system and the competi-

tion between established parties and new challengers obviously is

significant for understanding the process of development within the

European Greens.

Merkl argues that within two-party systems the failure of one, or

both, of the major parties to tackle new issues can result in the

development of a third party. However, this third party faces immense

barriers to becoming a key force within the political system. Of

particular importance here are the ‘restrictive rules of the game, and

well-established habits of mind on the part of the voters’ (Merkl, 1988,

p565).14 In addition, the new party often loses support as the long-

standing parties seek to adapt to new issues.15 Using the German and

Swedish party systems as examples, Merkl suggests that opportunities

for alternative movements are increased within three- to five-party

systems. In both cases, Green parties have had the chance to become

‘hinge’ parties within these party systems, gaining an inf luential role

between parties on the left and right. Achieving this position relies,

however, on the left- and right-party blocs being evenly matched and

not able to control a parliamentary majority without the support of the

hinge party.16 By contrast, under different conditions such as within

the French party system, the split between left and right remains the

central priority within the political arena, blocking the growth of new

issues and concerns and restricting opportunities for small parties:

While in Sweden and West Germany. . . the left–right polari-

zation seemed to lose salience in the face of the environ-

mentalists challenges, in France it clearly remained the

most dramatic show at the centre of the political stage. The

faltering of the right and. . . the triumphant surge of the left

must have robbed the small oppositional fringe of much

of its appeal for the time being (Merkl, 1988, pp568–569).
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As the number and range of political parties within a system increases,

so the relationships become more complicated and the impact of new

parties becomes more diffuse. The more open systems of proportional

representation, with little or no thresholds to representation, do not

provide long-standing parties with as much protection from new

competitors. However, although political representation is often within

reach of these new parties, it does not necessarily provide them with

a position of inf luence.

It is clear from the discussion above that examining the systemic

context within which parties function identifies barriers and con-

straints to both the style and nature of party activism. Party systems

therefore represent a key factor in contextualizing the patterns of

development and change within the political parties active within

them. Some aspects of the party system may impact similarly on all

parties within that system, regardless of the different ideological and

organizational bases upon which these parties have developed. Other

mechanisms, however, present specific barriers to new challengers.

The identification of both of these sets of pressures and constraints is

therefore necessary in developing a broader picture of the pattern of

Green party development and change.

‘SIMILAR BUT DIFFERENT’: ANALYSING PARTY

FAMILIES ACROSS DIFFERENT PARTY SYSTEMS

Further important insights can be identified, regarding the relationship

between party and environment, through studies of development and

change within ‘party families’ across different party systems. These

studies bring together the two analytical dimensions identified so far

– namely, the identification of specific characteristics, organizational

and ideological, that distinguish a particular party family from other

parties and the systemic contexts within which they operate. Often

these studies focus upon specific aspects of party change, such as

electoral performance or internal conf lict, comparing the parties’

experiences across different countries.

The examples selected here follow this pattern and ref lect dimen-

sions of party activity that, arguably, have been key features of develop-

ment and change within the Green parties: party factionalism (Bell and

Shaw, 1994), party adaptation (Waller and Fennema, 1988), the role of

small parties (Pridham and Müller-Rommel, 1991) and electoral per-

formance (Rootes and Richardson, 1995). These studies serve to

brief ly highlight a number of important themes and questions that

Green party analysis must seek to address, and comparative tools

which the current study will utilize.
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One of the most important issues raised by comparative studies of

parties across party systems is that party families should not be

considered as homogeneous groups. Although it is possible to identify

within these parties a specific set of characteristics that distinguish

them as a member of that particular party family, this does not neces-

sarily mean that party development and change will be a uniform

process. Green parties, it appears, are not alone in experiencing vastly

differing patterns of factionalism, adaptation and change. Significant

differences exist both between, and within, parties within any party

family. Although having a similar political culture and experiencing

common organizational and ideological challenges, the parties differ

markedly in that they face different political challenges relating to their

respective party systems. Internal party characteristics alone, there-

fore, while useful in distinguishing and classifying between different

types of party, cannot suffice to explain the varying patterns of

development and change witnessed within parties of the same party

family.

This argument is ref lected in Bell and Shaw’s analysis of Social

Democratic parties, in which they claim that the parties’ experiences

of factionalism are ‘distinguishable by national characteristics’ (Bell

and Shaw, 1994, p1). Although all parties in the study display certain

characteristics clearly defining them as ‘social democratic’ by nature,

the authors note that:

The similarity of political family cannot disguise the

differences of political situation…they all display a marked

factionalism distinguishable by national characteristics

(Bell and Shaw, 1994, p1).

The dominance of one or other faction is, therefore, dependent not

only on the interaction that exists between the various forces within

the individual parties themselves, but also on the interaction of the

party with its environment.17 Hence, in Germany, the ‘centripetal

force’ of the German party system is identified as a key factor in

enforcing party discipline and constraining factionalism (Bell and

Shaw, 1994, p2). By contrast, the Swedish Social Democrat’s virtually

continuous control of government is identified as a key factor in

fostering party unity, at least in public, and avoiding ‘the intense

personal political factionalism’ identified in other countries (Arter,

1994, p82). Factionalism has been a recurrent theme within the French

Socialist party – a pattern that is linked to two key features of the French

party system. Firstly, there is the existence of a large, strong Communist

party, providing competition on the left. Secondly, there is the impact

of presidentialism, which has resulted in the ‘personalization’ of
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politics and factional splits within the party around different potential

presidential candidates.

A change in the political environment can often force parties to

radically reassess their position and role within a party system, as is

highlighted by Waller and Fennema’s (1988) study of European Com-

munist parties. In this instance, the parties faced a radically altered

political landscape within which ‘some parties have had greater suc-

cess in adapting than others’ (Waller and Fennema, 1988, p1). Again,

external factors have proved inf luential in explaining the variation in

success within these parties. In the UK, for example, the electoral

system clearly restricted the opportunities available to the Communist

party of the UK. In Ireland, the authors highlight the deep religious and

political cleavages, which effectively blocked out the Communist party.

The Communist parties in Sweden, Holland and Belgium, however, all

appeared relatively successful in adapting to new issues and gained

support from within the new social movements.18 Only in Sweden,

though, did the party find electoral space to enable it to transform

support into electoral success. In both Belgium and Holland, the

Communist parties found themselves competing with other radical left

parties and were unable to fully capitalize on the new social movement

support. Waller and Fennema’s conclusion again returns to the impact

of the political environment:

. . .success in this new orientation must depend particu-

larly on the nature of the party system and the electoral

system of the country concerned (Waller and Fennema,

1988, p255).

In many ways, the Greens face a number of difficulties similar to those

of the Communist parties highlighted in Waller and Fennema’s study.

Both are anti-systemic parties trying to adapt an organizational struc-

ture based upon ideological principles that is not necessarily suited to

the party system within which it seeks to function. It is worthy of note,

therefore, that for the Communist parties conflicts over adaptation and

change appear to have varied in intensity, depending upon the level of

support achieved and the relative f lexibility of the party system.

Different types of party system present a diverse set of problems

for all small parties who seek to make an impact, such as the Greens.

Smith (1991) attempts to provide a broad overview of these challenges.

As a general pattern, he claims that small parties have little or no

inf luence within two-party systems. In two-and-a-half-party systems,

however, small parties are occasionally able to play a ‘hinge’ role as a

minor coalition partner, whereas within two-bloc systems small parties

often develop roles within the respective coalitions. In a multiparty
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system where one party is dominant, the dominant party often relies

upon small party support to gain a majority. However, in multiparty

systems that lack this clear dominance, the coalition options are much

wider and more f lexible, and small parties often find their inf luence

‘less pronounced than in dominant multiparty systems’ (in Müller-

Rommel, 1991, p8). Mair’s analysis suggests a similar pattern, starting

with the claim that in ‘large party systems’ small parties have no

relevant impact. In ‘small party systems’, however, he argues that the

vote for a ‘small parties block’ is more than 50 per cent and small

parties have an important inf luence. Within ‘intermediate systems’ the

small parties vote amounts to around 35 per cent; but small parties

have slightly less inf luence within the system. Finally, in ‘transitionary

systems’ there has been a change from a large to a small party system

or vice versa (Mair, 1991, p47). 19

Both of these studies are again largely one-dimensional, however

– this time focusing predominantly upon external factors without

recognizing the importance of the internal characteristics of the

different parties. Recognizing this weakness, Pridham and Müller-

Rommel (1991) redress this imbalance with a methodological approach

to the study of small parties which attempts to tackle both internal and

external factors. For each country, the study identifies both the type

of small parties present and the nature of the party system under

consideration. The role and performance of these small parties are then

assessed with regard to three specific relationships.

The first relationship focuses upon the parties and ‘the state’. This

includes the pro- or anti-systemic nature of the party, its role in

government, the nature of the electoral system, the level of state

funding, and the level of representation in parliament. The second

relationship examines the parties’ links with ‘other parties’. Within

this category the authors include the political space and nature of

competition, the relationship with the large parties within the system,

and the nature of party strategies towards alliances and coalitions. The

third relationship is that between the parties and ‘society’. This

relationship focuses upon issues concerning electoral strength, social

cleavages, the parties’ structure and organizational characteristics, and

links with interest groups, movements and the media. The authors

claim that:

. . .by identifying a variety of key questions and themes

under each relationship, the systemic approach allows for

differentiation between the roles of small parties at differ-

ent levels of the system, while acknowledging that there are

obvious linkages between the three relationships (Müller-

Rommel, 1991, p12).
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As this study only brief ly considers Green parties, its value here lies

predominantly in its methodological approach.20 The study undoubt-

edly tackles many of the key questions that must be considered if one

is to develop a clearer understanding of development and change

within the European Green parties. In particular, it highlights the inter-

relationship of a broad array of pressures and inf luences on the

evolution of small parties such as the Greens – a consideration that is

further highlighted by Rootes and Richardson’s (1995) comparative

study of the Greens’ electoral challenge.

As with Pridham and Müller-Rommel, Richardson is quick to point

out that:

. . .it is evident that no single factor can account for the

differential development and varying electoral success of

individual Green parties. Political ecologism has estab-

lished itself in different ways, in different states, at different

times, at different levels: theoretical, programmatic, elect-

oral (Richardson, 1995, p20).

Rather than identify any general theory for Green success, Rootes and

Richardson seek to identify a set of key factors or criterion, the impact

of which varies depending upon the party under consideration. While

the authors largely restrict themselves to an assessment of Green

electoral success and failure, the factors identified in this study clearly

have a significant relevance for an assessment of broader patterns of

development and change.

The first significant finding to note is that the comparative analysis

found little direct correlation between the state of environmental

consciousness in a country and the level of development or electoral

fortunes of its Green party (Rootes, 1995, p232). Both Denmark and

The Netherlands, for example, exhibit high levels of environmental

consciousness; yet neither has a strong Green party (Rootes, 1995,

p232).21 Conversely, countries with a fairly low level of environmental

consciousness have produced relatively successful Green parties,

implying that other factors apart from environmental consciousness

are required to explain the Green party phenomenon.

The study also challenges the assumption that Green parties are a

natural development from the environmental movements, suggesting

that ‘Green parties exist alongside and in uneasy alliance with more

organizationally diffuse Green movements’ (Rootes, 1995, p237).

Rootes claims that environmental movements often have long histories,

producing other methods of contact with institutional bodies that do

not include a role for Green parties. Institutional structures, therefore,

play an important part in both the formation and levels of success of
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Green parties. In Germany, for example, state funding of political

parties encouraged the various disparate activist groups to develop an

official party structure. Similarly, in the UK, the lack of costs and

restrictions in creating a political party represented an inf luential

factor in the formation of the UK Green party.

Rootes continues the institutional theme by demonstrating that

different electoral systems have created markedly different opportuni-

ties for the European Green parties. As a general pattern he suggests

that:

. . .in countries with federal constitutions and proportional

representation electoral systems, the institutional matrix

is much more favourable for the development and success

of Green parties, and for the development of mutually

beneficial relationships between Green parties and the

environmental movement, than it is in centralized unitary

states with majoritarian electoral systems (Rootes, 1995,

p241).

This is only a general pattern, however, and doesn’t help to explain why

some Green parties do well in relatively hostile environments, while

others fail within systems that would appear to naturally favour Green

party development. In order to tackle this dilemma, a third factor for

comparative analysis is considered that is defined as the ‘shifting

balance of electoral competition’.

Rootes returns to the seemingly anomalous cases of Denmark

and The Netherlands, where ‘despite high levels of environmental

consciousness, well-developed environmental movements and low-

threshold electoral systems, Green parties have failed to f lourish’

(Rootes, 1995, p242). In both cases, he argues, fragmented party

systems have led to mainstream left parties being more adaptable to

environmental issues and, as such, accessible to the environmental

movement.22 In both systems, small parties can play a major role,

resulting in intense competition for political space. In both cases,

therefore, the Greens failed to develop any space within the party

arena. Where Green parties have succeeded electorally, as in Germany

and Belgium, they have been able to find electoral space either from

the failure of long-standing parties to adapt to changing issues, or from

the marginalization of other small parties.

Rootes and Richardson’s study clearly highlights the value of

analysis which incorporates both an understanding of features specific

to Green parties as an individual phenomenon, and features which are

common to certain types of political system. In summarizing, Rootes

states that:
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Even where citizens do accord highest priority to ecological

issues, whether that priority is translated into activism in

social movements, support for one or another established

political party or votes for a Green party, [this] will be

greatly inf luenced by the impact, actual and perceived, of

the pattern of opportunities constituted by social and

political institutional arrangements, and by the altogether

more contingent balance of political competition (Rootes,

1995, p249).

There is clearly much to learn from previous comparative analyses of

party families, such as those highlighted above, in shaping and defining

an effective comparative approach to understanding the developments

and changes within the European Greens. Firstly, the studies show that

it is vital that one avoids the pitfall of viewing Green parties as a

homogeneous group. While they may share a common ideological

starting point and face many similar challenges in seeking to ‘Green’

party politics, the European Greens have had to undertake this chal-

lenge under markedly different circumstances, which will have had an

important impact on their evolution as a party.

Secondly, it is evident from the studies above that for any political

party the process of development and change ref lects a complex inter-

action of multiple factors, both internal and external to the party. In

particular, an important interaction occurs between the specific internal

characteristics of that political party and the external opportunities,

barriers and constraints prevalent within the party system within

which it operates. This interaction results in vastly differing experi-

ences and, hence, often different outcomes in the evolution of parties

within the same party family. At the same time, one can sometimes

identify similarities in parties across party families that are distinct to

a specific party system. Under these circumstances, comparison with

other parties operating within the same system may potentially prove

more enlightening than comparisons with other Green parties.

Unfortunately, the studies above have also shown that it is one

thing to identify an interaction between internal and external pres-

sures, but an altogether more difficult task to provide a comprehensive

picture of exactly what these ‘internal’ and ‘external’ pressures are.

Bell and Shaw’s study focused upon the nature of the party system as

inf luencing party discipline and factionalism, while also citing the

nature of the electoral system and party competition as other key

factors. Waller and Fennema’s study similarly highlighted the inf luence

of the electoral system and political space, but identified the inf luence

of social cleavages and relationships with social movements as addi-

tional external factors.
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Both Müller-Rommel and Rootes produce more general categoriza-

tions of external factors that provide greater scope for identifying

specific national inf luences, but within a comparative perspective. A

strong overlap is evident within these categorizations, with the result

that Müller-Rommel’s identification of ‘relationships with the state’

focuses upon similar themes to those identified within Rootes’

category of ‘opportunities and constraints imposed by institutional

arrangements’. A similar comparison can be made between the cate-

gory of ‘relationships with society’ and the themes identified by Rootes

as ref lecting the ‘development of environmental consciousness’.

Finally, a more direct comparison can be made between the ‘relation-

ships with other parties’ offered by Müller-Rommel and the ‘shifting

balance of political competition’ identified by Rootes.

These studies also highlight some important methodological ques-

tions regarding the style and focus of comparative party analysis. These

relate to both the breadth of party change being examined and the

detail of the comparative analysis presented. Regarding the breadth of

analysis, it was noted earlier that comparative studies have often

focused upon particular aspects of party development and change –

for example, party factionalism, party adaptation or electoral perform-

ance. While identifying key patterns within each of these spheres, it

is surely impossible to consider them in isolation from one another.

Hence, while Rootes and Richardson focus upon the changing elect-

oral performance of the Green parties, this cannot be understood

outside of the context of changes in organizational structure, the

internal conf licts and pressures within the parties and, also, divisions

between different party levels. All of these factors have been important

aspects in the development of the Greens and have subsequently had

a strong bearing on the electoral performances of these parties. It is

therefore important to take a broader perspective, in line with Pridham

and Müller-Rommel’s analysis, and examine party change as a more

f luid process inf luencing different parties in different ways.

Although Pridham and Müller-Rommel’s analysis provides this

broader perspective, the study itself doesn’t actually give a detailed

comparative examination along the thematic dimensions identified.23

As with many other studies, the themes are examined within a series

of self-standing, individual case studies. A more thematic comparison

would enable an assessment of both the ways in which the key relation-

ships identified for small parties have changed in different party

systems and, also, the factors inf luencing this process. Arguably, the

adoption of this approach within a comparative study represents a

methodological choice between providing either a broad and inclusive

range of case studies covering numerous countries or focusing upon a

more detailed, thematic comparison of fewer cases. In developing a
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more detailed examination of Green party development and change,

this study focuses upon the latter, seeking to substitute analytical

breadth, in terms of the number of case studies under examination, for

comparative detail and a broader perception of party change.

ANALYSING DEVELOPMENT AND CHANGE WITHIN

THE EUROPEAN GREEN PARTIES

Although identifying the key themes and perspectives which need to

be considered in interpreting party development and change, the

studies discussed above still fall some way short of providing an

effective method for operationalizing this type of detailed comparative

analysis. The analysis must not only be able to provide a framework for

identifying both internal and external pressures, but must also be able

to examine the relative inf luence of these factors upon the processes

of party change among the different Green parties. Again, guidance in

these issues can be found by looking beyond the analytical realm of

Green politics and turning towards broader analyses of political parties

– in particular, Harmel and Janda’s (1994) model of party change.

Harmel and Janda’s work focuses upon ‘why parties change their

political strategies, organizational characteristics and issue positions’

(Harmel and Janda, 1994, p259).24 In doing so, the study focuses upon

similar parameters to those at the centre of this current investigation

– namely, the internal and external pressures facing political parties and

their relative inf luence on patterns of party change.

Through the development of a quantitative comparative study,

Harmel and Janda identify three independent variables that impact

upon the process of party change. They argue that:

Far from assuming that party changes ‘just happen’ or

‘must happen’, we suggest that party change is normally

a result of leadership change, a change of dominant fac-

tion within the party and/or an external stimulus for

change (Harmel and Janda, 1994, p262).

It is the relationship between these three variables that explains the

patterns of party change across a number of different areas of party

activity: organization, strategy and issue stance (Harmel and Janda,

1994, p266). While, in some cases, change results purely from internal

pressures, in others ‘external stimuli may act as an important catalyst

for the process that ultimately results in change’ (Harmel and Janda,

1994, p265).
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While the categories of leadership and factional change are rela-

tively self-explanatory, the concept of ‘external stimuli’ requires some

clarification. The external ‘shocks’ or ‘stimuli’ referred to are defined

as ‘those which cause a party to re-evaluate its effectiveness in meeting

its primary goal’ (Harmel and Janda, 1994, p265). A party’s primary

goal can be classified along four dimensions: winning votes; advocating

issues/ideology; implementing party democracy; or gaining executive

office. Depending upon the primary goal, the authors suggest that it

is possible to identify appropriate external stimuli for change. Exam-

ples of such stimuli include exceptionally good or bad electoral

performances for parties whose primary goal is gaining votes; change

in party size for parties whose goal is responding to members wishes;

or, alternatively, loss of a central policy issue for those parties whose

main goal is policy or ideologically oriented.

While Harmel and Janda’s approach provides the clearest model so

far for comparing party development and change, some adaptations are

required in order for this framework to be effective for the comparative

analysis of Green parties sought in this study. Firstly, Harmel and Janda

claim that it is important to isolate a party’s ‘primary goal’ in order to

identify the type of external stimuli likely to provoke change. However,

as Lucardie notes, identifying the ‘primary goal’ of a Green party

can be problematic. In their study, Harmel and Janda isolate the

goal of ‘implementing party democracy’ as a primary goal for ‘new

politics’ parties, focusing upon the German Greens as a particular

example. However, a closer examination of their classification of

party goals reveals that, in fact, all four could feasibly be identified as

a Green party’s ‘primary’ goal. Indeed, identification of this primary

goal might be seen to differ, not only between but also within Green

parties.

For a broad quantitative study such as Harmel and Janda’s, restrict-

ing analysis to a single primary goal represents a practical necessity.

However, the framework of this much narrower comparative study

allows for greater f lexibility. To overcome this problem, therefore, this

study focuses upon three of the primary goals identified by Harmel and

Janda that are central to Green parties. These are ‘winning votes’ (by

definition, a principal goal of any political party), ‘advocating interests/

ideology’ and ‘implementing party democracy’ (Harmel and Janda,

1994, p273). This approach enables the comparative analysis to focus

upon the identification of a broad range of inf luential factors along

different dimensions. In addition, it ref lects changing priorities and

goals within, and between, respective Green parties. The fourth

primary goal – ‘gaining executive office’ – can now also be identified

as a realistic Green party goal, given the recent successes in countries

such as Germany and France. However, these aspects arguably require
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more time before the goal’s impact can be incorporated into this com-

parative model fully. Therefore, while not fully incorporated into this

model, the impact of this goal will be highlighted where appropriate.

Adapting Harmel and Janda’s model addresses many of the key

issues raised throughout this chapter regarding effective comparative

analysis of party development and change. It enables the comparative

analysis in this study to focus upon the identification of a broad range

of inf luential factors along different dimensions. In addition, this

approach also ref lects changing priorities and goals within, and

between, respective Green parties. Thus, it is possible to develop a

picture of f luctuating priorities both within individual Green parties

and within a comparative perspective.

A final consideration concerns the operationalizing of Harmel and

Janda’s model and, in particular, the identification and representation

of these internal and external pressures. Wolfgang Müller’s (1997)

analysis of change within the Austrian Social Democrats provides a use-

ful guide in this respect. Müller incorporates Harmel and Janda’s model

within a single case study, identifying key internal party developments

and external stimuli confronting the Austrian Social Democrats. Placing

these events on a time line, he is then able to compare the timing of

these factors with the experiences of significant party change.

The time lines provide an effective diagrammatic tool with which

to examine key factors inf luencing party change. While they may not

prove direct causality between party change and the factors identified,

the time lines indicate the context within which party change takes

place. In presenting a comparative, case study-oriented piece of

research, the identification of groups of factors is often more relevant

than attempting to identify one key factor as direct cause.25 The use

of time lines therefore provides a diagrammatic examination of the

wider context within which change takes place. It is then possible to

examine the relationship between the pressures identified upon the

time lines and the process of party change.26

COMBINING ‘GREEN’ AND ‘PARTY’ DIMENSIONS

WITHIN A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF GREEN

PARTY DEVELOPMENT AND CHANGE

By focusing upon lessons from other party literature, this chapter has

identified a comparative framework for analysing Green party develop-

ment and change, which expands upon the patterns of Green party

analysis highlighted in Chapter 1. The analytical framework therefore

represents a synthesis of both specific aspects of Green party analysis,
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and the incorporation of ideas and models identified from within the

comparative analysis of other political parties.

By recognizing a party’s relationship with other types of organiza-

tions, it has been noted that political parties face two distinct sets of

pressures. On the one hand, ‘internal’ issues exist regarding the

specific characteristics of a particular party and, on the other, ‘external’

dimensions exist concerning the systemic context within which that

party operates. Transposed onto Green party analysis, this means that

one must look beyond merely the distinctive ‘Green’ characteristics

that have traditionally been the focal point for distinguishing these

parties as an alternative form of ‘new’ politics. One must also attempt

to contextualize development and change within the Greens in relation

to the pressures of the external political environments within which

the parties function. Harmel and Janda’s model of party change

provides a foundation for achieving this. They highlight that party

change in the areas of political strategy, organizational characteristics

or issue positions results from the inf luence of three key factors:

leadership change, change in the dominant factions, and the impact

of external ‘stimuli’ that occur as the result of a direct challenge to a

party’s primary goal.

The selection of both the case studies and the thematic focus also

ref lects the importance of both ‘Green’ and ‘party’ dimensions within

this study. Parties were selected which ref lected key characteristics of

‘new politics’ parties and which had experienced significant processes

of development and change. In addition, the cases selected function

within different types of party system. Following the classifications

discussed earlier in this chapter, we can identify the UK as a ‘two-

party’ or ‘large party’ system, while Germany represents a ‘two-and-a

half-party’ system. Sweden represents a ‘multiparty’ or ‘small party’

system, while France provides an example of a ‘transitional’ system,

where the relatively recent systemic overhaul within the Fifth Republic

has presented new challenges for all political parties.

The thematic focus also ref lects this balance of ‘Green’ and ‘party’

criterion, seeking to ref lect the distinctive characteristics of the Green

parties while also acknowledging the other party categorizations

discussed earlier. These categorizations include the ‘three relation-

ships’ identified by Pridham and Müller-Rommel, the three dimensions

highlighted by Rootes and Richardson, and the primary areas of party

change outlined by Harmel and Janda. The comparative analysis

therefore focuses upon three aspects of Green party activity that

incorporate the above criteria: Green party strategy towards other

political parties and issues of party positioning; the development of

Green party organizational structures; and, finally, development and

change within party policies and party programmes.
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The following chapters present a comparative analysis of develop-

ment, conf lict and change within four European Green parties. For

each area, the experiences of the German Green party will provide an

initial frame of reference. This pattern of development and change will

then be compared with the processes of reform and conf lict experi-

enced by the Green party in the UK, Les Verts in France and Miljö-

partiet de Gröna in Sweden. By undertaking this form of detailed

thematic comparative analysis, this book seeks to identify an over-

riding explanation for organizational change within Europe’s Green

parties and a more comprehensive interpretation of transition among

the Greens.

To achieve this it will address the following questions. Firstly, what

factors were inf luential in instigating change within the Green parties

and are these factors common among the four different case studies?

Secondly, does the process of development and change represent a

significant move away from the ‘new politics’ commitments tradition-

ally attributed to the Green parties? Thirdly, is this pattern of change

a response to external pressures to conform to the exigencies of the

party political system, or does it ref lect internal issues regarding the

nature of Green parties and Green party goals? By examining and

understanding these processes of development and change, it will be

possible to consider the implications of this process for the future

evolution of Europe’s Green parties and for the Greens’ role as the

parliamentary representatives of the ‘new politics’.
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Chapter 3

Seeking Space and Opportunity:
The Emergence of Green Parties in

Germany, France, Sweden and the UK

To contextualize the process of Green party development and change,

this chapter focuses upon the formation and electoral performance of

the four parties in this study. Concentrating initially upon the emerg-

ence of Die Grünen, it identifies the opportunities and constraints that

helped to shape the impact of the Greens upon the German party

system. Transposing these factors onto the other three case studies

allows for a comparison of the systemic pressures facing the parties,

and their relative inf luence upon the specific nature of Green party

development. The constraints of the system, it is argued, impact upon

the political opportunities available to each of the parties, the roles

which they may potentially adopt within the system and, subsequently,

their perceptions of ‘success’ and ‘failure’.

CHALLENGING THE SYSTEM: THE EMERGENCE OF

DIE GRÜNEN IN GERMANY

The transition of a ‘motley crew of ecological romantics, naive peace-

niks and unruly populists’ (Schoonmaker, 1989, p41) into an estab-

lished party actively involved in coalition government in Germany

represents, for many, the strongest example of the impact of Green

politics on Western European political systems, and a model for other

Green parties to live up to and to be measured against. However, the

evolution of the German Green party was far from uneventful, and its
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successes and failures cannot only be attributed to the actions of the

Greens themselves.

As outlined in Chapter 1, the history of Green party development

is closely connected to the rise of new social movement protests during

the 1960s and 1970s. In Germany, this was ref lected in the growth of

new-left student movements, citizen action groups and campaigns

against nuclear power that were a constant aspect of the German

political arena during the 1970s. By 1977, there were approximately

50,000 civic initiative groups in West Germany. Approximately 1000

of these were members of the Federal Association for Civic Action in

Protecting the Environment, which could boast a combined member-

ship of over 300,000 (Schoonmaker, 1989, p47). Many activists felt

disillusioned with the established political parties and their failure to

confront these new issues and concerns. Disillusionment was also felt

by left-wing activists disappointed by the Social Democrats’ (SPD’s)

moves towards the centre ground and the party’s support of both

nuclear power and the deployment of nuclear weapons in Germany.

By the late 1970s, therefore, the opportunity existed to pull together

‘the energy and experience of a relatively large pool of unattached

young educated activists’ (Frankland, 1995, p26).

The Green challenge within the electoral process began in isolated

campaigns at the local level. In particular, the emergence of a small

environmentalist party in Lower Saxony provided the incentive for a

more unified process of electoral campaigning by these disparate

movement groups at both local and Land level. These party lists were

able to gain reimbursement of campaign expenses. The expansion of

this process to a Green electoral list to contest the European parliament

elections in 1979 further highlighted the value of an electoral strategy.

Despite continued reservations regarding the value of a unified party

organization, Die Grünen was formed in 1980 with the aim of cam-

paigning as ‘the aspiring parliamentary arm of both the anti-nuclear

movement and the peace movement and of the new social movements,

in general’ (Frankland, 1995, p27).

Despite a poor performance at federal level in 1980, where the

party only gained 1.5 per cent of the vote, the newly formed party

continued to gain seats at both local and Land level. At both levels, the

party began to gain inf luential roles, developing its reputation as a new

political voice in German politics. A breakthrough at federal level was

also achieved with relative speed. In October 1983 the party gained

5.6 per cent of the vote, resulting in the election of 27 Green deputies.

This was strengthened in 1987 when they gained 8.2 per cent of the

vote and 42 seats. In European parliamentary elections, the party

polled approximately 8 per cent of the vote in 1984 and 1989. By the

end of the 1980s, therefore, the party had federal representatives,
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European representatives and held seats in 8 of the 11 Landtage

(Frankland, 1995, p29).

The political experiences of the early 1990s, however, served to

demonstrate to the Greens the precarious nature of their position at

this time. The party became embroiled in a number of internal debates

and conf licts that threatened its continuation as a national political

actor. Increasing inf luence at Land level raised the possibility of

potential coalition agreements, mainly with the SPD. This subsequently

raised important questions regarding the core objectives of the Greens

and was a major factor in the factional realo–fundis split within the

party, outlined in Chapter 1.

Internal pressures were further compounded by a rapidly changing

external political environment. German reunification meant that the

Greens faced not only internal disagreements, but a new political

landscape within which to compete – one that they did not tackle

effectively. As well as adopting a very cautious and pessimistic attitude

towards reunification, the Greens decided not to form a coalition with

the East German Greens for the first all-German elections in 1990

(contrary to the other major political parties). The two parties chose

to campaign independently and to discuss a possible merger after the

election. Combined with the internal conf licts within the party, the

election proved disastrous. Die Grünen only gained 4.8 per cent of the

vote in the West, failing to break the parliamentary threshold. The East

German Greens, Bundnis ‘90, did, however, gain 6.1 per cent, which

meant a Green representation of only 8 seats. Had the two parties

merged before the election, however, the result would have produced

26 Green seats.

The electoral failure in 1990 proved to be the catalyst for the realos

to gain control within the party. The party undertook a process of

organizational and strategic reform (discussed further in later chapters),

which attempted to regain the political impetus that the party had

achieved during the 1980s. In particular, the party concentrated upon

establishing itself as a natural coalition partner for the SPD and, on rare

occasions, for the Christian Democrats.

The reform process, while resulting in resignations within the

party and criticisms that the Greens were losing their radical edge,

served to stabilize the party. The new direction was accompanied by

improving electoral performances, which subsequently engaged the

Greens in numerous coalitions at Land level. The issue of Green

unification was also finalized in 1993, when the two parties agreed to

merge under the title Bundnis ‘90/Die Grünen. 1994 represented a

major test for the party, with both European and federal elections. Both

signified the resurgence of the Greens as they gained 10.1 per cent and

7.3 per cent respectively. The federal result was particularly significant,
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as the Greens became the first party in Germany to regain representa-

tion at federal level. It also established the Greens as the third major

political party in the German political system. The Greens had already

begun to displace the Free Democrats (FDP) as the major coalition

partner at Land level, and now the same process was in evidence at

federal level.

Further successes at Land level gave the Greens coalition roles in

North Rhine-Westphalia (1995), Schleswig-Holstein (1996) and Ham-

burg (1997). The federal elections in 1998 finally broke the remaining

obstacle for the Greens. With 6.69 per cent of the vote, the German

Greens gained 46 seats and became the SPD’s coalition partner. Joschka

Fischer became minister of foreign affairs, Andrea Fischer became min-

ister of health and Jürgen Trittin became minister of the environment.

While the 1998 election clearly represents a landmark in the

German Greens evolution, the party found the coalition far from easy.

The Greens found it hard to implement many of the initiatives that they

sought when entering government and have had to make numerous

compromises that have, at times, angered party supporters. One of the

most notable examples of this was the debates concerning Germany’s

participation in North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) actions in

Kosovo. For a party with a strong pacifist commitment, being seen to

condone a military campaign challenged core values and raised ques-

tions about how much compromise the party should make to its

principles for the sake of government participation. In addition,

Andrea Fischer resigned from her post as health minister during the

BSE crisis in February 2001.

Recent years have witnessed a downturn in electoral support for

the German Greens. Although gaining 6.4 per cent at the 1999 Euro-

pean parliament election and 7 Members of the European Parliament

(MEPs), the general pattern has been one of decline. In every regional

election since early 1998, the Greens have been losing votes. This has

resulted in the defeat of the Red–Green coalition in Hesse and a

weakening of the remaining coalitions in North Rhine-Westphalia,

Schleswig-Holstein and Hamburg.1

CHARACTERIZING THE POLITICAL ENVIRONMENT:
IDENTIFYING OPPORTUNITIES AND CONSTRAINTS

Undoubtedly, Die Grünen’s, historical development was inf luenced by

the political environment in which the activists found themselves and

the reaction of the established political actors to the new Green

challenge. The German example highlights two important themes in
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this respect. Firstly, there was the manner in which the established

system tackled and ref lected the ‘new’ issues surrounding the Green

agenda. In particular, how strong was support and protest around these

issues and what opportunities existed for these issues to be institu-

tionalized within the system? Secondly, there was the nature of the

electoral challenge facing a newly formed Green party. What barriers

existed to the formation of a new party and, subsequently, to the new

party achieving an electoral impact? While, in the case of the German

Greens, the political environment encouraged the evolution of a ‘new

politics’ party, to what extent can the same be said for the political

opportunities in Sweden, France and the UK?

The German case highlights the close links between Green party

development and social movement activism, discussed in Chapter 1,

and the reaction of established state structures in responding to these

new issues and concerns. In Germany, the closed structures of the

established political institutions encouraged a radical form of new

social movement protest exemplified by the student movement, citizen

action groups and anti-nuclear campaigners. Lack of access to the

political system and little response from established actors to the new

issues and concerns raised by these groups forced them to seek

alternative channels of activism which eventually provided the impetus

for the creation and emergence of the Green party.

Kitschelt (1986) defines this relationship in terms of ‘political

opportunity’, consisting of the:

. . .specific configurations of resources, institutional arrange-

ments and historical precedents for social mobilization,

which facilitate the development of protest movements in

some instances and constrain them in others (Kitschelt,

1986, p58). 2

Kitschelt identifies within this concept both the relative ‘openness’ of

political systems to societal demands and also the strength of these

systems’ capacity to implement policies (Kitschelt, 1986, p64).3 These

dimensions, he claims, inf luence the opportunities available to new

forms of political activism. Where political systems are ‘open’ and

‘weak’, movements can focus their activities upon established institu-

tions. However, where systems are ‘closed’ and display ‘considerable

capacities to ward off threats to the implementation of policies’,

movements are more likely to be forced to adopt ‘confrontational,

disruptive strategies orchestrated outside established policy channels’

in order to inf luence political decisions (Kitschelt, 1986, p66).

As well as a formal setting, however, informal processes also

inf luence the levels of access available within a political system. Kriesi
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et al classify these informal procedures and strategies towards chal-

lengers as being either ‘exclusive (repressive, confrontative, polarizing)

or integrative (facilitative, cooperative, assimilative)’ (Kriesi et al,

1992, p222). By combining both the formal and the informal structural

settings, they identify a range of different contexts within which

political mobilization takes place.

However, classifications such as these only go so far in explaining

the pattern of political opportunities facing new challengers to estab-

lished systems. Rootes (1997), for example, argues that political

systems represent a much more f luid process than these types of

classification allow for. Informal procedures can often have strikingly

diverse impacts upon different groups within a political system. At one

level, states and state institutions may vary in their treatment of

different social movements and movement organizations across policy

areas. Hence, a system that is informally inclusive for one group may

remain exclusive to another. Alternatively, the openness of a political

system may also ref lect the ability of groups to respond to the political

opportunities available to them:

For those taking collective action, it is not simply a ques-

tion of whether a political system is objectively open or

closed, but also whether (and how) it is perceived as open

or closed. Even the perceived existence of opportunities

and constraints does not mean that they will automatic-

ally be seized or accepted: collective actors do not simply

shape their action to fit pre-existing contours of the politi-

cal landscape (Rootes, 1997, p14).

Clearly, therefore, many contingent factors have to be considered

within the context of the political environment, which are not neces-

sarily ref lected within structural classifications such as those provided

by Kitschelt or Kriesi et al. This analysis, therefore, utilizes these

classifications merely as a comparative starting point, before looking

more closely at the specific experiences of new social movements

within different party systems.

As well as gaining a picture of the opportunities available for

movement activism, further comparative criteria are also required to

assess the opportunities available for transforming this into a party-

political context. Party system classifications, such as those outlined

in Chapter 2, provide a starting point by both distinguishing between

multiparty and two-party systems of different varieties and, also, in line

with Sartori’s classification, assessing whether parties possess either

‘blackmail’ or ‘coalition’ potential.4 Mair’s classification of the oppor-

tunities available to small parties within different types of party system
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can also be applied to the Greens in this context.5 Again, referring back

to the discussion of the German Greens above, the existence of state

subsidies to support campaign expenses, and the relatively low 5 per

cent threshold to parliamentary representation, encouraged activists

to view the electoral path as a viable option. Indeed, Frankland even

suggests that the low threshold was ‘a vital ingredient of the glue

holding the Greens’ heterogeneous activists together’ (Frankland,

1995, p26). At both federal and Land level, the Greens could poten-

tially develop both blackmail and coalition potential, which gave them

a strong position from which to develop.

How does this compare with the situation facing the emerging

Greens in Sweden, the UK and France? Table 3.1 provides a compara-

tive guide to the political environments facing the Greens in these

three countries. The first two categories use political opportunity

structure (POS) classifications to identify the formal and informal

patterns of access available for the representation of new issues and

concerns within the state structures. Since Green parties are clearly

identified as the political arm of the ‘new politics’ protest, the level of

accommodation to such concerns within state structures is clearly an

important factor. The remaining categories look more specifically at

the party systems and the opportunities available for small parties to

gain a role within them. The categories focus upon defining the type

of party system, identifying the nature of the electoral system and,

finally, outlining the opportunities available to small parties within

these systems.

Table 3.1 identifies all three countries as having strong, centralized

state structures that are relatively autonomous from their environ-

ments, especially from newly emerging pressures such as ‘new poli-

tics’ issues. Few ‘formal’ opportunities exist for access to the state.

However, closer examination of these systems reveals some important

differences. Indeed, opportunities for the representation of new issues

vary markedly between the three countries, despite the suggested

closure of the state structures to new forms of protest.

Both the British and Swedish systems are classified as ref lecting a

pattern of ‘informal inclusion’, in which, although formally appearing

closed to new issues and challenges, various ‘informal strategies exist,

which make the state more accessible than one might have expected

at first’ (Kriesi et al, 1995, p37). In the UK, for example:

. . .there may be Schumpeterian competition for ‘control’

of the executive in a winner-takes-all electoral system –

but outside this there has been, since the early 19th cent-

ury, a wealth of informal activity and inf luence by non-

governmental groups on particular ‘new’ issues (Grove-

White, 1991, p8).
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Table 3.1 Party System Structures in the UK, France and Sweden

Country Formal Overall Classification of Electoral Opportunities
State Structural Party System System for Small
Structures Settings Parties

UK Strong; Informal ‘Large party system’; Single-member Weak;
centralized inclusion two-party; constituency lack black-

moderate left– (first past the mail or
right cleavage post) coalition

potential;
main
opportunities
at local level

France Strong; Selective ‘Transitionary Double-ballot Weak unless
centralized exclusion system’; majority part of a

multiparty (two coalition;
block); possible
strong left–right coalition or
cleavage blackmail

potential;
local level
offers greater
opportunities

Sweden Strong; Informal ‘Small party Proportional Strong on
centralized inclusion system’; representation passing 4%

multiparty (left (4% threshold) threshold;
dominant); good
moderate left– possibilities
right cleavage of coalition or

blackmail
potential;
local level
offers
chances to
hold balance
of power

These informal channels are not open to all groups, however, and are

accessible at a price – namely, to ‘conform to, and operate within, the

court-like culture of the capital and its dominant interests’ (Grove-

White, 1991, p8). The UK system therefore encourages groups to seek

to work within the confines of the political system and to seek a level

of pragmatic accommodation within it. Arguably, this process of

informal accommodation may be an inf luential factor in the mobiliza-

tion of more radical environmental protest groups in the UK during the

past decade, critical of the perceived ‘institutionalization’ of more

established groups such as Friends of the Earth.
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The Swedish system, by contrast, displays a different set of dynam-

ics. It primarily revolves around the close relationship between the

political parties and the state, ref lecting a more elitist model with ‘a

clear emphasis on policy leadership on the part of the political parties’

(Pierre and Widfeldt, 1994, p334). This is exemplified by the early

parliamentary recognition of environmental issues and, in particular,

nuclear debates, and the relative weakness of the environmental

movement. Hence:

What in other countries was largely left to movement

organizations and only slowly, if ever, brought into the

parliamentary arena was, in Sweden, the central focus of

a national election (Jamison, Eyerman and Cramer, 1990,

p42).

The early parliamentary recognition of environmental issues forced the

environmental movement in Sweden to direct its activities towards

established political channels rather than developing a ‘new politics’

identity outside of the established system. Jamison, Eyerman and

Cramer go so far as to suggest that it has become so integrated within

the parliamentary framework that ‘the very notion of an environmental

movement has faded, to some extent, from common usage’ (Jamison,

Eyerman and Cramer, 1990, p59).

The French system displays a pattern of ‘selective exclusion’,

combining both a strong state with an exclusive dominant strategy.

New social movement mobilization, as a consequence, is concentrated

more within unconventional forms of protest. A strong tradition of

protest has, however, inf luenced the impact of ‘new politics’ protest.

Environmental protest groups who represented a radical alternative in

countries such as Germany had to share the political stage in France

with many other protest movements. Even where environmental

protest movements, such as the anti-nuclear movement, were success-

ful in mobilizing protest, the state has largely been successful in

dealing with it. A ‘feather-quilt strategy’ (Berger, 1972) was often

adopted whereby established parties merely made small, cosmetic

changes and waited for the protest groups to self-destruct through

internal divisions, knowing that they lacked the political strength to

continue for a prolonged period without access to state or political

representation. The French political system offers few positive avenues

for environmental campaigners beyond the confines of the established

political parties. Social movement activism in France has, therefore,

focused more upon attempting to inf luence the main political parties

rather than seeking the creation of new parties and protest groups.
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Clear distinctions are also evident within Table 3.1 regarding the

nature of the electoral opportunities and barriers confronting the

respective Green parties. In France, although classified as a multiparty

system, the four major parties within the Fifth Republic are divided

into coalitions of left and right, producing a system more akin to a two-

party system, both practically and ideologically. In contrast to many of

the other European countries where the left–right cleavage is perceived

to be weakening in defining individuals’ political allegiances, this

dichotomy has remained at the heart of contemporary French politics,

largely due to the left’s exclusion from government between 1958–

1981.6 Although new issues such as the environment were evident

within French political debates, these issues continued to be internal-

ized within left–right dimensions, rather than challenging them. This

has proved electorally problematic for small parties since voters have

tended to be disinclined to transfer their allegiance from the traditional

parties to support a new minor party ‘even if it represented ethnic

nationalist or ecological interests with which the voters sympathized’

(Wilson, 1988, p521).

The double-ballot majority voting system further strengthens the

position of the established political parties, placing significant barriers

in the way of small parties. While national parliamentary representa-

tion is identified as a mark of political credibility, the electoral system

firmly restricts access to this representation.7 For small parties to

succeed electorally, therefore, they must usually seek alliances, largely

by positioning themselves on either the left or the right of the political

spectrum. As Cole and Doherty summarize:

The French party system places a high value on parties

able to construct alliances, but penalizes those that through

choice or necessity remain without allies (Cole and Doherty,

1995, p54).

Without this support, small parties in recent years have faced life on

the margins of French politics.

The UK party system is classified as a ‘large party system’ domin-

ated by two major parties. The only ‘two-party system’ within this

comparative analysis, it is characterized by a high degree of internal

party unity and a predominant emphasis upon national-level political

activity. As in France, national parliamentary representation and

inf luence play a strong part in shaping a party’s political credibility in

the eyes of the public.8 Webb (1994) describes it as almost a ‘party

cartel’, with established parties maintaining the first-past-the-post

electoral system in order to solidify their positions of strength, mon-
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opolize state resources and almost completely eliminate small parties

from access to the media.

Although the rules for creating a political party in the UK are

relatively relaxed, the harsh political environment severely limits a new

party’s potential impact. For small parties with support relatively

evenly distributed throughout the country, electoral support is rarely

translated into parliamentary seats under the ‘first-past-the-post’

majoritarian electoral system. Even if they surmount this hurdle, the

tendency towards single-party majority governments means that

representation is unlikely to translate into any significant national

political inf luence as they generally lack either ‘blackmail’ or ‘coalition’

potential. The European level, via direct European elections, has, until

recently, also been closed to small parties. However, a change from the

majoritarian electoral system to a more proportional ‘alternative vote’

method in 1999 has provided an interesting new opportunity for

political inf luence.

In contrast to the party systems discussed above, Sweden is classi-

fied as a ‘small party system’ in which small parties often account for

more than 50 per cent of the overall vote. For much of the past century,

the Swedish party system represented a stable five-party system domin-

ated by the left-wing Social Democrats. The arrival into parliament of

Miljöpartiet de Gröna actually broke a 70-year stranglehold on repre-

sentation by the established parties. The dominance of the Social

Democrats in Sweden provides a striking contrast to both the UK and

French political systems in which a left government has been the

exception rather than the rule. Unlike many other multiparty systems,

the Social Democrats have largely dominated the right-wing opposi-

tion, but have often sought ‘broad legislative coalitions rather than

narrow majorities, to pass major reforms’ (Einhorn and Logue, 1988,

p193). This tendency to seek a broad cross-party consensus for key

policies is seen as a distinctive feature of Scandinavian party systems.

The close relationship between the Swedish political parties and

the formal state structures has resulted in the emergence of parties that

are often more geared towards functioning within the state than they

are towards functioning as social representatives. The dominant

position of the political parties has been identified as a key factor in

determining their marked organizational similarities and their empha-

sis upon centralized organizational structures. Media focus upon key

personalities and national issues has further strengthened this central-

izing process.

Also contributing to the centralization of party control has been

the high level of state subventions to political parties, which have

replaced subscriptions and donations as the parties’ major source of

finance, and removed their reliance upon membership. The level of
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state funding received by a political party is related to the level of

representation in parliament, which, as in Germany, is dependent

upon breaking an electoral threshold (4 per cent). Although the

financial remuneration is generous on passing this threshold, until this

is achieved small parties find it hard to compete both in terms of

resources and media attention. Electoral results therefore play an

important role in inf luencing the future strategy and financial status

of a party as ‘the economic incentive is clearly to win votes rather than

to gain or keep members’ (Pierre and Widfeldt, 1994, p346).

Although this suggests little opportunity for new political parties

to gain any real inf luence, new challengers have, at times, been able

to benefit from the close relationship between the parties and the state.

As the established parties have become more isolated from both their

membership and society, it is argued that they became insensitive to

newly developing concerns and issues such as the environmental

problem, thus weakening their credibility and leading to the emerg-

ence of new challengers (Pierre and Widfeldt, 1994, p333).

SYSTEMIC CONSTRAINTS: A COMPARATIVE

SUMMARY

The discussion above clearly indicates the many differences within the

political environments that face the newly emerging Green parties,

many of which differ quite markedly from the conditions confronting

the German Greens in their battle for political space and opportunity.

The state structures, both ‘formal’ and ‘informal’, provided diverse

settings for the emergence of new social movement activism. As in

Germany, new social movement activism ref lected a notable challenge

to established political protest in both Sweden and the UK. However,

in Sweden this protest gravitated towards the party sphere, while in

the UK, environmental movements were able to develop informal

channels of access and inf luence if they were prepared to adopt more

conventional tactics. By complete contrast, the emergence of new

social movements in France represented merely another dimension

within a long tradition of protest activity directed against an ‘exclusive’

state structure.

If the environment for social movement activism displays an

interesting variety, a similar diversity is evident when comparing the

opportunities for Green party development. In each case, achieving a

national electoral breakthrough represents an important step in a

party’s potential development. However, the respective systems pro-

vide differing barriers to achieving this outcome. In Sweden, as in
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Germany, electoral breakthrough leads to considerable financial

resources once the electoral threshold is breached. In both France and

the UK, the main importance of national representation lies in the

political credibility that such representation provides. However, in

both of these cases the electoral systems offer little encouragement for

small parties, such as the Greens, to gain this credibility.

Given the broad disparity in political opportunity, context and

setting, it is no surprise to discover that Green party evolution and

electoral fortune follows different patterns from country to country.

In particular, there are noticeable differences between the experiences

of the three parties outlined below and that of Die Grünen, outlined

earlier.

FRANCE: LES VERTS

Although an official party structure did not emerge until 1984, Les

Verts’ roots lie firmly within the social movement activism of the late

1960s and early 1970s. Environmental organization in France focused

primarily around conservation and anti-nuclear groups.9 Despite being

able to mobilize large numbers of protesters, however, the anti-nuclear

campaigns achieved little in terms of tangible success. National elect-

oral campaigning began in 1974 when René Dumont was selected to

stand as a presidential candidate, although notions of a unified party

organization were disregarded at this time.10 Instead, electoral cam-

paigns were loosely coordinated with groups organizing campaigns

together but disbanding any formal unified organization after the

election.

This pattern continued during much of the 1970s, with electoral

participation representing a strategy for focusing people’s attention

upon the ideas of alternative living and campaigning rather than an

expectation of gaining parliamentary representation (Faucher, 1996,

p1).11 The double-ballot electoral system enabled voters to express a

preference for small groups in the first round of voting without feeling

that their votes would be wasted overall. However, continued participa-

tion in elections inevitably led to calls for a more permanent form of

organization.

The electoral success of the Parti Socialiste (PS) in 1981, and its

failure to champion Green issues, provided further impetus for a new

political party. When the PS opted to continue the French nuclear

programme, environmental movements who had hoped for a new

attitude from a left-wing government realized they must now seek an

alternative Green voice. Consequently, despite continued reticence

among many movement activists, a national organization was created
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in 1984 under the title Les Verts – Confédération Écologiste/Parti

Écologiste. However, as Faucher suggests:

. . .despite their proclaimed unity, the ecology movement

was still divided into several groups. Les Verts could pre-

tend to be the sole Green voice in politics but many Green

societies and groups remained active at the margin of the

political scene (Faucher, 1996, p2).12

Initial electoral performances for the newly formed party were encou-

raging, achieving 3.4 per cent of the vote in the 1984 European

parliament elections, and gaining its first three regional councillors in

1986. These results gave Les Verts an additional level of legitimation

within the system and justified an electoral strategy.

Following the successes of 1986, the party developed its identity

under the de facto leadership of Antoine Waechter.13 Waechter empha-

sized the importance of electoral success to the party, stating that it

would ‘never be efficient until we have overcome the electoral thresh-

old of credibility’ (cited in Prendiville, 1994, p45). The party’s electoral

performances improved steadily during the late 1980s, ref lecting both

national and international environmental concern. Waechter gained

3.8 per cent of the first round votes in the 1988 presidential elections,

further establishing himself at the forefront of the party. In 1989 the

party gained 1369 seats in municipal elections, with support rising to

10–15 per cent in many large towns and breaking the representative

threshold in the European parliament elections (Prendiville, 1994,

p45).14

While placing the environment firmly on the political agenda,

electoral success also created its own controversies. In 1990, Brice

Lalonde created a direct rival to Les Verts with a new party, Génération

Écologie.15 Génération Écologie largely represented a vehicle for

Lalonde’s personal political ambitions, containing none of the organiza-

tional or structural characteristics of other European Green parties and

adopting a more pragmatic stance upon key issues such as nuclear

power. While Les Verts quickly disassociated themselves from any form

of cooperation with Génération Écologie, the exigencies of the French

political system soon highlighted the implausibility of this stance.

Initially the two parties competed directly against one another,

resulting in a direct split in the Green vote. In the 1992 regional

elections, Les Verts received 6.8 per cent and Génération Écologie 7.1

per cent (Cole and Doherty, 1995, p45). Although the combined

environmental vote of nearly 14 per cent represented a strong overall

Green performance, Les Verts activists were disappointed to find that

having struggled for nearly ten years for a level of electoral respecta-
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bility, their thunder had been stolen by Lalonde’s ability to attract

significant levels of support. Despite this, the regional election results

still contained successes – most notably, Marie-Christine Blandin

becoming both the first ecologist, and the first woman, to be elected

leader of a regional council in Nord Pas de Calais (Holliday, 1994,

p65).16

The election results clearly demonstrated that regardless of the

party’s attitudes towards Brice Lalonde and Génération Écologie, while

the environmental vote remained split, Les Verts would be unlikely to

gain national representation. In 1992, therefore, after significant

internal debate, Les Verts and Génération Écologie signed the Entente

Ecologiste, agreeing to act as a single campaigning unit for the 1993

national elections. With opinion polls estimating support for the

alliance at around 15 to 20 per cent, it seemed that national representa-

tion was within reach. However, the Entente lacked cohesion, with the

two parties often openly contradicting one another. In addition, voters

were keen to position the Greens within left- or right-party parameters,

encouraged by the PS, who openly declared their intention to stand

down in favour of better-placed environmental candidates in the

second round. The Greens found themselves allied to the left in the

public’s eyes, despite having no commitment to such a position.17 The

final results ref lected these difficulties, with the Entente only gaining

7.7 per cent of the vote. 18

Failure to break the parliamentary barrier provoked bitter recrimin-

ations from the two parties. Within Les Verts, internal division focused

upon strategic direction that became personalized around Antoine

Waechter and Dominique Voynet during candidate selection for the

presidential election. At the 1993 party conference, Voynet gained

the upper hand as activists voted against a continuation of the ‘autono-

mous’ stance and in favour of closer links with the alternative left.19 The

early 1990s were a disappointing period for Les Verts. The party lost

its European representatives and although the number of Green

councillors rose, few were elected on purely Green lists (Faucher,

1996, p12). The presidential election proved no more successful, with

Voynet only gaining 3.35 per cent of the vote.

A dramatic and largely unexpected change in fortunes occurred

during 1996–1997 as Voynet’s left-leaning strategy culminated in an

electoral agreement with the PS as part of a broad left alliance. Presi-

dent Chirac’s decision to call parliamentary elections a year early

resulted in a surprise win for the left coalition. While Les Verts still only

gained an average of 5.12 per cent in the first round of voting, their

position within the alliance ensured that eight candidates were elected

after the second ballot and resulted in the installation of Dominique

Voynet as environment minister. Les Verts had therefore, somewhat
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paradoxically, finally succeeded in breaking the national parliamentary

threshold, while gaining a smaller share of the vote than in previous

national elections. The role in the governing coalition has served to

increase the visibility and impact of the Greens. While being subject

to the pressures of compromise, as in Germany, Les Verts have been

able to highlight government successes such as the stopping of the

Superphénix and Le Carnet nuclear plants and a continuing role in the

climate change negotiations surrounding the Kyoto protocol.

This position has also enhanced the Greens’ electoral profile. The

party continues to have to face rivals for the Green vote, in the form

of Génération Ecologie and a new party led by Antoine Waechter,

Mouvement Ecologistes Independent (MEI); but it has overcome this,

gaining 70 regional council seats in 1998 and consolidating its support

with 9.8 per cent of the vote and 9 MEPs at European level the follow-

ing year. In contrast to the downturn in support in Germany, surveys

in France indicate a strong level of support and approval for the Greens

as a coalition partner, and municipal elections served to confirm the

importance of the Greens for the continued electoral success of the left

coalition.

THE UK: THE GREEN PARTY

In the UK, the emergence of the British Green party was not primarily

the result of the integration of new social movement groups within a

party organization. In fact, party development was never a prime

concern for new social movement activists in the UK. As Wall (1994)

describes, the Green party’s creation was actually a rather ad hoc affair:

Finding to their surprise that there were no legal require-

ments necessary to establish a party, they simply placed an

advertisement in the Coventry Evening Telegraph on 31

January 1973 proclaiming the existence of PEOPLE and

asking for members willing to stand as candidates (Wall,

1994, p16).

Although the political system presented few barriers to party forma-

tion, it was not as forthcoming in nurturing its development. During

the 1970s, the party developed small regional groups to stand candi-

dates in elections, but had difficulty gaining media exposure or

increasing membership.20 The 1980s ref lected a change of direction

as the party gained a more left-wing, ‘new politics’ identity, becoming

a more decentralized, community-based, ‘anti-party’ organization in

line with other emergent Green parties. Funding difficulties continually
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restricted the party’s electoral strategy; while a good campaign might

increase public awareness, it could also result in financial collapse

with the loss of electoral deposits. Electoral activity, therefore, re-

mained minimal and focused primarily upon local and parish council

elections.21

Nationally, the party stood its first by-election candidate in 1975

and stood 53 candidates at the 1979 general election, gaining the right

to a television election broadcast. The environmentalist Jonathon

Porritt emphasized the importance of this strategy, claiming:

The whole future of the Ecology party is at stake on this

issue. . . . A campaign of 50, and the resulting media cover-

age will totally transform the nature of the Ecology party,

in terms of its national credibility, its overall strength, the

calibre of its membership, its range of inf luence and its

whole future (cited in Wall, 1994, p36).22

The electoral strategy focused almost exclusively upon heightening the

party’s profile rather than any real consideration of gaining parlia-

mentary representation. An increase in party membership to 5000 by

1980 in this context, therefore, represented a more significant outcome

than the 40,000 votes that the candidates received at the polls (Wall,

1994, p38).

The new inf lux of members continued the transition to a more

alternative party, utilizing political strategies such as community

action, Non-Violent Direct Action campaigns, and the development of

a closer attachment to the environmental movements.23 However, the

more centralist members argued that the party needed to focus more

upon its electoral activities, marking the beginning of a long-term

factional split within the Green party similar to that within Die

Grünen. While some activists identified poor electoral results as

evidence against prioritizing an electoral strategy, others interpreted

these results as an indication of the need to accept the rules of the game

within the party political arena.

The Green party’s biggest electoral success came during the 1989

European elections. As in France, external forces played a key role in

inf luencing these developments. As well as international environ-

mental issues, more localized events, including seal deaths along the

UK coastline and the discovery of poisonous algae in the North Sea,

made the environment a central issue of the European campaign. In

addition, the major parties in the UK were in a state of f lux, placing

the Greens in an unusually strong position.24 Nevertheless, even given

such favourable circumstances, the 14.9 per cent of the vote that the

party received surpassed even their highest expectations.25
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This result represented the first evidence that the public identified

the Green party as a credible political force, and led to unrealistically

high expectations within the party for the forthcoming general

election. A mood of optimism prevailed, often in the face of contra-

dictory facts. A more realistic perception of the situation would have

recognized that the established parties would be far more competitive

in a national campaign and that convincing the electorate to vote Green

at a general election would be a far tougher task. In addition, the Green

party’s European performance had resulted in intense media scrutiny

and a dramatic inf lux of members.26

Attempting to build upon the electoral breakthrough of 1989, the

party sought to reorganize itself via the Green 2000 initiative. Unfortu-

nately, Green 2000 proved to be the battleground for control of the

Green party, acting as a spark igniting tensions between those mem-

bers who saw party politics as the best way forward and those who

wanted a much broader frame of activism. Factional conf licts, accomp-

anied by a changing political climate, were detrimental to the party’s

1992 general election campaign. Although standing more candidates

than in any previous general election, the party received on average

only 1.3 per cent of the vote. The reaction to the electoral disappoint-

ment provoked deeper internal factionalism and a dramatic fall in

membership. In combination with the large financial cost accrued dur-

ing the election campaign, the party found itself verging on bankruptcy.

From this low point, the Green party has, in recent years, concen-

trated upon rebuilding itself (Burchell, 2000). A new strategy plan,

‘Basis For Renewal’, was introduced in 1993, aimed at reconciling the

factional tensions within the party. The party’s electoral focus was

transferred to the local level, where representation was clearly more

attainable. The strategy did not ignore national elections, but saw them

more as an opportunity to challenge the major parties on policies, raise

the party’s profile and highlight the undemocratic nature of the UK

electoral system. Although not as dramatic as the 1989 election results,

the strategy has proved relatively successful. In 1993, the Greens

gained a seat on Oxford County Council, which was followed by other

successes in the local elections in 1995 and 1996. A similar approach

was adopted for the 1997 general election, with campaigning focused

upon areas in which Green party support was strongest.27

1999 and 2000 brought some small breakthroughs for the Greens

and gave a suggestion of what might be possible under a different

electoral system. Changes to the electoral system for the European

parliament elections resulted in the Greens facing a national-level

election under a proportional system for the first time. Proportional

systems had also been utilized earlier in the year for the elections to

the devolved assemblies in Wales and Scotland. Although failing to
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make a breakthrough in Wales, the Scottish Green party gained one

representative in the new parliament. This limited success was foll-

owed by the election of two MEPs in the European elections, giving

the Greens a voice within the Green group in the European parliament

for the first time. In May 2000, the Greens also gained 11 per cent of

the votes for members of the new London assembly, giving them 3 of

the 25 seats (Burchell, 2000). However, the extent of this breakthrough

was again put into perspective by a continued pattern of marginaliza-

tion in the 2001 general election. The results provided little prospect

for a Green party breakthrough at national level.

SWEDEN: MILJÖPARTIET DE GRÖNA

Miljöpartiet de Gröna’s emergence shares some similarities with Die

Grünen in that it ref lects the failure of the long-standing political

parties to effectively incorporate the newly emerging issues and

debates of the 1960s and 1970s into their political programmes. In

many respects, this is surprising, as Sweden has often displayed a

progressive attitude towards environmental issues.28 Within the party

sphere, environmental issues were duly represented, with both the

centre party and the left party adopting an environmental stance and

championing the anti-nuclear cause. Nuclear power lay at the heart of

Swedish environmental protest and played a key role in the Social

Democrats’ first electoral defeat for almost 70 years in 1976. However,

while anti-nuclear campaigners looked to the centre party to instigate

reform, it chose to compromise on the anti-nuclear stance in order to

gain concessions from its centre–right coalition partners in other policy

areas.

The nuclear issue returned to the forefront of the political agenda

following the Three Mile Island accident in 1979; faced with mounting

pressure, the Social Democrats proposed a national referendum on the

nuclear power issue. Although the referendum once again ended in

defeat for the anti-nuclear campaigners, the campaign united previ-

ously localized and disparate groups under a single umbrella organiza-

tion, the People’s Campaign Against Nuclear Power, which would later

provide the foundations for Miljöpartiet de Gröna. The referendum

itself further damaged the reputation of the main political parties and

the party system in the eyes of many activists, leaving few potential

channels for action:29

. . .the environmentalists had attempted to phase out

nuclear power through the mechanism of ordinary parlia-

mentary elections and through the extraordinary mechan-
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ism of referendum. Both had failed. The most promising

remaining option was to form a party (Vedung, 1991,

p271).

Miljöpartiet de Gröna emerged in the wake of these events during

1981. The strong feeling over the anti-nuclear issue and the growing

distrust of the long-standing political parties helped to provide a solid

base from which to build support for the party. The party programme

pronounced:

More and more people are experiencing political homeless-

ness. The old parties are too tied up with traditions and

prestige. Thus, they cannot press for the essential change

of course with enough will and strength (Miljöpartiet de

Gröna, 1985, p6).

Miljöpartiet twice fell short of surpassing the 4 per cent threshold

required to gain national representation, gaining 1.7 per cent in 1982

(Ruin, 1983, p7) and 1.5 per cent in 1985 (Lindstrom, 1986, p77). The

system of state funding severely limited the resources available to

Miljöpartiet de Gröna in comparison to the other parties, while lack

of national representation also restricted access to the media and

excluded the party from specific election programmes (Vedung, 1988,

p95). In addition, opinion polls placed the Greens under ‘other parties’

rather than giving them an individual listing. As voters could not

accurately calculate whether or not the party had enough support to

break the threshold, they were prey to false claims that votes for the

Greens would be ‘wasted’.

Although the national level proved inaccessible, the party was able

to make notable inroads at the municipal level. No representational

threshold meant that the party gained 124 seats on 96 of the 284

councils in 1982 (Ruin, 1983, p70), and improved on this in 1985,

averaging 3 per cent of the vote and gaining 260 seats on 160 councils

(Lindstrom, 1986). These results provided the party with an important

breakthrough in terms of political credibility.

As with the other Green parties, both national and international

environmental problems played an important role in strengthening the

party’s position during the late 1980s. By 1988, environmental issues

and political corruption were at the top of the campaign agenda in

Sweden, with Green issues dominating to such an extent that analysts

described the 1988 national election as ‘the environment election’

(Bennulf and Holmberg, 1990).30 The party received 5.5 per cent of the

national vote, gaining 20 seats and breaking the parliamentary strangle-

hold of the major parties.
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Although this represented a vital breakthrough, the party failed to

gain the balance of power between the two major ‘blocs’, leaving it

relatively marginalized.31 However, Miljöpartiet had managed to turn

support into national representation, negating the claims of ‘wasted’

Green votes, and the additional resources gained through parlia-

mentary representation allowed it to compete on a more even footing.

The party also made considerable gains at municipal level, gaining 698

seats on 260 municipal councils and holding the balance of power on

40 of them. In addition, they gained 101 seats and representation on

all 25 county councils.32 Again, increased electoral support led to

greater media attention, a rise in party membership and competition

from other parties for the environmental vote. The party also faced

pressure from supporters who wanted to see Green party members

active within parliament. Here, again, the expectations of what the

party could achieve far outweighed the practicalities of the political

situation that it faced.

By 1991, Miljöpartiet’s electoral position had weakened. With the

environment replaced by national economic issues, the Greens found

their support slipping. Internally, Miljöpartiet also faced difficulties,

running a poorly organized campaign with party spokespersons at

times openly contradicting one another. In addition, the party was

forced into ‘left–right’ political debates despite claiming these divisions

to be irrelevant. The party’s refusal to work with a government headed

by Conservative Carl Bildt automatically placed them on the left and

lost them votes from the centre, where they had traditionally gained

substantial support. Miljöpartiet also failed to show their competence

in other fields when environmental issues were no longer at the top

of the agenda. The impact of these pressures proved crucial, with the

party failing to maintain its parliamentary representation and gaining

only 3.4 per cent of the vote (Bennulf, 1995).

Electoral failure forced the Greens to re-evaluate their position. In

contrast to the conf lict evident in the other case studies, however,

party activists, convinced that they could regain national representa-

tion, united to restructure the party organization and tackle the

problems that had emerged during the party’s first parliamentary term.

Although national representation may have been lost, the party main-

tained a key role on a number of municipal councils. In Gothenburg,

for example, it was seen as a credible political partner by both left and

right. However, loss of state funding forced the party to reduce its

national activities and facilities, further highlighting the importance of

national representation.

The 1994 election was significant, not just because Miljöpartiet

regained national representation (becoming the first party in Sweden

ever to do so), but also because of the nature of the campaign. In con-
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trast to 1988, the 1994 election was described as ‘grey’, with spending

at the top of the agenda and a campaign billed as a ‘Swedish competi-

tion in who can save the most’ (Bennulf, 1995, p142). Miljöpartiet’s

campaign focused upon what could be described as a ‘non-Green’ issue

– namely, opposition to Swedish membership of the European Union

(EU). In addition, the party displayed a much more ‘professional’

approach to the electoral contest, presenting a well-coordinated and

organized message and appearing as a more ‘conventional’ political

party. The party gained 5 per cent of the vote and 18 seats in the

Riksdag, but once again narrowly missed gaining the balance of

power.33

If the 1991 election highlighted the frailty of the Greens’ support

when the environment was not top of the political agenda, 1994

demonstrated the value of highlighting alternative issues in order to

achieve success on a long-term basis. The EU issue proved to be a

powerful campaign tool, not only in 1994 but also in the 1995 Euro-

pean parliament elections. Increasing animosity towards the EU among

the Swedish electorate following membership, and the opportunity for

a protest vote in a ‘secondary’ election, resulted in an unprecedented

level of support. The party received the highest vote for any Green

party in a national election, gaining 17 per cent of the vote and four

seats in the European parliament.34 Interestingly, however, experience

had taught the Greens to cautiously play down the impact of this result.

The party has continued to be threatened by the prospect of losing

national parliamentary representation due to the instability of its

support. As such, one of its primary aims has been to develop a stable

electoral base that can provide at least the 4 per cent of the vote

required to break the threshold. This difficulty was in evidence again

at the 1998 national elections when estimates of support for the

Greens ranged from approximately 3 per cent to 8 per cent. Despite

the uncertainty, however, Miljöpartiet gained 4.5 per cent and main-

tained a national presence of 16 seats in the Riksdag. More signifi-

cantly, the election results proved to be the worst for the Social

Democrats for 70 years, and forced them to rely upon the support of

the Greens and the Left Party to form a government. Rather than a

formal coalition, however, the Greens agreed to a ‘toleration’ agree-

ment whereby the party supported the minority government on

certain issues in return for concessions to the Greens. While the 1999

European election results were always bound to prove a disappoint-

ment in comparison to the result in 1995, the party was still pleased

to gain 9.5 per cent and 2 MEPs, maintaining a relatively solid base of

support.
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LINKING PARTY HISTORY WITH

POLITICAL CONTEXT

While primarily providing a useful contextual background for many of

the issues and conf licts discussed in more depth in the following

chapters, the discussion above demonstrates the varying challenges

facing the Green parties. All of the Green parties have been inf luenced

by the growth of the new social movements and the significance of

international environmental concerns during the late 1980s; however,

the impact of these factors has varied in line with national specificities

and structural constraints.

All three parties differ from the German model regarding party

formation. In both France and Sweden, movement activists were

initially reluctant to move towards the development of a formal party

organization. However, systemic barriers restricted the opportunities

for the movements to gain any form of political voice either through

informal channels or through existing party structures. It was clearly

these pressures that forced both sets of activists to consider the

formation of a new political party. In France, for example, the creation

of Les Verts is identified as:

. . .a compromise on the part of ecologist activists who, no

doubt unconsciously, transformed a somewhat diffuse

‘social movement’ into a political party with the conse-

quence of precipitating a loss of radicality and an increase

in institutional representation (Prendiville, 1989, p87).

Similarly, in Sweden the failure of traditional parties to provide an

effective voice for the anti-nuclear campaign pushed these groups

towards the creation of a new political party to represent their views.

The Green party in the UK, by contrast, appears something of a rarity

in that its formation had very little to do with the experiences of the

new social movements at all, often being regarded as a hindrance rather

than as a necessary development. Hence, while movement activism, as

in Germany, was inf luential in shaping the Swedish and French Green

parties’ anti-party, ‘new politics’ commitments, the UK party’s roots

lie much closer to a less radical form of conservationism, with the ‘new

politics’ dimension only emerging during the early 1980s.

The broad growth in environmental awareness throughout Europe

during the late 1980s provided all of the parties with increased recogni-

tion and electoral support, allowing them to take advantage of a more

high-profile position. However, the extent of electoral success enjoyed

by these other parties often failed to match that experienced by Die
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Grünen. A common dilemma for the parties was that increased success

was accompanied by greater media attention, on the one hand, and

increased expectations from party activists and supporters, on the

other. The political salience of Green issues also brought an instant

reaction from established political parties in all cases, as they attempted

to react to these new concerns.

Die Grünen were not the only Green party to suffer electoral set

backs during the early 1990s. With the environment no longer taking

centre stage, Green parties were forced to compete under much less

favourable conditions. Electoral disappointments were accompanied

by internal post-mortems, which involved reassessing party strategies

and procedures. Again, the French and Swedish cases are similar to the

German example in that internal party change was followed by elect-

oral success. However, in the UK the Green party again spent much

of the decade marginalized within the political system, with success

emerging only via a change of systemic rules.

Despite clear similarities in the historic pattern of Green party

development, it is evident that the different electoral systems have

placed a diverse pattern of constraints on the Greens gaining repre-

sentation at a national level. While these barriers have been breached

in all four cases, the extent to which this has been achieved has varied

significantly. In the UK and France, the electoral barriers are severe,

with both parties facing majoritarian systems that drastically restrict

the opportunities for small parties. The Green party in the UK has

continually failed to break this barrier effectively at the national level.

Les Verts also failed to break the majoritarian electoral system inde-

pendently, gaining representation via an alliance with the left. Electoral

barriers in Sweden and Germany provide less of an obstacle, with the

main barrier being an electoral threshold. While, in both cases, the

parties took some time to breach these thresholds, remaining above

them has proved a more significant challenge. Defeats in the 1990s

highlight the volatility of Green party support and raise questions over

the parties’ abilities to maintain a solid base of support.

While gaining electoral support may represent a significant achieve-

ment, translating this into effective parliamentary representation

proves far harder. All of the parties recognized an important connec-

tion between national representation and political credibility. Gaining

national representation in each case was seen as vital to the process

of raising awareness of Green issues and, subsequently, support for the

parties. Although all of the Green parties experienced a dramatic

increase in support during the late 1980s, only Die Grünen and

Miljöpartiet in Sweden were able to turn this support into national

representation.
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Gaining representation undoubtedly provided an impetus for

Green supporters and activists and suggested to voters that a Green

vote could be inf luential. Failure to achieve this, however, often

resulted in the opposite effect. As a result, the Green party’s success

in the 1989 European elections can be regarded as a double-edged

sword. While it identified a substantial level of support for the party,

the result demonstrated that even with 15 per cent of the vote, it could

not gain representation under the majoritarian electoral system. While

this encouraged calls for a change in the electoral system, the more

immediate response was to imply that Green votes were wasted votes.

Despite gaining public support, without representation the Green

party remained a negligible political force. By contrast, Miljöpartiet

gained credibility at both local and national levels via electoral success,

although failure to gain a ‘hinge’ position restricted the inf luence that

the party could achieve while in parliament. Finally, in France the

importance of breaking the national barriers to representation were

clearly inf luential in pushing the party towards electoral agreements

with both Génération Écologie and the PS.

State subsidies also appear to play a crucial role in shaping a party’s

development. In Sweden, breaking the 4 per cent threshold resulted

in significant financial remuneration for the Greens. Conversely, failure

to maintain this level of support and the loss of the subsidy both have

important repercussions. This undoubtedly provides added incentive

to the prioritization of a national electoral strategy. In stark contrast,

the complete absence of state subsidies in the UK has made electoral

campaigning a very different strategic and financial issue. Financial

considerations affected both the number of seats in which the Green

party could stand candidates and the level of campaigning available to

support this. Added to the deposit costs for standing candidates,

funding is as much of a barrier in the UK as the electoral system itself.

Party membership, as the central source of funding, becomes another

crucial issue for the Green party, a pressure that is removed from both

the Swedish and German Greens. In terms of resources, the UK Green

party lies far behind the other parties that it seeks to challenge, as well

as many of the other European Green parties.

One of the most direct impacts of these structural pressures is

ref lected in the differing perceptions among the parties themselves of

Green party ‘success’ or ‘failure’. While the most direct measure of

success ultimately rests with the level of support a party gains at

elections, as has been demonstrated, the impact of the results achieved

by the four Green parties ref lects the context in which these results

were attained. In Sweden and Germany, the Green parties measured

success or failure in terms of breaking the electoral threshold and the

ability to maintain this position. By contrast, in both France and the
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UK, 4 or 5 per cent of the national vote doesn’t ref lect the same level

of success because it rarely results in any form of representation. In

France, gaining ‘success’ through national parliamentary representa-

tion involved the development of strategic alliances more than increas-

ing vote share. Thus, the 1997 election was perceived as a success as

the party achieved this goal, even though it managed to gain fewer

votes than at previous national elections.

For similar reasons, the Green party in the UK translates the

‘success’ or ‘failure’ of electoral campaigns quite differently. The stark

electoral opportunities offered by the UK system means that failure to

gain national representation is not identified as a significant failure for

the party. Instead, the party has increasingly focused upon gaining

slow success at local level and greater recognition from the public.

However, the change in the electoral system for both the devolved

assembly election and the European elections placed a different slant

on results. Although the party still received a level of support that

would provide no success at national elections, the election of Green

representatives represented a vital breakthrough for the party.

Clearly, therefore, significant ambiguity exists in defining the

Greens’ electoral development in terms of success or failure. We

cannot simply assess the success or failure of the different European

Green parties purely in terms of the number of votes gained at elec-

tions. As these four cases demonstrate, similar levels of support can

have vastly different repercussions, depending upon the opportunities

and constraints provided by the respective party systems. Under such

circumstances, it is very difficult to directly compare the electoral

histories of the four Green parties. External conditions can be a major

factor in shaping a party’s perceptions of success or failure. Indeed, it

is the perceptions of what the parties must do to ‘succeed’ within these

vastly differing contexts that have shaped many of the internal develop-

ments and conf licts within the European Green parties. This will be

demonstrated in the following chapters.
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Chapter 4

Awkward Partners: Changing
Strategies towards Other Parties

Whereas the conditions for the emergence of left-libertarian

parties were not chosen by, but imposed on, the parties’

future activists, the maintenance and growth of such part-

ies, once initially established, is to a considerable extent a

matter of activists’ own calculations and choices, in inter-

action with those of their competitors (Kitschelt, 1993,

p103).

The Green challenge concerns not only the political issues that the

parties seek to represent, but is also ref lected in their approaches

towards political activism. The emphasis upon the inapplicability of

established political processes to the ‘new politics’ has contributed to

their identification as ‘anti-party’ parties and to the claim that the

Greens ‘advocate a set of alternative values that differ from those of the

established larger parties’ (Müller-Rommel, 1989, p217).1

The Greens’ challenge to the established concepts of party political

activism and their refusal to place themselves within ‘left–right’

parameters have, on many occasions, resulted in antagonism regarding

working with other parties. Environmental solutions are not possible

through the traditional ideological constructs of either left or right, it

is argued; therefore, any relationships with established parties whose

foundation lies within this traditional axis will inevitably prove unsatis-

factory. Any links with other parties inevitably involves a connection

with the political system that Green parties seek to change: they would

merely be attempting to work with parties who themselves repre-

sented a significant part of the problem. An autonomous stance,

therefore, represents both a critique of the established political system
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and an important aspect of distinguishing between ‘green’ and ‘grey’

political style and content.

As Chapter 3 demonstrated, however, Green parties have been

unable to avoid at least some level of interaction with other political

parties. In fact, as the Green parties have emerged as a more potent

political force, this interaction has increased. While Green parties

gained electoral success during the 1980s and 1990s, the ‘autonomous’

strategy was placed under increasing pressure as opportunities arose

for some of the parties to contribute to government decision-making.

Green parties faced the difficult task of balancing the maintenance

of fundamental principles that distinguish the new parties from their

more long-standing counterparts, on the one hand, with the potential

to develop alliances and coalitions, on the other. While coalitions could

strengthen and improve the parties’ development and inf luence, they

could also result in the dilution of party principles. As Kitschelt

summarizes, while a radical ‘fundamentalist’ Green stance could result

in the party being ‘abandoned by all but a hard core of committed

voters’, moderating their aims and working with others could mean

that they become ‘virtually indistinguishable from conventional leftist

competitors with slight libertarian concessions in their own pro-

grammes’ (Kitschelt, 1993, p103).

For many, changes in Green party strategies towards other parties

ref lect a process of adaptation and institutionalization within estab-

lished party systems.2 Accepting to work in coalition signified not

merely a change in strategic direction but, more significantly, a general

acceptance of the established structures and practices of traditional

competitive party politics. The more moderate a Green party becomes,

the more open it will be to alliances and coalitions.

These debates certainly played a major role in the evolution of the

German Greens as the party transformed its coalition strategy from one

of complete hostility to one of national coalition with the Social

Democrats (SPD). Conf lict over this transition was also at the heart of

the ‘realo–fundis’ disputes that ravaged the German Green party.3 In

its formative years, the Greens largely favoured a strategy of ‘funda-

mental opposition’ (Frankland, 1995, p32). The primary aspect of this

strategy was a refusal to compromise the core principles of the party

merely for a share in government office. However, as Chapter 3 out-

lined, electoral success has brought with it opportunities to participate

in government. The German Greens have therefore had to confront this

commitment to ‘fundamental opposition’ in the face of numerous

opportunities for coalition roles at both Land and federal level.

The coalition process began in Hesse in 1984 and has since involved

13 regional coalitions across 9 of the 16 Lander. In Hesse, Greens

agreed to support a minority SPD government in 1984. This followed
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a long process of debate and consultation regarding the suitability of

a coalition strategy, and criticism of the process from the federal level

of the party. Greens had already worked in local council coalitions in

Hesse and this encouraged the Land party congress members to

support the process. It also encouraged similar negotiations between

the Greens and the SPD in Berlin in 1989 and Lower Saxony in 1990.

The coalition process subsequently went further, with ‘traffic-light’

coalitions between the Greens, the SPD and the Free Democrats (FDP)

in Brandenburg and Bremen. However, these early attempts often

proved not only controversial but also difficult to maintain. In Hesse,

the coalition lasted only 14 months and ended when Joschka Fischer

resigned as environment minister over the granting of a licence for a

nuclear power station. In Berlin, conf licts over issues such as German

reunification and a strike by kindergarten teachers also contributed to

the eventual downfall of this coalition. As Frankland suggests: ‘The

Greens learned how constrained a junior partner can be in enacting

its radical-reformist programme’ (Frankland, 1998, p13).

Coalition activities at regional level also served to heighten tensions

and debates within party factions at federal level. Fundamentalists

within the party pointed to the concessions that the regional parties

were having to provide in order to participate in coalitions, and claimed

that the very identity of the party as a radical challenge to conventional

party politics was being placed in danger for few tangible gains.

The realos, by contrast, claimed that the experience and inf luence

gained at Land level should be capitalized upon and expanded into

further coalitions with the SPD. The party must not only win the battle

over ideas and policy, they argued, but must also demonstrate to voters

that they had the ability to implement these ideas. As Markovits and

Gorski summarize:

The realos believed that it was indispensable for the Greens

to issue clear-cut, unambiguous coalition offers to the SPD,

especially in states with progressive SPD leaders. . . . The

more Red–Green coalitions were established, so the realists

hoped, the more the position of the SPD left and Green

realos would be strengthened in their respective parties.

Public anxieties and mistrust vis-à-vis the Greens would be

stilled (Markovits and Gorski, 1993, p216).

As the party’s electoral performances waxed and waned at the end of

the 1980s and early 1990s, the factional divisions became stronger and

focused predominantly around the coalition issue. Fundis argued that

the realos had focused far too heavily upon the relationship with the

SPD and had begun to forget what the party really stood for. Mean-

while, the realos blamed the fundamentalists for seeking to almost
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marginalize the party when opportunities clearly existed for it to gain

greater inf luence.

The shock of the poor electoral performance in 1990 gave the realo

faction the upper hand in the party and signalled a transition in the

party’s strategy towards active engagement in coalitions with the SPD.

These were ref lected in Land coalitions and an overall agreement

before the 1994 federal election that an SPD–Green alliance might

represent the best possible way to stop the rightward trend that had

dominated German politics for more than a decade. The party chose

to commit itself to sharing governmental responsibility if the oppor-

tunity arose. The party programme for the 1994 election stated that the

party was ready for ‘a coalition of “serious” reform politics with the

SPD’ (Frankland, 1996, p89). Interestingly, however, the party’s

Mannheim conference produced a far more radical programme than

this coalition strategy might have suggested. Indeed, Frankland identi-

fies a confusing paradox emerging from this process:

The Mannheim conference resulted in a consensus to

participate in federal government and a programme whose

policies included some that (if adhered to) could block

governmental participation (Frankland, 1996, p90).

While a right-wing election victory put pay to any form of coalition in

1994, the failure of the SPD and the continuing weakness of the FDP

in comparison to the Greens made the prospect of a federal Red–Green

coalition a stronger possibility as the 1990s progressed. By the time of

the 1998 federal elections, there was a strong level of support for the

coalition policy from within the party, with 79 per cent of party

supporters declaring themselves in favour of an alliance with the SPD

(Hoffman, 1999, p140). However, this enthusiasm for coalition was not

matched by the electorate, 63 per cent of whom stated that they did

not think the Greens would make a reliable coalition partner (Roberts,

1999, p151).

The performance of the German Greens in coalition at both federal

and Land level has, without doubt, proved to be a mixed bag, with

some reaching a second and third term, while others collapsed in

animosity within a relatively short space of time. However, the transi-

tion into a party of national government marked a significant step in

the evolution of the German Greens, and in many ways must be

attributed to the skills, knowledge and experience gained through not

only the regional coalitions but also the debates and conf licts which

surrounded them. The Greens were therefore able to enter into a

federal coalition with a much more mature attitude regarding what

they could achieve.
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Clearly, therefore, within Bundnis ‘90/Die Grünen, the accept-

ance of alliances and coalitions with established political parties

represented a key factor in the debates and conf licts regarding the

nature and direction of the party. Furthermore, it not only altered the

picture within the German Greens but also altered the perception of

the party externally, while also radically reshaping the political role of

the party from critical outsider to partner in a governing coalition.

The German Greens have not been alone in facing this transition,

however. During the 1990s, other Green parties have also had to

confront the question of Green ‘autonomy’ and the potential of coali-

tion head on. In many cases, the Green parties are no longer being

viewed as radical outsiders but as potential coalition partners. In

assessing the impact of changes in party strategy towards other parties,

the following discussion will consider the different strategic approa-

ches adopted by the Greens in Sweden, France and the UK. In partic-

ular, it will question whether there is a common pattern of change

evident among the Greens and assess the impact that these changes

have had upon internal conf licts and debates.

GREEN PARTY STRATEGIES TOWARDS OTHER

PARTIES DURING THE 1980S

Before assessing the pattern of strategic change within the Greens, it

is important to consider whether the perception of Green parties as

autonomous ‘anti-party’ parties during the 1980s is an accurate one.

Also, one must also question whether this strategy was actually the

result of internal party choice or forced due to the practicalities of the

Greens electoral position.

Practical barriers certainly appear to be heavily inf luential in the

UK case, as the Green party focused predominantly upon raising

awareness of Green issues among the public. The environmentalist

Jonathon Porritt claimed that:

Even as a political party, we have no illusions about the

fact that our primary function is still an educative one, the

spreading of Green politics to as wide an electorate as

possible (Porritt, 1984, p9).

The Green party has, however, continually distanced itself from the

mainstream, even refusing to endorse other parties’ candidates as being

‘Green’ or ‘Greener’. The party justified its stance by claiming that ‘the

necessary radical transformation of the economy and of society is only
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likely with the election of Green party MPs’ (Green party, 1989). The

Green party’s strategic emphasis therefore focused upon developing

an identity as a unique party with a distinctive message concerning

‘green’ rather than ‘grey’ politics. Although links with Liberal Democrat

and Labour party activists were discussed, these primarily focused

upon the Green party providing an alternative home for disillusioned

activists, rather than suggesting any direct links between the parties

themselves.4

The political climate in Sweden offered more choices for Miljö-

partiet de Gröna during the 1980s. Small parties such as the Greens

could gain ‘hinge’ positions at both national and local levels, where

their support would be required by either left- or right-party blocs, in

order to gain a parliamentary majority.5 As in the UK, however, Miljö-

partiet sought to distance itself from traditional left–right dimensions:

. . .bloc politics is no longer applicable in Sweden. The new

political issues of achieving a sustainable society demand

other and more comprehensive solutions than the tradi-

tional ones of more growth and changed distribution of

wealth (Miljöpartiet de Gröna, 1988).

While failure to gain a hinge position at national level meant that the

party remained relatively marginalized in the Riksdag, at local level

Miljöpartiet’s strategy was challenged following the 1985 elections,

when they were offered a coalition role within Gothenburg City

Council. Although the party agreed to a ‘limited toleration agreement’,

it achieved little inf luence and made no substantial policy gains.6

Although sharing similar attitudes towards the value of left–right

distinctions as the UK Green party, the Swedish Greens appeared more

ambiguous in their attitudes towards their political competitors.

Party strategy towards other parties has constantly been at the

heart of debates within Les Verts. As outlined in Chapter 3, the French

electoral system encourages small parties to seek alliances in order to

gain representation and inf luence and discourages parties who stand

in isolation. As such, it forces the party to constantly assess its relation-

ship with other parties, with parties advising supporters on how to

vote in the decisive second round of voting. It is maybe surprising,

therefore, that Les Verts’ strategic approach in the 1980s also focused

upon autonomy from other parties, under the leadership of Antoine

Waechter. Waechter declared that Les Verts should not merely be

perceived as one part of a wider left movement and that the need to

prioritize ecological concerns must necessarily direct the party towards

an autonomous political stance. The party emphasized that ‘ecology is

not available for marriage’, with the result that ‘Green autonomy
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became the defining creed of the majority current within Les Verts’

(Cole and Doherty, 1995, p54).

ALLIANCES, COALITIONS AND AGREEMENTS:
CHANGING RELATIONSHIPS DURING THE 1990S

It would appear, therefore, that the dominant focus among the Green

parties during the 1980s rested with maintaining a distinctive Green

stance and the raising of largely neglected environmental issues and

concerns onto the political agenda. However, while the issue of

autonomy may be clearly highlighted, the prioritization of such a

strategy also ref lected the limited inf luence and opportunities available

to the Greens at this time. In each case, lack of substantive electoral

support during this period arguably resulted in little interest from the

other political parties. By contrast, however, the late 1980s and early

1990s witnessed a dramatic rise in concern over environmental issues

and a substantial growth in support for the Green parties, raising many

more strategic questions and debates regarding interaction with other

political parties.

The Green Party: Searching for a Parliamentary
Voice
Despite the rapid expansion of environmental awareness and increases

in electoral support during the late 1980s, the Green party remained

isolated within the UK party system. The major political parties sought

to incorporate environmental issues into their political agendas, rather

than developing any form of direct relationship with the Greens. Most

notable examples of this sudden convergence included Mrs Thatcher’s

environment speech to the Royal Society in 1988 and the introduction

of a White Paper entitled Our Common Inheritance in 1989, which

it was claimed would ‘set the environmental agenda until the end of

the century’ (Robinson, 1992, p223).7 During the 1990s, therefore, the

Green party was forced to accept that it was no longer the only party

discussing policies for environmental protection. By successfully

forcing environmental issues onto the political agenda, the party had

partially contributed towards its own marginalization.

Despite this, the Green party has still had to consider its attitudes

towards working with other parties during this period. Given the

difficulties of gaining a directly elected Green representative, the

Green party has sought alternative methods of gaining a parliamentary

voice. One such opportunity involved the Plaid Cymru MP Cynog
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Dafis, who worked with the Green party on a number of environ-

mental initiatives and whom the Green party had actively supported

during the 1992 general election. The relationship provided the basis

for a Green party-inspired private members bill concerning household

energy conservation and potentially represented an important develop-

ment in the party’s fight against political marginalization.

However, not all party members were comfortable with this rela-

tionship and the debate was heightened when the Cerediggion Greens

agreed to support Dafis as a joint Plaid/Green party candidate prior

to the 1997 general election. Critics claimed that the Green party

should not share a platform with a party that exhibited significantly

‘non-Green’ attitudes towards issues such as nationalism, nuclear

power and live animal exports. After lengthy debate, the national

executive concluded in April 1995 that the Green party should with-

draw from the alliance due to ideological differences. As well as

resulting in the resignation of a number of Welsh party members, the

debate had broader ramifications. The issue tested the relative strength

of the national executive and, in this case, local party autonomy came

a clear second to national party strategy. The party has not entirely

broken its links with Cynog Dafis, however, resulting in a relatively

ambiguous strategy in Cerediggion at the 1997 general election.8

The Green party has also gained support from among the Liberal

Democrats, although this relationship appears to have benefited the

Liberal Democrats more than the Greens. The most significant example

of this was the Road Traffic Reduction Bill, introduced to parliament

by Liberal Democrat MP Don Foster and successfully passed in March

1997. The Green party’s role, however, was largely ignored, leaving

many activists feeling that an important party initiative had been

hijacked by another political party, with the Greens gaining very little

from the process.9

The few attempts made by the Green party to develop relationships

with other parties have therefore proven relatively unsuccessful; little

has been achieved, while the process has often provoked internal party

conf lict. However, for a party at the fringes of the party political arena,

it is argued, such relationships may represent the best route to gaining

inf luence at national level. One activist claimed:

Can we really believe that we are able to go it alone? Every

other European Green party that’s made it into any type

of parliament or even onto councils has found that it

hasn’t got the power on its own. What makes us think that

we are going to be any different? If we are going to have

to make coalitions in the future, what’s wrong with making

coalitions now? (Interview, 30 March 1996).
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However, while the Green party can arguably claim credit for raising

the profile of environmental issues and initiatives, wider recognition

of its role has not been forthcoming. The problems experienced have

clearly inf luenced the development of Green party coalition strategy,

as can be seen in the following extracts from the party’s 1996 strategy

papers. In highlighting the dangers of such policies for the party, it

stated that:

The Green party must preserve our own identity. Whilst

appealing across the political spectrum our message should

not be diluted (Green party, 1996, p6).

It ends with a warning that ‘Green party endorsements of other

organizations can be dangerous for our image’ (Green party, 1996, p6).

How then can one explain these strategic debates within the Green

party? Figure 4.1 attempts to identify the key pressures surrounding

the debates outlined above, using Harmel and Janda’s criteria of

‘change in dominant faction’, ‘leadership change’ and ‘external stimuli’

(change which challenges the party’s ‘electoral’, ‘policy’ or ‘party demo-

cracy’ goals).10

Figure 4.1 Potential Sources of Strategy Change: The Green Party

1987 1989 1991 1993 1995 1997 1999

Debate over links between Liberal Democrat MPp
Party Green party and Plaid Cymru introduces Green party bill
strategy
change

Rise and challenge of Party conflict and
Change in electoralist  faction defeat of electoralist
dominant faction
factions

Sara Parkin
resigns

Leadership
change EP and London

EP election National election Euro election National election election
success failure failure failure

External
stimuli
(electoral)

International and national Government launch BSE crisis, roads protests
environmental issues environment and GM foods debates

prioritized WhitePaper
External
stimuli
(policy) Party membership increases rapidly Party gains its

Party membership first representatives
Media focus falls sharply at EU and London

upon the party assembly levels
External
stimuli
(challenges to
party democracy)
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Figure 4.1 indicates that the party has been able to maintain a position

of relative autonomy from other political parties, partly because it has

not experienced any significant external stimuli challenging it to

reconsider its position. A significant external stimuli may be required

before the Green party is likely to be faced with important questions

regarding relationships with other political parties within the UK

system. The use of more proportional electoral systems in the Scottish

parliament and Welsh assembly elections, and in the European parlia-

ment elections, may provide such a stimuli, but this has not been

evident thus far.

Figure 4.1 highlights the links with Plaid Cymru, and the Liberal

Democrats, although it is debatable whether these represent direct

formal relationships with other parties or, rather, links with specific

individuals with strong environmental commitments. The figure does

suggest a rationale for the decision not to pursue the relationship with

Plaid Cymru. The initial relationship between the Greens and Plaid

in Cerediggion coincides with the party’s period of commitment

towards a national electoral strategy. Under such circumstances,

support and active campaigning on behalf of Cynog Dafis clearly

ref lected the party’s commitment to ‘electoral’ goals.

By contrast, the decision to end these links was taken under

markedly different circumstances. Figure 4.1 indicates a change in

factional dominance within the party away from the electoralist group.

With the party moving away from a committed national electoral

policy, concerns were expressed regarding the relationship with Plaid

Cymru and its challenge to other party goals. In particular, the relation-

ship with Plaid Cymru represented a challenge to the party’s commit-

ment to the goal of maintaining a pure policy stance. This prioritization

of the ‘policy’ goal could also explain party conf lict surrounding the

relative merits of utilizing MPs from other parties to implement Green

policy initiatives. While some activists questioned whether the strategy

was worth the level of commitment merely for the sake of getting a

diluted and often relatively weak bit of legislation onto the statute

book, supporters claimed that given the unlikely imminence of an

electoral breakthrough for the Green party, it represented the best

alternative for achieving at least some policy goals.

Miljöpartiet de Gröna: The Unwanted Coalition
Partner in Sweden
The failure to gain the hinge position in 1988 was crucial in shaping

the opportunities and options available to the Greens. Affigne (1992)

highlights the significance of this for the party, claiming that had the

Social Democrats won three fewer seats:
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The 20 Green deputies would have represented the critical

swing bloc between the two major formations, with the

power to help form – or obstruct – either a socialist or a

bourgeois government, and to veto subsequent legislation

proposed by either bloc (Affigne, 1992, p7).

In contrast, both left and right blocs could largely avoid any direct

relationship with Miljöpartiet. Overall, the established parties focused

more upon regaining the ‘Green vote’ and removing the new party

from parliament, rather than seeking areas for possible agreement or

coalition. However, during the party’s first parliamentary term, one

opportunity did arise for the Greens to gain a greater national role and

produced significant internal debate.

An opportunity to develop a working relationship with the Social

Democrats arose in 1990 when changes to the government’s economic

policy left them with insufficient support in parliament.11 The Social

Democrats were forced to look towards the support of Miljöpartiet’s

deputies to pass the measures and opened negotiations with the

Greens to this effect (Affigne, 1992, p6). Despite what appeared an

important political opportunity for Miljöpartiet, attitudes within the

party were divided. Those in favour argued that an agreement would

display to voters that the Greens could be a significant and inf luential

political force. However, critics claimed that political inf luence should

not be gained at the expense of ideological commitments, as the

economic policies proposed by the Social Democrats represented a

direct contradiction to many of Miljöpartiet’s own policy ideals and

objectives.

Fears were also expressed that an agreement would threaten the

party’s independence and tie the Greens too closely to the left. One

leading party activist, explained that:

I didn’t think that we really wanted to do this because it

seems that the parties who go too deeply into the arms of

the Social Democrats, they lose at the next election. I think

this is a problem, because you have to be part of a lot of

decisions that you don’t really like (Interview, 21 September

1995 ).

The issue exacerbated emerging tensions between the new parlia-

mentary group, who strongly favoured some form of agreement, and

the rest of the party. This division was not kept purely within the

confines of the party either, with both groups releasing different

messages to the media and to the Social Democrats regarding the

negotiations.
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The talks between the two parties eventually collapsed and Miljö-

partiet voted against the economic proposals. Although the Social

Democrats were able to pass an alternative economic programme soon

after, the experience had long-term implications concerning the Social

Democrats’ perception of the Greens as potential coalition partners.12

There were also internal repercussions for Miljöpartiet: the debates

raised questions regarding organizational coherence and authority

within the party, and highlighted the emerging conf lict between the

attitudes within the parliamentary party and those of the broader

national party membership.

Miljöpartiet de Gröna found it increasingly difficult to portray

effectively, to both the media and the electorate, the rationale behind

its commitment to a ‘neither left, nor right’ stance. External percep-

tions of this strategy, however, often placed the party along these

dimensions despite itself. In 1991, for example, the party’s criticism

of Conservative party leader Carl Bildt automatically gave the percep-

tion of leaning to the left. Although not actually representing a change

in policy, this ‘perception’ of a move to the left has been identified as

a significant factor in the party’s electoral failure in 1991, and undoubt-

edly heightened its awareness of the volatility of Green support and the

importance of attempting to maintain a centrist stance.13

As mentioned earlier, the party’s experiences in Gothenburg

provide an interesting example of the significance of the changing

attitudes towards coalitions among Green activists at municipal level.

The lessons of the poor agreement in 1985 enabled the Gothenburg

Greens to be more prepared for the pressures and challenges of

alliance discussions when similar opportunities arose in 1988, 1991

and 1994. Although failing to reach agreement in 1988, the local party

caused a major controversy by agreeing to a ‘sophisticated toleration

agreement’ with the three ‘bourgeois’ parties in 1991. Parkin argues

that the experience of the Gothenburg Greens in 1985 and 1988

helped to explain the rationale behind the controversial stance in 1991:

Experience taught the Swedish Greens that the further you

are from a coalition, the less power you have. If you want

power, then you have to take responsibility (Parkin, 1996,

p20).

Actively taking a role within government in Gothenburg, it was argued,

would demonstrate the Greens’ ability to become serious political

partners rather than merely a ‘single-issue’ environmental pressure

group. Being in the government allowed the party to take direct credit

for ‘Green’ initiatives. In addition, the toleration agreement also enabled

the party to disassociate itself from those policies that it could not
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condone. The party could demonstrate a commitment to participation,

in contrast to previous occasions when it had often been portrayed as

adopting an unrealistic and unworkable stance.

This experience served the party well in producing a similar

agreement in Gothenburg in 1994. The party again displayed f lexibility

and political aptitude in that, on this occasion, the resulting coalition

was with the Social Democrats and the Left Party (Parkin, 1996, p21).

For the Greens, this represented a true ref lection of the ‘neither left,

nor right’ strategy. The experience of local activists in Gothenburg, and

elsewhere, has been significant in redefining the party’s strategy

towards other parties. Political experience and expediency gained

from local negotiations has undoubtedly fed into a changing attitude

within the party at the national level. As one parliamentary representa-

tive explained:

Over the years we have had a lot of people working in

communities where they have formed alliances with other

parties. So we now have a lot of people who know how to

work in these political situations, which we didn’t have

earlier. They were more used to it, and they gained a lot

of results when they cooperated. We now accept that you

can go forward in small steps. Earlier people wanted to go

forward in great leaps, which, of course, is something that

people want to do. But if you are small, then, of course, you

can’t (Interview, 22 September 1995).

Loss of national parliamentary representation in 1991 ref lected the

failure of the party to demonstrate its effectiveness as a national political

actor, and resulted in a significant process of restructuring, both

organizationally and tactically. The party’s failure to make the most of

the few opportunities that emerged, it was argued, contributed to the

portrayal of the Greens by their opponents as an ineffective political

force whose focus lay with obstruction rather than constructive policy

proposals. Gaiter’s (1991) study of Miljöpartiet’s activities during the

1988–1991 parliamentary term ref lects this difficulty in portraying

itself as an inf luential and effective national political actor. Although

it is evident that the party was active within Riksdag debates and votes,

few substantive policies were implemented that it could claim direct

credit for when again facing the electorate in 1991.

Local party activities, by contrast, demonstrated the impact that

could be achieved by working with other parties. Throughout the

1990s, Miljöpartiet representatives were active in government at local

level and continued to work with parties of both left and right. Hence,

when Miljöpartiet re-entered parliament in 1994, the party focused
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upon ensuring that it was seen to make a political impact beyond

merely gaining parliamentary representation. Both the 1994 and 1998

elections have enabled the Greens to adopt an inf luential position

between the two traditional blocs. As a result, the party has avoided

the dangers of direct coalition witnessed within other European

examples; but it gained a position of active involvement in policy-

making. This pragmatic stance was ref lected in interviews with

leading party activists following the 1994 election. One leading activist

admitted:

We have changed. Earlier we said we would never work

with the others and the others wouldn’t work with us.

However, today we have been negotiating with the govern-

ment, and we have given them something and they have

given us something. So there is more political reality if you

like. The party wants to change things and if we don’t

cooperate we will never change things. We will just bang

our heads against a brick wall. It doesn’t get you anywhere

(Interview, 21 September 1995).

Prior to the 1998 national election, the party held a debate to decide

whether or not it should provide direct support for the Social Demo-

crats in the hope of gaining a governmental role. The outcome was that

the party would not provide direct support but would, instead, outline

key policy areas where it could potentially vote with the Social Demo-

crats. Today, Miljöpartiet holds 16 seats in the Riksdag that provides

the party with a relatively effective bargaining position. It has utilized

this position to some effect, both in supporting the government and

also in linking with the opposition parties to defeat government plans.

Adopting this approach has also allayed fears that the Greens might find

themselves acting as merely a ‘Green satellite’ for the Social Democrats.

Figure 4.2 identifies the pattern of change in Miljöpartiet de Gröna

in line with the model identified by Harmel and Janda.

One might have expected that the ‘electoral’ stimuli of gaining

national parliamentary representation, or the ‘policy’ stimuli of other

parties incorporating Green issues, would have resulted in a change

in party strategy towards other parties. However, this appears not to

have been the case, due largely to the party’s failure to achieve a ‘hinge’

position. In the Swedish context, therefore, electoral stimuli for change

would be more likely when electoral performance resulted in such a

‘hinge’ position. This would certainly help to explain the changes to

party strategy at local and municipal level where such electoral stimuli

have offered the Greens a chance to gain public office.
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This pattern doesn’t, however, explain why, when the party had the

opportunity for national inf luence, Miljöpartiet rejected the alliance

with the Social Democrats at the national level. As with the UK exam-

ple, explanations may lie in an examination of the balance between

‘electoral’ and ‘policy’ goals. On this occasion, it appears that the

party’s commitments to policy goals proved more inf luential than the

merit of entering into an agreement with the Social Democrats for elect-

oral goals. As such, this opportunity did not represent a strong enough

stimuli to force an emphasis upon electoral goals and thus a change

in party strategy. The prioritization of ‘policy’ goals in this context

may also help to explain why the Greens chose to work with the Social

Democrats on certain policy issues, rather than seeking a full coalition

role.

Les Verts: Alliances with Green and Red
More in keeping with the experiences of Die Grünen, strategic posi-

tioning has often dominated Les Verts’ party conferences and has led

to numerous conflicts. These debates have centred around two attempts

at coalition: firstly, with Génération Écologie and, secondly, with the

Parti Socialiste (PS).

Figure 4.2 Potential Sources of Strategy Change:

Miljöpartiet de Gröna

1987 1989 1991 1993 1995 1997 1999

Failed negotiations Declaration against Development of limited
with the Social Democrats Carl Bildt working relationship with

Party Social Democrats
strategy
change

Parliamentary group Party regains and maintains
become media focal point a parliamentary group at

Change in national and EU levels
dominant
factions

Leadership
change

National election National election National election EP election National & EP
success failure success success electoral success

External
stimuli
(electoral) Rio Summit ‘No to the EU’ party policy.

International and national Debates over EU referendum campaign
environmental issues prioritized welfare crisis and eventual ‘yes’ vote Strong public criticism of EU

membership
External
Stimuli
(policy) Media focus upon party especially Parliamentary group gain a

parliamentary group relatively dominant position
External stimuli
(challenges to
party democracy)
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Electoral results and the obvious failings of a split Green vote

provided the primary motivation behind the entente with Génération

Écologie. However, many Les Verts activists were sceptical of this

relationship because both the organizational style and political focus

of Génération Écologie were markedly different from that of Les Verts.

As with the UK Green party’s relationship with Plaid Cymru, although

Génération Écologie displayed a general commitment to environ-

mental concerns, the party’s ‘Green’ credentials were questionable.

Indeed, its moderate form of environmentalism was far removed from

the ideological commitments of Les Verts. The entente brought into

question Les Verts’ commitment to party autonomy, which had been

a cornerstone of party ideology and the basis upon which Antoine

Waechter had developed his position as de facto leader. Combined with

a deep distrust of the motives of Brice Lalonde, opponents saw the

relationship as ‘a sell out of identity and soul’ (cited in Faucher, 1996).

What emerged, therefore, was primarily a relationship largely built

upon distrust, animosity, but – most significantly – necessity.

Despite these reservations, the entente ref lected members’ readi-

ness to overcome initial scepticism in the hope of gaining national

electoral success.14 One party activist described the decision as follows:

At the general assembly we voted for the alliance 72 per

cent. It’s a great score, 72 per cent, but we can consider that

perhaps half of these people voted contrary to their hearts.

But they voted for the possibility to save political ecology

in France. In fact, it proved to be the opposite (Interview,

28 September 1995).

Once the entente failed to break the parliamentary barrier, however,

the ideological differences between the parties were exacerbated. Les

Verts activists no longer viewed the entente as a valuable or acceptable

compromise, thus hastening its demise:

Some people felt that we should have stayed in the alliance

with Génération Écologie until after the European elections

[1994] and get representatives there. But for the majority

of people within Les Verts, our point of view was different.

We wanted to appear different from Génération Écologie

(Interview, 28 September 1995).

For many, the collapse of the entente marked an overall failure to create

an effective, independent Green alliance within the French party

system: a challenge to the established party allegiances of left and right.

Inevitably, the party began to question its commitment to the ‘autono-
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mous’ Green strategy, suggesting that it was time to seek wider accom-

modation within the party system and, in particular, with the parties

of the left. Many activists argued that faced with an electorate who

viewed the party political process in left and right terms, the Green

commitment to an autonomous ‘ni droite, ni gauche’ approach merely

confused voters. The Greens had been perceived by many as a party

of the left and linked with the Socialists, regardless of its own state-

ments to the contrary.15 The new strategy proposals, championed by

Dominique Voynet, called for greater links with the alternative left and

a change in policy focus towards ‘social’ rather than predominantly

‘natural’ environmental concerns.

The redirection in party strategy did little to unify the wider Green

movement in France, and resulted in the resignation of a number of

prominent figures within Les Verts. That said, Voynet’s strategy paper

gained a significant level of support from party members within Les

Verts, and encouraged negotiations to forge a Red–Green alliance that

eventually produced a direct cooperation agreement with the PS in

1996.16 Voynet justified this agreement by arguing that there was no

other way for the party to move forward than by ‘allying with the

forces of the left to obtain stronger parliamentary representation’ (Les

Verts, 1 September 1996).

Under the Red–Green Accord, Les Verts and the PS agreed to a

process of electoral cooperation in 100 constituencies. Les Verts

agreed to support Socialist candidates in 70 of these constituencies, in

return for the PS’s commitment not to stand candidates in the remain-

ing 30 constituencies where Les Verts had strong levels of support. This

transfer of support provided the Greens with a tangible opportunity

to overcome the double-ballot electoral system and break through the

parliamentary threshold.17 Many members felt that considering the

party’s weak political situation, the agreement represented a good

opportunity for the party. Critics, however, were concerned about the

level of inf luence the agreement gave the Socialists and the potential

danger of transforming Les Verts into a ‘Green satellite’ for the PS,

leaving it little room for independent manoeuvre. Les Verts activist

Jacques Caplat argued that: ‘We are on the way to accepting to be

marginalized, as the Greens of the left; the environmental specialists

of the PS’ (Vert Contact, 1997).

The surprise decision to call early elections in 1998 tested the Red–

Green accord earlier than anticipated, and produced a result far in

excess of what Les Verts had anticipated. Not only had the party gained

parliamentary representation, but it was now also an active member

of the government. Initial developments within the coalition suggested

that the Greens would be able to exert at least some inf luence over the

Socialists. Most notable actions included the cancellation of the Rhine-
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Rhone canal project and the closure of the Superphénix nuclear

reactor. However, as with the experiences of the German Greens, Les

Verts have found themselves party to certain government decisions that

have directly challenged their ideological credentials. In 1997, the

government authorized the cultivation of genetically modified maize,

which led to active campaigns by environmental groups. In addition,

debates also ensued regarding the underground storage of nuclear

waste, the continued production of Mox (a plutonium-based nuclear

fuel) and the government’s road-building policy. Many of these pres-

sures directly challenged the credibility of Dominique Voynet as a

‘Green’ environment minister and have raised awareness among the

Greens regarding the pressures of government participation.18

Despite this, however, the overall picture suggests that the coali-

tion experience has been a relatively positive one for the Greens.

Indeed, the party has outlined its intention to seek a stronger and more

detailed commitment from the Socialists for a continuation of the

coalition process. Electorally, as well, the party has gained in credibility

and support since being in coalition, suggesting that a continuation of

this policy is the most viable path for Green party development.

Figure 4.3 identifies the pattern of strategy change in Les Verts in

line with the model identified by Harmel and Janda.

Les Verts have clearly undergone much broader change in this area

than the other case studies and appear to have faced many of the same

Figure 4.3 Potential Sources of Strategy Change: Les Verts

1989 1991 1993 1995 1997 1999

Ecological Red–Green
entente accord and coalition

Party
strategy
change

Autonomous ecological factions Factional Social–environmental faction dominant
conflict

Change in
dominant
factions Antoine Waechter Dominique Voynet

de facto party leader de facto party leader and government  minister
Leadership
change
                  EP election Electoral Red–Green electoral
                     success Emergence of failure EP election alliance Electoral EP election

Genération Ecologie failure success success
External
stimuli
(electoral)

International environmental Rio Earth Nuclear testing
issues prioritized Summit in the Pacific Transport

External
stimuli
(policy) Ecological Entente Agreement Party gains

entente collapses with PS government post
External
stimuli
(challenges to
party democracy)
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debates and problems witnessed within the German Greens. Figure 4.3

highlights a number of factors inf luencing the changing pattern of

relationships. The entente represented the culmination of electoral

disappointments during the period of ‘autonomy’ and the emergence

of Génération Écologie as a direct Green challenger to Les Verts.

Clearly, the emergence of Génération Écologie provides, in itself, a

direct external stimulus that challenges the Greens’ ‘electoral’ and

‘policy’ goals. Arguably, the entente implied a prioritizing of electoral

goals within Les Verts. Consequently, its electoral failure ultimately

forced a challenge to this strategy. Factional conf lict and a focus upon

electoral goals appear the primary motives for the party’s move towards

a coalition with the left. This process followed the demise of the

entente, a change in factional dominance within the party, and the rise

to prominence of Dominique Voynet. As in the German case, factional

conf lict focused directly upon issues of electoral strategy and alliances.

It is important also to note that the party’s electoral goals were

more clearly defined than merely aiming to gain more votes. Under the

majoritarian electoral system, an increase in votes didn’t necessarily

equate to parliamentary representation and inf luence. The party’s

electoral goals, in this case, specifically prioritized the development of

a strategy focused upon gaining national parliamentary representation.

Hence, although Les Verts actually gained less votes in 1997, the results

were perceived as the party’s most successful because Les Verts were

able to gain parliamentary seats.

The experience of coalition government also highlights the increas-

ing prioritization of electoral goals for the Greens. As outlined above,

the party has been associated with a number of awkward decisions that

represent direct challenges to party policy commitments; but it has

chosen to compromise on these issues for the sake of maintaining the

coalition agreement. This represents a significant transition from the

‘ecology is not for sale’ attitude of the party under Waechter. It also

suggests a growing significance of the fourth possible goal of ‘maintain-

ing public office’ for Les Verts, since government inf luence has

undoubtedly increased the party’s image as an inf luential political

actor in France, and has provided evidence of direct ‘Green’ inf luence

on policy to put before the electorate.

CHANGING RELATIONSHIPS: A COMPARATIVE

SUMMARY OF THE THREE CASE STUDIES

All of the Greens have confronted the issue of working with other

parties. In doing so, they have encountered a dilemma concerning
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whether it is more important to maintain an autonomous and independ-

ent Green position, or whether the significance of being perceived as

an effective political actor outweighs the potential compromises to

Green identity. As in Germany, relationships with other parties have

been identified as a primary means of gaining political inf luence. As

Table 4.1 demonstrates, however, the impact of this development in

party strategy has varied significantly.

The explanations for these differences undoubtedly ref lect the

contrasting contexts and opportunities confronting the Green parties.

While not providing a clear explanation for the changes in strategy,

Harmel and Janda’s framework does raise some interesting questions

regarding party goals and objectives. In all three cases, identifying

stimuli that challenged the party goal of ‘winning votes’ did not tell the

whole story. For both the UK and French Green parties, gaining more

votes did not necessarily result in gaining parliamentary representa-

tion. In the Swedish case, while gaining votes does translate into

representation, it does not necessarily result in the party gaining any

notable political inf luence. Given this, it is clear that to instigate

change within the parties’ attitudes to other parties, the stimuli must

inf luence their abilities to achieve more specific goals – namely,

achieving parliamentary representation in the UK and France, and

gaining a position of political inf luence in Sweden and Germany.

While, on one level, the question of Green autonomy may be

considered an ideological one, it must also be viewed in the context

of the systemic opportunities and constraints facing the Greens and a

perception among party activists of how best to push forward Green

policies and environmental awareness. In France, as in Germany,

political opportunities placed the issue of alliances and potential

coalition strategies at the heart of party debates and conf licts. Les Verts

have struggled to find a niche within a party system that rewards

alliances and coalitions and where political credibility is gauged

through parliamentary representation and political inf luence. As one

activist argued:

When persons are elected and are in charge of real prob-

lems, they tackle these issues to make visible their work –

to make visible their party – and it gives credence and

solidarity to the party. When persons aren’t in charge of

problems these things don’t take up most of their time. They

are then free to make struggles, internal party struggles

(Interview, 29 September 1995).

Les Verts have been forced to reassess their stance towards other parties

since alliances represented one of the only possible chances of an
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electoral breakthrough within a discriminatory electoral system. The

failure of the entente, following the failure to break through under an

autonomous stance, ultimately led to the party negotiating with the left.

Since recent electoral results indicate that the party would have

remained marginalized had they not undertaken this strategy, the

electoral agreement with the PS represents a key phase in the party’s

search for an effective political role.

The UK majoritarian system provides even fewer opportunities for

the Green party. Relationships with other parties have not provided

opportunities for direct Green parliamentary representation, but have

focused upon gaining inf luence via more indirect channels. This lack

of opportunity helps to explain why the party should be less domin-

ated by strategic debates over relationships with other parties. The

Green party has, instead, focused upon maintaining a distinctive Green

image and has looked towards issue-based strategies, rather than

concentrating upon alliances and coalitions. Where debates over

relationships with other parties have emerged, they have been closely

linked to strategies concerning policy issues. Both links with Plaid

Cymru and the Liberal Democrats have been seen less in terms of

developing direct relationships between the two parties; rather, these

links are about gaining access to parliament for Green policy initiatives.

In Sweden, Miljöpartiet succeeded in breaking the electoral

threshold without having to form any relationship with other political

parties. The challenge, in this case, however, has been to develop a

stable position that enables the party to maintain its parliamentary

status and secure the benefits accruing from this. Access to decision-

making has regularly eluded the party, though, and threatens its ability

to prove itself as an effective political actor. The party faces the danger

of remaining relatively marginalized unless it can gain a more inf lu-

ential position. In some ways, the Swedish case mirrors that of the UK,

in that weak coalition potential at national level has resulted in the

party focusing less upon alliances and coalitions in favour of an issue-

based strategy. Electoral success has often relied upon the party’s

ability to raise key issues such as the environment in 1988 and the

European Union (EU) since 1994. Subsequently, where Miljöpartiet

has cooperated with other parties at the national level, the focus has

been upon individual issues rather than detailed, long-term alliances

or coalitions.

Undoubtedly, the parties’ attitudes towards alliances and coalitions

ref lect the opportunities that are available to achieve political inf lu-

ence. The greater the opportunities, the more likely each party is to

accept compromise for the sake of alliance. Hence, Les Verts chose, on

two occasions, to accept compromise for the opportunity of gaining

national parliamentary representation. The party experienced internal
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division over the suitability of both potential coalition partners;

however, the differences between the parties were not enough for the

Greens to withdraw from electoral agreements. By contrast, both the

Green party and Miljöpartiet de Gröna have proven more reluctant to

work with other parties so directly at national level. In these cases a

distinctive Green identity has generally been prioritized above the

potential gains to be made from agreements with Plaid Cymru and the

Social Democrats respectively.

However, national strategy is not the only important factor in these

developments. In all four parties, many of the strategies and debates

have emerged from the experiences gained from working with other

parties at a sub-national level. National party policy has often been

slower to accept the concept of cooperation and alliance, partly

because opportunities first arose at local rather than national level.

These agreements have raised not only the same concerns over the

levels of compromise by the Greens, but have also, on many occasions,

brought conf lict between national and local parties. In the UK, the

decision to work with Plaid Cymru was chief ly a local one. The

intervention of the national party executive was viewed as a direct

attack on the local party’s constitutional right to organize local strategy

independently. Similar patterns are evident in Sweden, where the

actions of the Gothenburg Greens brought them into direct conf lict

with national party policy.

In both the French and Swedish cases, the persistence of local

parties has often been a key factor in changing national party strategy.

One French party activist suggested that local alliances were necessary

to ‘show the ignorant and the sceptical the real possibilities of Green

politics’ (Interview, 29 September 1995). Undoubtedly, the French and

German Greens’ successful experiences of coalition at regional and

local levels were inf luential factors in shaping the national parties’

acceptance of links with the left. As local parties and party activists

continue to gain practical experience of political decision-making, they

have become more aware of both the value and the dangers of coalition

strategies. These experiences may help to explain why in France,

Sweden and Germany, where the Green parties have been actively

involved in local coalitions, there is greater acceptance of the need to

work with other parties. In the UK, by contrast, where local parties

have not been able to develop these relationships, the Green party is

still divided and often hostile towards working with other parties.
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THE PERILS OF BEING ‘NEITHER LEFT,
NOR RIGHT’

The Greens have unquestionably found it hard to compete from a

Green ‘autonomous’ perspective within party systems that have

historically based party competition along ‘left–right’ dimensions.

Although initially placing themselves outside of this established

dichotomy, the parties have often been unwillingly pulled into party

competition along these lines. Again, however, the strength of the force

pushing the Greens to align along traditional dimensions has varied.

In the UK, the marginalization of the Green party has largely

removed any real pressure for it to place itself upon the left–right

dimension. Although there is evidence to suggest closer links with the

left than with the right, the Greens have predominantly continued to

talk in terms of a ‘neither left, nor right’ strategy:

. . .the Green political space is there because we are the only

people in it. The aim should be to expand and grow to fill

our political space, and become credible and make our

political space look more central to the political debate

than it currently is (Interview, 31 March 1996).

However, with New Labour moving towards the centre, many within

the Green party now argue that space exists for the Green party to

position itself clearly on the left. Former Party Speaker Peg Alexander

argued that:

The Green party fits automatically into the space left by the

new-look Labour party, a space which needs our commit-

ment to economic and social equality and justice. . . . We

must not be scared to place ourselves in this gap. The

Green party is a natural home for such people (Green Link,

1995, no 16, p6).

The Greens are not alone in recognizing the space available on the left,

though. The Liberal Democrats followed a similar direction during the

2001 general election campaign. This raises the potential for further

collaboration between the Greens and the Liberal Democrats to

develop a new alternative to the centrist politics currently dominating

the UK political landscape.

In Sweden, Miljöpartiet has placed itself towards the centre of the

Swedish political system. Both the political nature of environmental
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protest in Sweden and the pattern of party distribution have encou-

raged the party towards this stance. As Bennulf notes:

For a Green party – if no position on the left–right spec-

trum is ‘free’ – the best strategy is to be perceived as having

no position (or a position towards the middle) on the left–

right dimension (Bennulf, 1995, p140).

With distinct blocs on both left and right, the party has found little

political room on either side. Any move from the position in the centre

has, as in 1991, resulted in a loss of support for the party. Under such

conditions, the party has found that it can maintain a ‘neither left, nor

right’ strategy fairly successfully. Again, local experience has taught the

party the value of this stance, with coalitions agreed between left and

right parties.

By complete contrast, the French system clearly forced Les Verts

into a more direct reassessment of the ‘ni droite, ni gauche’ autono-

mous stance. Les Verts activist Catherine Gréze outlined the political

realities:

Year after year, the electoral system was bound to give us

the same results: whatever the scores, no Green members

were to be sent to parliament, and election after election

we were giving away our votes in the second round to the

Socialist party with nothing in return (Vert Contact, 1997).

Despite attempts by Les Verts to position themselves outside of the left–

right dimensions, external pressures led to the party being placed

within this dichotomy regardless of its own internal stance. For many

activists within the party, the fact that Les Verts were perceived as ‘on

the left’ regardless of actual party strategy was an important factor in

shaping the decision to actively adopt this role.

Decisions to form alliances or coalitions are not only one way,

however. In many cases the development of Green party strategy has

often depended upon strategic initiatives and developments from

within other political parties. Indeed, the changing attitudes of the

established parties to the Greens have played a key role in shaping this

aspect of Green party change. Undertaking a strategic policy of

alliances and coalitions is necessarily dependent upon other parties

being open to these agreements. The emergence of a Green challenge

has resulted in a varied response from other political parties.

Posing no electoral threat and with no representation, the estab-

lished political parties in the UK were able to virtually ignore the Green

party, focusing instead upon incorporating environmental policies
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within their own political agendas. Instead, one can identify a broaden-

ing recognition of environmental movements, rather than any recogni-

tion of the Green party. Under such conditions, the Green party had

few opportunities to work with other parties, even if they had wanted

to. This virtual sidelining of the Green party within the political debate

made it far easier for the UK Greens to maintain a commitment to an

autonomous stance than was the case for other Green parties.

In Sweden, Green electoral success also provoked a response from

the other political parties. Most especially, the response came from the

two parties whose position within the party system was most threat-

ened by the challenge of the Greens. Both the centre party and the Left

Party worked hard to improve their image as environmental parties.

Again, these moves left Miljöpartiet relatively isolated in terms of

positioning within the party system. Both left and right blocs were

able, to some degree, to claim environmental credentials. However, at

a local level, established parties were keen to gain the support of the

Greens in coalition, placing far greater pressure on them to reach some

form of agreement. With other parties offering to discuss coalition

terms, the Greens found that refusing to work with others gave the

impression of an uncompromising, ‘destructive’ party.

In France, the more direct interest of other parties to work with

Les Verts, and the potential rewards on offer, placed significantly more

pressure upon the Greens to develop some form of coalition strategy.

Les Verts faced similar difficulties in establishing themselves in the

political arena. The rise of environmental concern resulted in the party

facing the challenge of a second environmental party and the attention

of the Socialists, who feared a loss of support to the Greens. In addition,

environmental concerns were still placed within the traditional left–

right divide dominating the French party system.

To summarize, electoral successes have undoubtedly created more

opportunities for the Greens to consider changing their strategies

towards working with other parties. While the strategy of ‘autonomy’

represented an effective way of distinguishing themselves from the

established political parties, it has proved difficult to maintain when

coalition opportunities provide the Greens with a chance to participate

in government. The parties’ strategic changes have been closely linked

to the political opportunities confronting the Greens within their

respective party systems. In each of the cases discussed here, the

Greens have been forced to consider what can be gained from alliances

and coalitions, and whether or not these gains are worth compromis-

ing Green party policy.
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Chapter 5

Square Pegs in Round Holes:
Organizational Reform

Any analysis of Green party change must undoubtedly seek to tackle

the issue of party organization and the significant changes that have

emerged in this respect. The issue of party organization has developed

into a significant field of political research. Its implications stretch

beyond merely providing an effective way for a party to organize,

ref lecting a party’s ideological commitments, internal struggles and

also its struggles within the party system within which it operates.

Taggart, for example, suggests that:

Understanding how a party organizes itself allows us a

glimpse into a party’s true nature. It permits us to look

beyond the persona deliberately cultivated and projected

to the voters at election time. It also enables us to look

beyond the activists’ exalted claims of ideological commit-

ment and purity to see how deep those claims run when

faced with the ideology-sullying problems of political sur-

vival. The organization of the party is where the rhetoric

meets the reality. It is the nexus between beliefs and action

(Taggart, 1996, p110).1

The organizational dimension has also been central to the analysis of

European Green parties, where the specific and unusual nature of

Green party organization has represented a distinguishing feature of

the ‘new politics’. These distinctive organizational characteristics have

been a key aspect within many of the studies of Die Grünen in

Germany. Theorists emphasized the Greens’ close links with, and

emergence from within, the new social movements – resulting in a
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commitment within the parties to accommodating new social move-

ment ideals within the confines of a party political organization. These

commitments were encompassed within the German Greens via the

concept of Basisdemokratie. Poguntke summarizes this concept as

follows:

. . .a new model of intra-party democracy characterized by

a low degree of formalization, dominance of the grassroots

over higher level functionaries or MPs, and politics with a

strong emphasis on close linkages with the new social

movements (Poguntke, 1993, p388).

Transposed into party organization, these concepts were opera-

tionalized through numerous unconventional approaches to party

structures. In particular, the Greens tried to counter the traditions of

party politics, which they argued had led to the ‘oligarchization,

bureaucratization and professionalization’ of politics (Frankland and

Schoonmaker, 1992, p108). To achieve this, the party placed specific

emphasis upon openness and participation in decision-making. Party

meetings at all levels were open to all members and, where possible,

the Greens sought consensus in decision-making after healthy and

often vociferous debate. Outside sources were often sought for advice

and opinion, and, on occasion, non-party members were actually

nominated and elected as Green parliamentary candidates (Frankland

and Schoonmaker, 1992, p108).

To avoid the ‘professionalization’ of Green politics, the party opted

for a process of collective leadership and imposed strict controls over

the holding of both party office and parliamentary seats. In addition,

both offices and seats were rotated on a regular basis to reduce the

possibility of activists viewing party politics as a career path. To further

emphasize this, party workers received no, or minimal, salaries. The

Greens also sought to challenge the male dominance of the political

sphere by calling for the equal representation of men and women on

party commissions and committees, and encouraging equal representa-

tion on parliamentary candidate lists.

As a final aspect in the process of democratic control, the party also

stressed the importance of the concept of Basisanbindung (tied up

with the grassroots – Poguntke, 1987a, p622). This concept stressed

the importance of ensuring that members in senior offices within the

federal party regularly maintained a direct link with those active at

local and regional levels, whether this was through attending local

party meetings or engaging in some other form of political activism.

 The German Greens’ emphasis upon the concept of Basisdemo-

kratie in many ways became symbolic of the organizational distinctive-
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ness of the newly emerging Green parties across Europe, ref lecting

what Kitschelt identified as their emergence as ‘anti-party’ parties and

of the activists’ disillusionment with traditional party politics (Kitschelt,

1988b, p131). It also represented an effective symbolic commitment

that clearly distinguished their attitudes and approaches to party

political activism from those of the long-standing, established political

parties, further heightening the distinction between ‘green’ and ‘grey’.

Given the significance attached to party organization, it is not

surprising to find organizational changes cited as a key factor in many

of the conf licts and debates within the Green parties during the early

1990s. Organizational reform is almost inevitably associated with a

reappraisal of the Greens’ commitment to new social movement

principles and a supposed assimilation of ‘new politics’ parties within

traditional party systems.

Many of these claims undoubtedly emerge from the experiences of

the German Greens. As previously highlighted, the disastrous perform-

ance in the first all-German elections in December 1990 sparked a

significant process of organizational reform, accompanied by intense

internal party conf lict. The reform process was identified as a recogni-

tion that the alternative organizational structures created by the Greens

could not function effectively within the current structures of competi-

tive European party systems. The federal party conference at Neu-

münster in April 1991 provided a focal point for the introduction of

organizational reform.

At one level, it was claimed that the Greens’ failure to adapt to the

changing political environment within Germany during 1989 and

1990 was a ref lection of the slow and cumbersome nature of the party

organization. As Poguntke suggests:

The strict separation of party arenas stif les intra-party

communication and induces polarized, public debate. As

a result, swift adaptation to quickly changing political

circumstances is hard to achieve (Poguntke, 1993, p387).

The electoral failure was not the only reason for organizational change,

however. Many of the weaknesses of the alternative organizational

structures had begun to emerge during the party’s four years of

representation in the Bundestag. In particular, the party’s commitment

to the rotation of offices proved unwieldy given the limited political

experience of many party activists. Just as the party’s representatives

were acclimatizing themselves to federal politics and its institutions,

they were forced to give up their posts. In addition, the media focus

upon the new parliamentary party caused friction between the parlia-

mentary faction and the party faction.
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Practical issues also made a continuation of the original structures

problematic. Horizontal control and a restriction on party executives

require a large active party membership. However, as Frankland

describes:

Most reports during the late 1980s indicated that only 10–

30 per cent of local members were active. After subtracting

the numbers of active members engaged as local coun-

cillors and officials, Landtag deputies and staff assistants,

one found that not many remained willing and able to

‘control’ the policy work of elected representatives (Frank-

land, 1998, p5).

The separation of office and mandate that the party had stipulated also

proved to be a divisive issue with regard to the role of the federal

council. It was argued that because no parliamentarians were allowed

to sit on the council, it had become largely removed from the actual

political debates at federal and Land level. As a result, it appeared to

concern itself with discussions that had little bearing on the issues and

debates that confronted the elected party representatives at their

respective levels.

To overcome these difficulties the party opted to abolish the federal

council and loosen its commitment to the separation of office and

mandate. A new Land council was created with two representatives

from each Land party, one from the Land leadership one from the

Land parliament. The Land council also included the federal executive,

two members of the Bundestag representatives, and one Green mem-

ber from the European parliament and two delegates from the federal

working groups (Poguntke, 1993, p394). The Neumünster conference

also saw the party vote to eliminate the rotation principle for members

of the federal leadership, and an acceptance that some of the executive

should be paid, ‘professionalized’ members. There was also an agree-

ment to eliminate term limits on party leaders. Despite these changes,

however, the party maintains a rigid commitment to the autonomy of

local and regional parties to control programmes, finances and person-

nel, which has often been ref lected in the debates over coalition strate-

gies during the 1990s. This commitment continues to prevail within

the Greens, with Jürgen Trittin still defining the party as ‘no federal

party, but rather a confederation of strong state associations’ as

recently as 1998 (Frankland, 1998, p7). Despite this, however, critics

viewed the relaxation of organizational principles as a further ref lec-

tion of the dominance of the ‘realo’ faction within the party and a con-

tinued acceptance of the institutional ‘rules of the game’, which the

original ‘anti-party’ party had so clearly set out to challenge head on.
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With the experiences of Die Grünen as a guide, this chapter

examines organizational reform within the other three Green parties

in order to identify the underlying pressures leading to organizational

reform. In assessing the nature of organizational reform, the chapter

questions whether these changes represent a significant transition

away from Green party commitments to decentralization and direct

democracy. Taking each case study in turn, the following section will

place key periods of organizational change within the context of

changes in dominant factions, change in party leadership and external

‘stimuli/shocks’.

COMPARING THE EARLY ORGANIZATIONAL

STRUCTURES OF THE GREEN PARTIES

We have already noted the characteristics that were identified within

Die Grünen as ref lecting ‘new politics’ principles. An initial examina-

tion of the early organizational structures of the three other Green

parties highlights similar ‘new politics’ characteristics. Vedung’s

analysis of the Swedish Green party, for example, claims that ‘decen-

tralization, local inf luence, direct democracy, and diffusion of power

are key words in their theory of political organization’ (Vedung, 1989,

p145).2

Table 5.1 outlines the Greens’ organizational commitments to new

social movement structures and ideals. It highlights aspects that

broadly ref lect the parties’ concerns with, firstly, direct democratic

organization and, secondly, anti-professionalism. Within these general

categories, analysis of the executive bodies, speakers and regional

bodies have been used to ref lect the former theme, while categories

on voting rights and rotation ref lect the latter.

All three parties originally attempted to make the executive decision-

making bodies open and democratic, with the central decision-making

body being the parties’ main convention. This open approach towards

party assemblies has often been identified as a symbolic commitment

towards openness and direct participation for members. Similarly, the

parties’ executive bodies were directly elected by party members.

Another key commitment was decentralization and local party auton-

omy. The parties incorporated this within a three-tiered organizational

framework, with a clear division of activities identifiable between

national, regional and local parties. Enhancing this division was a

commitment to the autonomy of local parties to organize and plan their

actions with relatively little pressure from national party bodies. An

emphasis upon the active participation of party members was also
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apparent, emphasizing the parties’ concerns to implement direct

democracy and horizontal control. In each case, members were given

direct access and inf luence over policy-making and party strategy at

local, regional and national levels.

The Green parties’ commitments to anti-professionalism can be

identified as clearly as the commitment to decentralization and active

participation. The parties all refused to let party members view

activism as a career path. Although the parties have had to face the

practicalities of needing both a public front for the media and a

reference point for contact and dissemination of information, they

shunned the notion of a single party leader, opting instead for elected

party spokespersons. In addition, the parties adopted procedures for

the rotation of offices. This was often applied to elected office, as well

as internal party posts. By restricting the number of offices a person

could hold simultaneously, no one could build up a power base within

the party.

ORGANIZATIONAL REFORM WITHIN

MILJÖPARTIET DE GRÖNA

During the latter part of the 1980s and the early 1990s, Miljöpartiet

de Gröna faced increasing pressure to reassess its organizational

approach. After losing parliamentary representation in 1991, Miljö-

partiet de Gröna focused upon organizational reforms in the light of

practical difficulties that had emerged during its first parliamentary

term. Miljöpartiet had experienced severe difficulties when con-

fronted by a curious media and a hostile party political environment.

Coordination between the various party committees proved cumber-

some, giving the party the image of an inefficient and amateurish

organization – an image quickly seized upon by the media and political

opponents alike.

One of the central organizational criticisms was that the established

party organization proved to be insufficiently precise in detailing the

role of the parliamentary representatives within the overall party

framework. Conf lict and confusion subsequently emerged regarding

the level of autonomy and accountability between the parliamentary

party and the national party organization. The greater media profile of

the parliamentary representatives resulted in representatives being

sought for comment rather than the official party spokespersons, who

were not members of the parliamentary party. One party activist

summarized the confusion as follows:
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The people in the standing committee for politics, they had

very little to say because all the political interest from the

media was focused upon the parliamentary group. A lot

of people from the standing committee were always com-

plaining about this. In the end we had to start special

groups to try and build bridges between the two groups

and that took a lot of time. We lost the election because of

all this (Interview, 22 September 1995 ).

The first attempt to tackle this problem resulted in the introduction

of two additional spokespersons from within the parliamentary group

to represent the party in parliament. However, this failed to solve the

problem that was further heightened by the regular rotation of the

spokespersons.

 The party’s electoral success at regional and local level also created

organizational problems. The party had always placed significant

emphasis upon local party autonomy and the rotation of offices.

However, success found the party stretched regarding the number of

active members prepared to represent the party. In some districts there

were simply not enough members to implement rotation; in others,

members had to take on numerous posts.

For Miljöpartiet, organizational reform resulted in relatively little

internal party conf lict – not that the party was entirely unanimous in

its support for organizational reform, or that the ideological implications

of these changes were ignored during debates over party organization.

There was, however, a general acceptance, among both supporters and

opponents of the reforms, regarding the practical difficulties experi-

enced when working within the original organizational structures, as

one party activist explained:

In historical perspective, I must say that we over-emphasized

organization and the cause has been hurt by this. If you

look at our rules, they are pretty much the same as other

parties, really. We have made a lot of fuss about being

different, but we are all medieval in this respect. We cannot

change the way humans are. We need a chairman and a

secretary and everything. We have to function. We have to

sit around a table and come to an agreement. With 300

people at a party congress, you cannot discuss in detail

how you should design poster campaigns (Interview, 21

September 1995).

Organizational reform didn’t lead to any significant exodus of party

members, either. As one opponent of the changes noted, nothing had
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really changed because it was still the same group of people running

the party (Taggart, 1996, p134).

Figure 5.1 places the organizational reforms within Miljöpartiet de

Gröna in relation to the key factors for change identified by Harmel

and Janda.

Figure 5.1 highlights the importance of external stimuli along both the

‘electoral’ and ‘challenges to party democracy’ dimensions. In this case,

electoral performance and systemic constraints are fundamental in

explaining organizational reform. The key events that coincide with

organizational change include the party’s first parliamentary term

between 1988 and 1991 and the electoral disappointment following

this period. Electoral success in 1988 brought challenges to party

democracy in terms of party activism and membership and an increase

in media scrutiny of the party.

Parliamentary representation had a significant inf luence along

both ‘factional’ and ‘party democracy’ dimensions. Figure 5.1 indicates

that the rise of the parliamentary faction occurs shortly before the

process of organizational reform. This transition into a parliamentary

party was identified by party activists as a significant strain on the

original organizational framework. Although the party sought to

maintain an anti-professionalist stance, it could not stop the parlia-

Figure 5.1 Potential Sources of Organizational Change:

Miljöpartiet de Gröna

1987 1989 1991 1993 1995 1997 1999

Organizational
changes debated

Party and introduced
organizational
change

Parliamentary group Party regains and maintains
become media focal point a parliamentary group at

Change in national and EU levels
dominant
factions

Leadership
change
         National election National election National election EP election National and

success failure success success EP electoral
success

External
stimuli
(electoral) Rio Summit ‘No to the EU’ party policy.

International and Debates over EU referendum campaign
national environmental welfare crisis and eventual yes vote Strong public criticism of EU

issues prioritized membership

External
stimuli
(policy) Media focus upon party, especially Parliamentary group gains a

parliamentary group relatively dominant position
External stimuli
(challenges to
party democracy)
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mentary party from becoming the focal point for media interest and

political comment. Miljöpartiet therefore clearly found itself faced

with numerous contradictions between the type of organization that

it wanted to develop and the organizational requirements of a party

with parliamentary roles and responsibilities.

The need for reform was exacerbated by the party’s loss of parlia-

mentary representation in 1991. During its own internal post-mortem

of events, organizational difficulties figured heavily in explaining the

party’s failure. It was claimed that the party had failed to portray itself

or its policies clearly to the electorate. Organizational changes were

seen as the most direct way in which the party could tackle these

problems of coordination. The significance of these organizational

issues to electoral performance can be seen in the activists’ explana-

tions of not only the 1991 defeat, but also the party’s return to parlia-

ment in 1994. When asked to account for the factors enabling this

success, organizational issues were identified as of primary signifi-

cance. The electoral success of 1994, and subsequent strong electoral

performances in 1999, have undoubtedly been inf luential factors in

explaining the relative unanimity with which organizational reforms

have been implemented and accepted within the party. The process

of organizational reform cannot, however, be seen completely as a

reaction to electoral defeat. Although the reforms were not imple-

mented by Miljöpartiet until 1992, organizational change was already

being outlined in 1990.

Virtually no change in leading personnel means that the ‘leadership

change’ factor is largely insignificant in this case. The main split within

the party was factional – between the parliamentary party and the rest

of the party organization. Again, however, the party appears to have

developed a pragmatic attitude towards this situation, which has eased

the tensions between the groups despite increased media attention for

the parliamentary representatives. As one activist suggested, ‘we

accept it, but not as a very important basis but as something that we

have to adjust to because of the media world we live in’ (Interview, 22

September 1995).

ORGANIZATIONAL REFORM WITHIN THE GREEN

PARTY: GREEN 2000 AND BASIS FOR

RENEWAL INITIATIVES

The 1990 Green 2000 initiative was the primary focus for organiza-

tional reform in the Green party. However, reaction to Green 2000

represented the build up of pressures within the party that had begun
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with an earlier attempt at organizational reform known as the Main-

Green initiative. As with Green 2000, MainGreen sought to streamline

the party organization into a more centralized party structure, its

proponents arguing that the existing decentralized structures were ‘not

only premature but impractical’ (Econews, 1986, no 31, p3). Although

the MainGreen proposals were rejected, the debates themselves created

underlying antagonism within the party. Conf lict centred less upon the

actual policy and organizational proposals, however, than around the

manner in which these proposals were both instigated and challenged.

So, while MainGreen didn’t actually result in the implementation of

organizational change, it did entrench conf licting positions within the

party by the time of the Green 2000 initiative.

Green 2000 emerged at the start of the 1990s as an initiative

designed to enable the party to capitalize effectively upon the relative

success of the late 1980s. As one national party activist recalled:

There was a whole background as to whether the actual

structures that we had could work and a feeling that the

decision-making process was so labyrinthine and so lack-

ing in responsibility that something needed to be done

about that. But that was said in a context too of actually

trying to set a direction for the party in terms of what the

party wanted to achieve and where it actually saw itself

politically (Interview, 7 August 1995).

Given the huge barriers to electoral success in the UK, it was argued

that the party needed to sacrifice some of the commitments to alterna-

tive organizational structures for the cause of parliamentary representa-

tion. The motion called for the creation of a party executive smaller

than the existing party council, a more centralized structure and a

change to the nature of party conferences. As the overriding aim, the

objective of Green 2000 was for the party to gain parliamentary power

by the year 2000 (Green Activist, October 1991, p1).3 The motion was,

however, far from unanimously supported and led to bitter internal

conf lict, which split the party.4 Although passed at the 1991 party

conference, debate ensued not only regarding the practical implica-

tions of the motion itself, but, more predominantly, regarding the

manner in which the decision had taken place. It was suggested that

the whole process had significant implications for the status of internal

party democracy and the position of those party members who had

opposed the motion. This concern was further enhanced when candi-

dates who had supported the Green 2000 campaign gained 10 out of

the 11 positions on the executive, with Sara Parkin being elected as

party chair (Wall, 1994, p68).
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The implementation of the new organizational framework did little

to quell divisions within the party. The conf licts and factionalism

continued way beyond the passing of the motion at the 1991 confer-

ence. In the year that followed, a number of key party figures resigned

or were dismissed, leaving the party in a state of turmoil and organiza-

tional disarray. Green 2000 was perceived as a key factor in both the

dramatic fall in party membership and the subsequent failure at the

1992 general election.

The 1993 Basis for Renewal programme, in contrast, signalled

moves towards reconciliation within the party. One of the main

initiators of the Basis for Renewal programme explains the context

within which this motion emerged:

There was a general coming together of the two sides over

a couple of years because it was a crisis. We were struggl-

ing to avoid bankruptcy and the general disappearance of

the Green party. And at the end of that we had a situation

where people like me, the decentralists, had accepted the

need for leadership, had accepted the need for professional-

ism and that elections needed to be contested properly. And

people like the Green 2000ers had accepted that local

elections were most significant and that non-electoral

campaigning had an important part to play (Interview, 31

March 1996).

In attempting to breach the divisions, the programme recognized the

value of organizational change, while maintaining a commitment to

open democratic control. The reforms introduced within Green 2000,

however, still form the basis for the party organization. Indeed, some

of the most forthright opponents of the Green 2000 initiative now

readily accept the need for a level of organizational reassessment. One

such party activist stated:

I was concerned in principle that the organizational

approach was wrong and was disempowering and

unparticipatory. Now that I’m less certain about since I’ve

actually worked within it. We are possibly better organized

. . . . Looking back on the debates there were some respects

in which they were right and some in which they were

wrong. They were right about professionalism, though.

There is no excuse for doing something badly and a lot of

the time we were doing very badly. There was no partic-

ular reason for it and there was no great principle involved.

It was simply that we could have done it better and we
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were doing it all in a rather amateurish fashion (Inter-

view, 9 August 1995).

This again implies that the conf licts over organization focused as much

upon personal rivalries and concerns over power within the party as

upon ideological commitments to decentralized party structures. The

fact that the institutional changes introduced in Green 2000 remain

today despite the majority of its supporters having left the party

appears to support this assessment.

Figure 5.2 again places the organizational reforms within the Green

party in relation to the key factors for change identified by Harmel and

Janda.

Figure 5.2 Potential Sources of Organizational Change:

The Green Party

Again, Figure 5.2 identifies a balance between internal and external

pressures. As with Miljöpartiet de Gröna, many of the organizational

changes and, in particular, the impetus for change, coincide with the

changing electoral fortunes of the party. A key factor in this case was

the 1989 European parliamentary elections. Harmel et al claim that:

1987 1989 1991 1993 1995 1997 1999

            MainGreen Basis for renewal
Party    initiative Green 2000 introduced
organization implemented
change

Rise and challenge of Party conflict and
electoralist  faction defeat of electoralist

Change in faction
dominant
factions Sara Parkin

resigns

Leadership
change EP and London

EP election National election Euro election National election
success failure failure election failure  success

External
stimuli
(electoral) Government launch
               International and national environment White BSE crisis, roads protests
                   environmental issues Paper and GM foods debates
External               prioritized
stimuli
(policy) Party membership increases rapidly Party gains its

Party membership  first representatives
Media focus falls sharply at EU and London

upon the party assembly levels
External
 stimuli
(challenges to
party democracy)
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A small party that was developed primarily to promote a

message (more so than to govern) may not be shocked by

electoral stagnation or even downturns, but an extra-

ordinary electoral success could give fuel to those within

the party who may be bent on a more organized, prag-

matic vote-seeking approach (Harmel et al, 1995, p4).

This scenario ref lects the experiences of the UK Green party, for whom

the European election performance raised both the party’s profile and

expectations of a parliamentary breakthrough. The result, therefore,

provided an important stimulus to those activists who identified ‘vote-

seeking’ as the party’s primary goal. Figure 5.2 also identifies external

stimuli along the ‘challenges to party democracy’ dimension. Although

functional while the party was small, the rise in membership and

increased media attention highlighted numerous weaknesses within

the organizational framework.5

While change was viewed as necessary by many within the party,

it provided the focal point for internal factionalism. Reform repre-

sented a struggle over the party’s future direction and ideological

commitments. To opponents, organizational change implied the

prioritizing of an electoral strategy and a factional take-over of the

party. The dimension of ‘leadership change’ is again a less significant

factor in promoting organizational change than factional division. This

was largely due to the party’s continued commitment to group leader-

ship. The resignation of Sara Parkin is, however, included on this

dimension in Figure 5.2. Although not involved with the original

motion, Green 2000 became closely associated with Parkin’s high-

profile position within the party. Her subsequent departure was seen

as inf luencing the collapse of the electoral faction around Green 2000

and prompted numerous further resignations.

Basis for Renewal coincides with a number of important stimuli in

Figure 5.2. Externally, the electoral failure during 1992 raised ques-

tions concerning the prudence of prioritizing ‘electoral’ goals. Simi-

larly, the rapid fall in party membership forced the party to reassess

its future. Internally, Basis for Renewal appears to have been imple-

mented following a change in the dominant faction within the party

and a reduction of the factional conf lict surrounding Green 2000.

However, unlike Green 2000, these changes were not perceived as

representing a radical challenge to the ideological basis of the party.

Recent electoral successes may again place organizational strains on

the party, with Green representatives in the European parliament and

in the London assembly. However, these performances have not

created the same public and media interest that accompanied the

party’s performances during the late 1980s.
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ORGANIZATIONAL REFORMS WITHIN LES VERTS

Les Verts have consistently been preoccupied with party organization,

with particular emphasis being placed upon the regional focus of the

party organization and the level of autonomy and independence in

decision-making that is maintained by these regional groups. Interest-

ingly, organizational reform had only slight impact in terms of party

division and conf lict, ref lecting an acceptance of the need for prag-

matic organizational change. Although not without criticism, internal

debates focused more upon strategic issues rather than structural ones.

In addition, organizational reform occurred later than in Sweden and

the UK, following the breakdown of the entente with Génération

Écologie and the resignation of Antoine Waechter.

Organizational change received relatively little opposition from

within the party – partly because changes were not as far reaching as

those within the other parties, but also because most party members

felt that there were more important and contentious issues (Faucher,

1997, p5). Organizational reforms were seen primarily as a practical

reassessment of internal procedures that had previously resulted in

heightened party factionalism and conf lict. In particular, organiza-

tional reform focused upon removing the regular factionalism over

alternative strategy papers at the party’s annual conference. Les Verts

were wary of the dangers of adopting too pragmatic an approach to

organizational change. The new organizational structures were designed

as a compromise to competing party goals. On the one hand, reform

satisfied those party members who recognized the need for a more

effective organization than the relatively ad hoc system that had

evolved along with the party. On the other, it maintained a commit-

ment to those supporters who felt that institutionalized changes might

threaten the party’s commitment to direct democracy, making it too

similar to traditional parties. Although facing similar problems regard-

ing open party conferences and collective leadership, the party was

cautious of implementing a more hierarchical approach that focused

around a core executive. These intermediary reforms appeared success-

ful, however, with 74 per cent of party members voting to accept

organizational change (Faucher, 1996, p7). This was a significant

achievement for a party with a long history of internal conf lict and

turmoil.

Figure 5.3 places the organizational reforms within Les Verts in

relation to the key factors for change identified by Harmel and Janda.

The pattern here is markedly different from the previous case

studies. On this occasion, one can identify a weaker link to ‘external

stimuli’ and a closer connection to internal pressures. Although
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officially the party has no single leader, a more direct focus upon

leadership exists within Les Verts, with the selection of a presidential

candidate often producing a de facto party leader. In this context,

organizational reform coincides with the rise to prominence of Domin-

ique Voynet and the resignation of Antoine Waechter. Furthermore,

these changes ref lected more than merely a change of personality; they

represented a change of direction within the party towards Voynet’s

‘social environmentalism’ and away from Waechter’s ‘natural’ eco-

logical stance. Both leadership change and organizational reform are

related to wider factional disputes. However, party factionalism

focused more upon issues of electoral strategy and potential alliances,

rather than on internal organizational structure. In addition, organiza-

tional change was instigated following factional conf lict, in contrast

to the UK case, where organizational change sparked party divisions.

The connection between electoral performance and organizational

reform appears weaker in this case. Neither success during the 1989

European elections, nor national electoral disappointment in 1993,

appears to have led directly to organizational reform. In this case, the

‘external stimuli’ that challenged the party’s ‘electoral’ goal affected a

different process of change, focusing upon electoral strategies and

alliances rather than organizational reforms. Within the context of

French party politics, these issues provide a more direct electoral

Figure 5.3 Potential Sources of Organizational Change: Les Verts

 1989 1991 1993 1995 1997 1999

                               European Introduction of
                             parliamentary organizational reforms
Party party
organizational
change

Autonomous ecological factions Factional Social-environmental faction dominant
conflict

Change in
dominant
factions Antoine Waechter Dominique Voynet

de facto party leader de facto party leader and government  minister
Leadership
change

EP election Electoral Red–Green electoral
success Emergence of failure EP election alliance Electoral EP election

External Génération Ecologie failure success success
stimuli
(electoral)

International environmental Rio Earth Nuclear testing
issues prioritized Summit in the Pacific Transport

External
stimuli
(policy)                                                               Ecological Entente Agreement Party gains
                                                                               entente collapses with PS government post
External
stimuli
(challenges to
party democracy)
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stimulus. That is not to imply that there is no connection between

external stimuli and organizational reform in this case. Harmel and

Janda note that although external factors are important, it is often the

internal reaction within parties to these events that induces organiza-

tional change. In Figure 5.3, it is evident that the party’s electoral

failure during 1993 would have heightened the move towards internal

changes in factional dominance and leadership – both of which

preceded the organizational reforms during 1994. Les Verts’ sudden

rise to a position within government has placed significant strains

upon the utilization of an unconventional party organization. However,

the major debates within the party have again focused more upon

strategic rather than organizational issues. Potentially, the performance

of the Greens in the next national election could be the catalyst for

organizational reform.

A COMPARATIVE ASSESSMENT OF

ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGE

The comparative analysis of organizational change presented in the

previous section verifies the significance of the factors identified by

Harmel and Janda. In particular, a significant interaction is evident

between ‘internal’ and ‘external’ pressures in the process of change,

and the inf luence that this has on both the nature and context of

organizational reform. In assessing each of the three key variables, it

is possible to see this changing balance between external stimuli,

internal factional conf lict and leadership change in the process of

organizational change. This is significant in explaining both the

different processes of change within the parties and the varying levels

of conf lict that accompanied these reforms – from intense internal

division ref lecting the ‘realo–fundis’ disputes within the German

Greens, to a pragmatic acceptance of the weaknesses of initial organiza-

tional structures.

In common with the experiences of the German Greens, the

analysis highlights the importance of external stimuli in prompting

organizational change within the other three Green parties. This was

most overt in the UK and Swedish cases, but was also evident within

Les Verts. Organizational change was prioritized when external stimuli

forced the parties to question their electoral goals or challenged their

commitment to internal party democracy. In Sweden and the UK, there

was a strong link between the initiation of organizational reform and

heightened electoral support, although the extent of electoral success

was markedly different. As in Germany, both parties used organiza-
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tional reform as part of a process for improving the party’s electoral

status. As such, they identified the original organizational structures

as a key obstacle in the parties’ attempts to become inf luential political

actors. In Sweden, changes were implemented following a period of

national parliamentary representation. Here, the impetus for organiza-

tional reform emerged from the practical difficulties experienced in

utilizing an unconventional party organization within a conventional

party system. For the Green party, however, success involved an

increased level of support and media attention, but no representation.

The primary motivation, in this case, was merely a perceived oppor-

tunity for gaining national representation.

The practical difficulties of unconventional party organization also

challenged commitments to openness and ‘party democracy’. Both the

Swedish and UK parties found it difficult to implement decentralized

organizational frameworks for two main reasons. Firstly, they were

attempting to implement organizational systems based upon regional

and local activity within party systems that prioritized national, central-

ized party activism. Secondly, they faced practical problems regarding

low levels of active membership – especially problematic given the

parties’ emphasis upon local control and the rotation of offices. With

some regional and local parties based upon only a handful of activists,

the autonomy of the local party and the enforcement of rotation rules

became impossible. In contrast, Les Verts have been more successful

in utilizing a decentralized organizational framework and identified

less of a link between electoral success and organizational form. While,

on occasion, similar problems existed regarding the level of local party

activism, the party organization appeared better suited to the more

regionally based, French political system. In this case, the status of the

local and regional parties became more significant, as did the commit-

ment to autonomy from the national organization.

How does one account for the differing responses to organizational

change from within the Green parties? In Germany, intense factional

conf lict was identified between ‘realos’ and ‘fundis’. Similarly, in both

the UK and the French cases, factional conf lict played a distinctive role.

Within Les Verts, organizational change followed bitter internal fac-

tionalism regarding party strategy and direction. Les Verts also provide

the one case where a clear issue of leadership change can be identified,

with factionalism closely linked to the division between Waechter and

Voynet. Although not the focal point for factional conf lict, the organi-

zational changes were strongly inf luenced by the impact of these

internal disputes on the party. Rather than being the catalyst for

factional divisions, organizational reform was identified as a means of

reducing factional infighting. In the Green party, by contrast, organi-

zational change provided the impetus for awakening internal factional
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divisions concerning the party’s future direction and style. In this

respect, the Swedish case appears noticeably different. Although

‘realo–fundis’ stances over organizational change were identified

within Miljöpartiet de Gröna, they were not particularly forceful or

divisive (Taggart, 1996, p135). A general acceptance existed among

party activists regarding the need for some form of organizational

reform.6

In Germany, organizational reform within Die Grünen has been

closely connected to a reassessment of the party’s primary goals and

objectives. It is clear from this comparative study that, elsewhere,

Green party goals have also been altered and reshaped as the parties

have evolved within their respective party systems. Thus, one can

identify not only a changing prioritization of party goals during

periods of organizational reform, but also the impact of external

stimuli in challenging these goals.

In both the Swedish and UK cases, important challenges to ‘elect-

oral’ and ‘party democracy’ goals were identified. For Miljöpartiet de

Gröna, the electoral goal focused upon maintaining national parlia-

mentary representation. The political credibility and financial rewards

connected with national representation were clearly important in

focusing the party towards this goal. Loss of representation during

1991 forced the party to reduce its activities, and the threat of failure

in 1994 had serious implications for its continuation as a national party.

The pressures surrounding national representation were, therefore,

undoubtedly an important factor in the party’s acceptance of a more

traditional party organization. Organizational reform was introduced

in this context and appeared vindicated by the party’s eventual success

during 1994 and continued national representation since then. In

addition, the relative weakness and conservative nature of the environ-

mental movements in Sweden placed considerably less pressure upon

the party to prioritize ‘alternative’ goals. Where ‘party democracy’

issues were raised, organizational reforms were seen as part of the

solution rather than the problem.

In the case of the UK Green party, the party’s apparent division

over its ‘primary goal’ clearly contributed to the bitter conf licts

surrounding party organization. Green 2000 was perceived as a develop-

ment based upon electoral motives. However, the Green party’s

electoral chances remained weak during the 1990s. Given this weak

electoral position and the more significant role played by the environ-

mental movements in inf luencing national policy, many within the

party placed greater emphasis upon goals relating to policy and party

democracy, rather than electoral success. Green 2000 was identified

by opponents as a challenge to these goals, rather than an enhance-

ment. Within this context, it is easier to explain the differing responses
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to organizational reform experienced by the UK and Swedish parties.

The opposition to Green 2000 was less about the actual structural

changes themselves, than it was about the manner in which change

was being introduced, and the implications this had for the future

direction of the party.

By way of contrast, although Les Verts have arguably prioritized

‘electoral’ goals, resulting in a governmental role during 1997, party

organization was not identified as a significant factor in inf luencing

this goal. Given the context of French party politics, it is unsurprising

to note that the central focus for debate surrounded issues of alliances

and coalitions. External relationships rather than internal issues have

been identified as the key factor in pursuing an electoral goal. In addi-

tion, the more regional nature of French politics has not provoked such

a concern over the incompatibility of the more unconventional aspects

of Green party organization. It will be important to assess, in time,

what impact experience of national parliamentary representation and

government responsibility has on the party organization. Given that it

was not until Miljöpartiet de Gröna had experienced national repre-

sentation that many of the organizational weaknesses and problems

emerged, similar pressure may await Les Verts in the coming years.

To summarize, Green parties have undoubtedly reassessed their

party goals, moving beyond the initial concerns with raising awareness

of environmental issues and initiating a new political challenge,

towards attaining a direct political impact through national parlia-

mentary representation. In doing so, the Greens have been forced into

closer contact with the competitive party political arena, which has

put pressure on the alternative organizational structures initiated by

the Green parties. Organizational reform, therefore, ref lects the

process of adaptation within the Green parties and a shifting pattern

of Green party goals in pursuit of a solid role for Green politics. The

different political opportunities available to the parties within their

respective party systems have played a vital role in shaping the prioriti-

zation of Green party goals within each case. The extent to which

there is a common perception of the primary party goal, and the depth

of commitment to these goals, have been key factors in determining

both the instigation of organizational reform as well as party activists’

attitudes towards this reform process. It would appear, therefore, that

the Green parties are reshaping in the light of pressures from the

established European party systems. In the German case, this process

has been closely linked with the increasing institutionalization and

‘professionalization’ of the party. However, has this pattern of organiza-

tional reform resulted in the process of institutionalization within all

of the Green parties and a loss of ‘new politics’ organizational style for

the sake of electoral success?
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ORGANIZATIONAL REFORM: IDEOLOGICAL

CHANGE OR ORGANIZATIONAL EVOLUTION?

While there is only scope within this chapter to provide a tentative

examination of this question, it is possible to gain an initial perspective

by examining the new organizational structures of the three parties,

as presented in Table 5.2, within the categories outlined earlier in Table

5.1.

The organizational reforms are clearly distinguishable; however,

Table 5.2 suggests that the parties have still attempted to ref lect the

commitments outlined earlier. Party conferences remain the central

decision-making body of the three parties. Despite amendments on the

part of Les Verts and the Green party, the general pattern remains one

of decentralized decision-making. However, all parties have developed

smaller, more efficient party executives, which might signal the transi-

tion towards a more centralized style of operation. Regional autonomy

and inf luence is still encouraged, with both the Green party and Les

Verts introducing new regional bodies. Similarly, regional delegates

form the majority of the voting members at party conferences.

Table 5.2 also demonstrates the parties’ continuing commitments

towards participation, with all three parties providing local and

regional members with inf luential voting rights. However, in both Les

Verts and the Green party, there has been a change in policy regarding

the right of all party members to vote at national conferences, with

both parties adopting a system of delegate conferences. However,

members maintain the right to vote for party candidates, regional and

national representatives and conference delegates.

The implementation of office rotation is one area in which signifi-

cant change is evident. In line with the German Greens, all three parties

have reassessed the extent to which party organization can success-

fully and effectively encompass a commitment to ‘anti-professionalism’.

Some changes to rotation rules have been introduced out of practical

necessity. This is especially true with regard to the low levels of party

membership and, more significantly, the small proportion of active

members who are available in regional and local parties. Implementa-

tion of strict rotation of posts became a direct problem when no new

candidates stood for posts to which the previous occupants had

completed their allotted term, or when there were no suitably experi-

enced candidates to take over such posts.

To summarize, Green parties have clearly changed their organiza-

tional structures and, in some cases, have taken on board more ‘tradi-

tional’ approaches. As with the German Greens, all three parties have

become more ‘professionalized’ in certain respects, such as those
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concerning spokespersons and the weakening of the rotation princ-

iple. However, the Green parties still maintain a distinctive approach

to party organization, participation and democracy. Even within the

German example, Poguntke argues that Bundnis ‘90/Die Grünen are

the only German party to provide ‘a pronouncedly participatory and

elite-challenging internal political culture’ (Poguntke, 1993, p395).

Without doubt, some of the more challenging aspects of Green party

organization have been removed as the parties have evolved. However,

as Doherty suggests, the reforms represent an amendment to the more

utopian aspects of Green party organization rather than concrete

evidence for the assimilation of the Greens into established party

frameworks (see Doherty, 1994).

All of the parties discussed here have, therefore, implemented

significant organizational changes, reassessing some of the more

distinctive aspects of Green party structure. Using Harmel and Janda’s

model of party change has again highlighted the multicausal nature of

organizational reform. While the analysis has identified a broad range

of different stimuli, inf luencing the processes of organizational change

within the three parties, in all cases organizational reform is closely

related to the systemic political context within which these changes

took place.

The analysis demonstrates that not all organizational change is

necessarily ideologically driven. Political experience and expediency

has played a significant role in altering the prioritization of goals within

the Greens, with the parties prioritizing electoral goals in an attempt

to gain a firm foothold as established national political actors. The

differences in both the pattern and timing of organizational change

within the parties, and the level of conf lict accompanying this change,

are closely related to the degree to which this goal has been attainable,

the level of agreement within the party regarding the prioritization of

this goal over others, and the extent to which organizational reform

has been identified as an inf luential factor in achieving it. Subse-

quently, internal conf lict over organizational reform has focused upon

debates concerning the prioritization of goals within the Greens and

the perception of organizational reform as part of this process. As a

result, the parties who experienced less internal division over the

prioritization of electoral and parliamentary goals, Les Verts and

Miljöpartiet de Gröna, displayed less internal division over the process

of organizational reform.

All of the Green parties have clearly been forced to find a balance

between the ‘Green’ commitment to the organizational style of the

‘new politics’ and the practicalities of operating within competitive

party systems. Despite significant organizational reforms, the party

organizations still attempt to incorporate the values and ideals of the
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‘new politics’, such as decentralization, anti-professionalism and

participation. However, rather than maintaining a common Green

party organizational framework, arguably based around the pattern

developed within Die Grünen, the parties have begun to adapt the

organizational embodiment of these commitments to the systemic

context within which they operate.
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Chapter 6

Redefining the Environment:
Changes in Green Party Policy

The public expects us to be environmental. We have to

work out how to secure that, and then demonstrate that

we are also concerned with social issues and economic

issues. How do we fill it out from there, rather than saying

we’ve been too environmental, now let’s be social. It’s

about bringing things into your own identity and securing

your own space (Interview with Green party activist, 7

August 1995).

It is one thing to identify the damaging environmental impact of

modern industrial society, but it is quite another to provide a political

programme that ensures a radical change in this process. When

identifying the distinguishing characteristics of the European Greens,

Poguntke and Müller-Rommel place the specific nature of the Greens’

programmatic profile alongside organizational structure and electoral

profile as ‘the essential elements of new politics’ (Müller-Rommel and

Poguntke, 1989, p21). The policy dimension represents the attempt to

develop abstract Green ideals into practical political change. As with

party organization, it provides not only a critique of existing attitudes

and approaches to political decision-making, but also offers a Green

alternative ref lection of the ‘new politics’ identity. This identity can

largely be summarized as follows:

Ecological politics, opposition to nuclear power, individ-

ualism with a very strong focus on self-determination and

self-actualization, participatory democracy with direct

citizens’ involvement with decision-making, a general left-
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wing orientation, redistribution of global wealth in favour

of the developing nations, and an unambiguous prefer-

ence for unilateral disarmament (Müller-Rommel and

Poguntke, 1989, pp21–22).

As outlined in previous chapters, the manner in which Green parties

have portrayed this ‘new politics’ identity has changed as the parties

have developed and evolved. As the parties have sought more effective

ways in which to put across the Green message to the public, these

reforms have raised questions among party activists regarding the focus

and priorities of Green policy.

In Germany, the balance between different aspects of the eco-

logical identity within the party’s programmes often ref lected the

diversity of inf luence of the various factions within the Greens. As

such, the focus of the Green party programme has been an issue for

debate since the party’s formation in 1980. While the ‘Greener’

elements within the party have favoured the prioritization of environ-

mental concerns, the broad new social movement base provided

vociferous support for a much more diverse programmatic perspect-

ive, which presented a more radical systemic challenge.

The initial party programme in 1980 attempted to pull these

diverse strands together, arguing that Germany was faced with an

economic and environmental crisis. While this crisis was most clearly

ref lected in an ongoing process of environmental destruction, the root

causes of this destruction lay in a capitalist system that placed excess-

ive emphasis upon economic growth and the pursuit of profit. Ref lect-

ing the ideological roots outlined in Chapter 1, the party argued that

change could only occur as the result of a changing process of inter-

action both in human relations and in human relationships with the

natural world. This meant not only a commitment to environmental

protection, but also greater emphasis upon direct democracy, partici-

pation and equality.

Frankland and Schoonmaker portray the Greens in their early

federal programmes as being ‘champions of underdogs abroad and at

home,’ claiming that:

The Greens advocate full equality for women. They pro-

mote the rights of foreign workers, homosexuals, gypsies,

the handicapped, prisoners and the aged. For all citizens

they stress the right of free speech and assembly, the right

of conscientious objection to military service and the right

to be free of surveillance (Frankland and Schoonmaker,

1992, p131).
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Throughout the party’s history, the balance between ecology and

broader new social movement objectives has shifted within the parties’

policy priorities. The increasing importance of environmental and anti-

nuclear campaigns in Germany during the 1980s helped to concentrate

greater attention upon the Green message. Not only did the German

Greens improve their position electorally, but other parties started to

recognize the electoral salience of Green issues. The Social Democrats

(SPD) were particularly keen to accommodate the Green agenda within

their programmes, claiming that the Greens raised important issues but

failed to provide practical programmatic solutions. It was one thing to

identify problems, but quite another to actually tackle the task of

putting these problems right. As such, the Greens were often portrayed

as an ‘irresponsible’ opposition party that lacked a concrete pro-

gramme for reform.

Parliamentary representation added a new dimension to the policy

debate. Rapidly expanding parliamentary success increased calls

within the party for a more concrete programme. If the party was to

seek coalition with the SPD, it was argued, it needed concrete policy

proposals rather than vague ideological statements of intent. As such,

debates within the party over policy direction focused upon whether

the party should maintain a longer-term commitment to a radical

overhaul of industrial capitalist society, or whether it should focus

upon more short-term objectives that could be achieved through

coalition activity at regional and federal level. During the 1980s,

therefore, emphasis moved away from an ecological stance.

By 1990, however, the German Greens were again focusing upon

environmental policies, ironically at a time when the agenda had

shifted. Thus, in an election dominated by the implications of German

unification, the Greens found themselves focusing upon the perils of

climate change. While undoubtedly a significant issue to focus upon,

it was far removed from the top of the political agenda of most of the

voters. The campaign focus was identified as a key factor in the poor

electoral performance during 1990, leading the Greens to another

change of emphasis during the 1990s.

During the 1994 federal elections, the Greens, conscious of the

potential for coalition with the SPD, focused their electoral campaign

upon broader social issues, including the shortening of work time and

the creation of more jobs. This clearly ref lected the primary concerns

of a large proportion of the German electorate.1 Electoral success in

1994 and the strengthened political position of the party encouraged

the Greens to continue this policy approach. Indeed, the Greens’ social

agenda was a vital dimension of the coalition agreement with the SPD

after the 1998 federal elections. Unemployment again figured high on

the party’s agenda and was seen as a more vital indicator of the party’s
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performance in government than other more directly ‘environmental’

concerns. When joining the coalition government in 1998, the Greens

declared that their performance in government over the coming four

years should be judged mainly by the contribution that they had made

to combating unemployment.

As the brief outline above demonstrates, the German Greens have

regularly experienced a f luctuation in the focus and prioritization of

their policies, from ‘social environmental’ to ‘natural environmental’

issues. Overall, however, recent years have undoubtedly witnessed a

focus upon the ‘social’ dimension. For some, this represents another

dimension in the process of institutionalization of the ‘new politics’.

As the Greens have become an established part of the party political

system, so they have been forced to focus upon expanding the Red–

Green dimension of the party’s identity at the expense of a more

ecological ‘deep Green’ perspective in order to maintain strong links

with the SPD.

The divisions over policy priorities within the German Greens,

outlined above, have also often been used to identify divisions between

different types of Green party. In particular, the choice of either a

‘natural’ or ‘social’ focus has been interpreted as ref lecting the differ-

ent heritages of the parties, the variation in activist base and also a

distinction in the level of commitment to a ‘deep Green ecological’

ideological perspective.

These divisions are primarily focused upon the manner in which

parties incorporate, represent and prioritize the different aspects of

the ‘new politics’ identity outlined above. Müller-Rommel, for example,

identifies a split in policy orientation between ‘pure Green reformist

parties’ and ‘alternative Green radical parties’ (Müller-Rommel 1985,

p491). He suggests that pure Green reformist parties prefer to ‘select

genuine ecology issues that do not bring them deeply into policy

conf lict with the established parties over the social welfare state and

foreign policy’ (Müller-Rommel, 1985, p491). By contrast, the ‘alterna-

tive Green radical’ parties are characterized by a commitment to

‘fundamental changes in social and political institutions’ and seek ‘a

new alternative, social–radical democratic paradigm’ (Müller-Rommel,

1985, p491).

These alternative approaches to Green party policy are identified

by Arne Naess as being ref lective of a deeper ideological commitment

within the Green parties to different levels of ‘Greening’ society. He

claims that there is a difference in the style of Green thinking between

the countries of central and Mediterranean Europe, such as Germany,

France and Italy, and those of the ‘marginal lands’ – namely, Scandin-

avia and the UK. The latter represent the ‘natural’ Greens, whose

primary policy focus rests with environmental protection issues, while
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the former, the ‘social’ Greens, place greater emphasis upon society

in a wider context (Naess, 1988, p4).

Prendiville clarifies these classifications within an empirical study

of policy priorities within Les Verts. He identifies ‘social’ issues as

focusing upon ‘socio-economic problems, solidarity, anti-racism,

democracy, self-management and unemployment’ (Prendiville, 1994,

p109). He outlines the basis of ‘natural’ environmental priorities as

‘environment, conservation, recycling, organic farming, animal protec-

tion, nuclear, pollution and energy’ (Prendiville, 1994, p109).2 These

distinctions undoubtedly ref lect the more philosophical binary divi-

sions discussed in Chapter 1, and the implications associated with

these strategies suggest a distinction between those parties with a

‘pure ecological’ identity, on the one hand, and those who have been

more open to compromise, on the other. Shull (1999), for example,

claims that these distinctions ref lect an ongoing debate within the

Greens regarding the prioritization of efficiency over identity. As the

Greens become more enmeshed within the political system, it appears

that the commitment to a pure ‘ecological’ perspective has been

diluted in favour of a broader picture of ‘environmental’ politics.

This chapter examines the Greens’ continuing attempts to repre-

sent the ‘new politics’ identity and assesses the changes that have

occurred as the parties have evolved. In particular, it will question

whether there are distinctive types of identity within the different

Green parties, which is ref lected within party policy, and whether the

process of development and change has, in any way, altered this

identity. Addressing these issues, the analysis will focus upon the

following questions:

� To what extent do the divisions highlighted above provide an accu-

rate portrayal of changes within Green party policies?
� Is there evidence to suggest that Green parties themselves see party

policy within these contexts?
� Is it possible to identify the use of ‘social’ and ‘natural’ or ‘funda-

mental’ and ‘moderate’ distinctions within party policy debates

and, if so, do they reflect the ideological divisions highlighted above?

Party analysis has often highlighted the complexities involved in

identifying and analysing a party’s policy commitments. Party policy

is often multidimensional, and includes both day-to-day policy posi-

tions, which are responsive to changing political issues, and the more

long-term core values upon which these policy stances are based. In

presenting a comparative assessment of policy change, therefore, one

is faced with a number of fundamental questions and potential obsta-

cles. In particular, what exactly should an assessment of party policy
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examine; to what extent do policy changes alter the underlying values

of a political party; and, subsequently, how can these changes be

accurately measured? In tackling the first issue, one is faced with the

analytical dilemma that party policy has traditionally been ‘surrounded

by considerable ambiguity’ (Laver and Hunt, 1992, p3). This ambiguity

especially concerns the identification of those policies that are repre-

sentative of the core values and beliefs of a political party.

Party documents and, in particular, election manifestos provide the

primary focus for identifying core policy ideas because they represent

a clear statement of intent regarding a party’s policy decisions and

proposals. However, while manifestos may provide clarity on one

dimension, they are, by definition, designed primarily with electoral

considerations at heart and may not necessarily, therefore, portray a

truly accurate representation of the ‘core’ values and policies of a party.

Consequently, while analysts such as Hamilton (1989) accept the need

to equate policy with the contents of party programmes and mani-

festos ‘with all their ambiguity’, analysis is conducted in the knowledge

that what is presented is ‘a range of policies within which interpreta-

tions fall’ (Hamilton, 1989, p18). Understanding transformations in

party policy is subsequently problematic, as change may merely ref lect

a change in focus within a broad range of core party policies, rather

than a radical ideological shift.

Demker (1997) attempts to overcome this by distinguishing be-

tween a ‘fundamental’ and an ‘operative’ level within a party’s ide-

ology. The former is defined as the party’s ‘postulates’, while the latter

is defined as party ‘doctrine’:

The doctrine consists of concrete and dated wishes and

claims in political life and includes verbal attitudes of the

party about issues which have been raised in the political

debate. This doctrine is founded on several postulates.

Postulates are here understood as fundamental, core val-

ues and perceptions on an abstract level (Demker, 1997,

pp412–413).

While analysis of party documents provides an overall picture of the

party doctrine, this provides the basis from which one is able to ‘search

for the deeper, underlying core values’ (Demker, 1997, p413). Demker’s

approach recognizes that the process of policy development functions

on more than one level and that, while the underlying ‘core values’ of

a party may stay relatively stable over long periods of time, day-to-day

policy proposals based upon these core values, and identifiable in party

manifestos, are far more likely to f luctuate in line with the contempo-

rary political agenda.
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This chapter, therefore, provides a comparative picture of Green

party policy at two different, but related, levels. Firstly, it considers the

parties’ attempts to portray their core values and priorities to the

outside world, focusing, in particular, upon statements within party

documents and websites that attempt to classify these central beliefs

and commitments. While these documents, arguably, still may not

provide a complete picture of the core values of the parties, they

highlight how the parties wish to be perceived by the wider public and

provide a relatively concise identification of core beliefs and values that

have been sanctioned by the majority of party members. Analysis of

party manifestos and programmes, despite its weaknesses, remains the

most direct method for accessing party policy stances and for identify-

ing change. The second aspect of this analysis will therefore concen-

trate upon changes within party manifestos, focusing particularly

upon differences between issue priorities during the 1980s and those

in evidence during campaigns in the late 1990s.3 As with previous

chapters, Harmel and Janda’s model will be used to explain the factors

influencing any policy changes. The chapter will then examine whether

the changes identified may justifiably be viewed as ref lecting a change

in the parties’ core values and in the ideological base of the Greens.

PRESENTING GREEN IDEAS4

How, then, do the Green parties themselves identify the core principles

upon which their more detailed policy is constructed? As with the

German Greens, it is possible to identify a set of core commitments

within the party literature that have remained relatively uniform over

time and that are presented as the underlying objectives of the Greens.

Since these statements represent the primary summary of the parties’

overall aims and objectives, they act as an important benchmark for

assessing Green party values. Les Verts, for example, claim that these

statements ref lect the party’s commitments to Green ideology and

represent ‘the values of ecology’ (Les Verts, 1997). While aspects of

policy prioritizing and policy issues have f luctuated over time, the

description of these core commitments has remained a relatively stable

part of the parties’ presentation of its ideals and values to the public.

In defining the core commitments of the Green party in France, Les

Verts focus upon an ideological commitment to three central themes

of ecologism – namely, environmental protection, a critique of indus-

trialism and greater participation and direct democracy. These commit-

ments are placed under the banner of ‘responsibility, solidarity and

citizenship’ (Les Verts, 1997).5 ‘Responsibility’ focuses upon society’s
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responsibility for the natural environment and the damage being

caused by modern industrialism. The party argues that:

Humanity must take into account the effects of its activi-

ties on the planet, and must take action so that future

generations may live in a preserved environment (Les

Verts, 1997).

In policy terms, ‘responsibility’ is epitomized by the party’s commit-

ment to the abolition of nuclear power, the reduction of pollution and

the control of waste. ‘Solidarity’ focuses upon a critique of modern

industrial society and provides the basis for the party’s attack on the

current economic system. Les Verts identify solidarity in terms of

solidarity with the poor and socially excluded in both a national and

international context. The party’s primary policy focus within this

dimension lies with a call for the redistribution of work, greater social

protection and increased aid to developing nations. The final theme of

‘citizenship’ focuses upon the rights of the individual and includes a

demand for greater democracy and participation in decision-making.

Les Verts criticize both the undemocratic nature of the present French

political system and also the inequality in the division of power within

modern society, both in political and economic terms. To combat these

problems, party policy focuses upon the need for greater regional

control, less accumulation of office by politicians in France and a

greater equality within these offices between men and women.

Miljöpartiet de Gröna frames its core values within the concept

of ‘four solidarities’ (Miljöpartiet, 1988; 1992; 1997), which ref lect

many of the same values and concerns identified by Les Verts. 6 How-

ever, Miljöpartiet focuses more directly upon issues of environmental

protection in contrast to the more alternative left stance of Les Verts.

The first two ‘solidarities’ ref lect this central concern with environ-

mental protection, emphasizing ‘solidarity with nature and the global

ecological system’ and ‘solidarity with future generations’. The former

displays many similarities to Les Verts’ commitment to ‘responsibility

for the planet’, emphasizing the importance of understanding the

impact of human actions upon the natural world. ‘Solidarity’, Miljö-

partiet claims, implies:

. . .respect for all life and for nature of which we are a part.

All human activity, all use of natural resources and all

development must be based on that respect. This also

means that economic activity must respect ecological

reality (Miljöpartiet, 1997, p1).
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Commitments to this core principle are linked to the party’s focus upon

issues of waste and pollution control, an anti-nuclear disposition and

an alternative transport policy. The party also develops a relatively

ecocentric stance, arguing that ‘all living beings should be protected

regardless of their usefulness to mankind’ (Miljöpartiet, 1997). Envi-

ronmental protection also represents part of society’s responsibilities

towards future generations, given the long-term implications of con-

tinued environmental destruction and pollution. As well as issues of

energy conservation, the party identifies child care and child protec-

tion as key policy issues within this sphere.

The remaining commitments focus upon issues of social exclusion

and deprivation. ‘Solidarity with all the world’s people in need’

highlights the unequal consumption of natural resources between the

developed and developing nations, claiming that ‘the Swedish level of

consumption and production on a global scale would soon lead to

collapse’ (Miljöpartiet, 1997). The party calls for a reduction in

consumption within the developed nations and fair trade and support

for the developing world. ‘Solidarity with the indigent citizens of our

country’ focuses upon inequality within Sweden, and is ref lected in

calls for shortening the working week, as well as a greater share of

welfare benefits for ‘low-income groups, the aged, the ill, the handi-

capped and people with drug and alcohol problems’ (Miljöpartiet,

1997).

Interestingly, the Green party in the UK does not present its core

values and commitments within classifications such as those identified

in both France and Sweden. While the party recognizes the import-

ance of commitments to many of the same values and concerns, the

focus, in this case, rests upon an overall project – namely, the develop-

ment of a ‘sustainable society’.7 This represents a commitment to:

. . .creating a society in which individuals, through their

ability to satisfy their basic needs more fully, are then able

better to contribute to future sustainability. This principle

is ref lected in the radical Green agenda both for changes

in values and lifestyles, and for reformed social, economic

and political structures (Green Party MfSS PB403).

The Green party ‘Manifesto for a Sustainable Society’ (MfSS) identifies

the main requirements of a sustainable society as:

. . .minimum disruption of ecological processes; maximum

conservation of materials and energy…a population in

which recruitment equals loss, a social system in which the

individual can enjoy, rather than feel restricted by, the first
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three conditions; a social system where spirituality is

recognized and respected (Green Party MfSS PB310).

Again, the central policy dimensions that accompany these commit-

ments focus upon both natural and social concerns. These include the

reduction of pollution and waste, an anti-nuclear stance, support for

equality at both national and international levels, and a critique of many

of the features of modern industrial society.

Although the presentation of ‘core values’ varies between the three

parties, common features are clearly identifiable. Within the concepts

of ‘responsibility, solidarity and citizenship’, Les Verts attempt to

combine both a focus on environmental protection with a critique of

modern society, while also relating these concerns to national issues

and perspectives. A similar model is evident both within the ‘four

solidarities’ identified by Miljöpartiet de Gröna, and the ‘Manifesto for

a Sustainable Society’ (MfSS) developed by the Green party. All three

approaches emphasize an important balance between the protection

of the natural environment and the need for societal change. A clearer

picture of policy transition is evident, however, when examining the

parties’ changing policy priorities.

CHANGING POLICY ISSUES WITHIN LES VERTS

Party direction within Les Verts has often been ref lective of the style

and personal strategic priorities of the party’s de facto leaders, and has

regularly been defined in terms of either ‘natural’ or ‘social’ issues. This

is partly a ref lection of the party’s emphasis upon annual strategic

action plans. During the late 1980s, Antoine Waechter directed the

party towards a distinctive ‘autonomous’ ecological perspective. A 1988

survey of party priorities found that 47 per cent of party activists

supported a focus on the ‘natural’ environment, in contrast to 25 per

cent who favoured the prioritization of ‘social’ concerns (Prendiville,

1994, p109). Support for Waechter within the party was strongly

ref lected in, and indicative of, the party’s commitment to an ecological

orientation.

This strategic orientation is evident within the policy issues

prioritized by the party during the late 1980s. In the 1989 European

election manifesto, Les Verts centred their campaign on environmental

protection, alternative energy strategy and anti-nuclearism (Les Verts,

1989). Social issues were not completely neglected, with policies

directed towards solidarity with the developing world, unemployment

and ‘quality of life’ (Hainsworth, 1990, p101). As well as the wider
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environmental themes regarding the ozone layer and the Chernobyl

disaster, Les Verts were also able to focus attention upon national

environmental concerns. These included the construction of the Loire

Dam, problems of acid rain in Alsace, port development in Brittany and

the proposed construction of a number of new nuclear power stations

(Les Verts, 1989). The focus upon environmental issues therefore

ref lected not merely the party’s ideological priorities, and the wider

global concerns for environmental protection, but also significant

national environmental concerns apparent at this time. Indeed, the

party recognized the importance of environmental concerns in raising

their electoral profile. After the municipal elections of 1989, the party

thanked not only their electors but also ‘the Breton rivers, the ozone

layer and the Amazonian forest, which were a great help’ (cited in

Prendiville, 1994, p47).

However, during the 1990s environmental protection issues had

less impact, leading one activist to suggest that:

Concerns over pollution, atmospheric or otherwise, nuclear

dumping and the conservation of the environment have

failed to rouse the French to action (Greze, 1997).

Changes to Les Verts’ policy priorities during the 1990s coincided with

the rise to prominence of Dominique Voynet and the shift towards

alliance with the left. These moves provoked a refocusing of the party’s

policies away from traditional environmental protection and towards

key ‘social’ issues. This transition is most evident in the party’s 1997

election campaign, which claimed to focus ‘beyond environmental

issues to tout a wider political revolution for a new planet, a new mode

of development’ (Greze, 1997). Although maintaining a commitment

to environmental protection issues, the election manifesto focused

predominantly upon the reduction in working hours to 35 hours per

week, the introduction of men/women parity in the constitution, a

better quality of life and defence of the public sector, and a more

tolerant immigration policy (Les Verts, 1997).8

The mixture of emphasis upon social policies and environmental

protection issues, and, more interestingly, the focus upon the necessity

of improving the ‘social’ in order to enhance the ‘natural’, was the

centrepiece of the campaign, as well as being the cornerstone of the

agreement with the Parti Socialiste (PS). During the campaign, Voynet

called for ‘a society where the quality of life, of health and of the

environment plays a bigger role than the markets’ (cited in Greze,

1997). In line with this, environmental issues, such as the BSE

scare and water pollution, were linked directly to the need for social

change:
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The trend towards increased performance and the dehu-

manizing of our society are in opposition to the principles

of precaution: before taking a decision, we must measure

the consequences (Les Verts, 1997).

Les Verts have therefore adopted a stance designed to ref lect both the

central priorities upon the French political agenda during the 1990s,

and to demonstrate the diversity and breadth of policy developed by

the party. The party has undoubtedly refocused its position towards

social concerns, although where environmental protection issues

emerge, such as with Superphénix, the party is at the forefront of these

issues.

Figure 6.1 once again places the process of policy reform within

Les Verts in relation to the key factors for change identified by Harmel

and Janda’s model.

Policy development within Les Verts is ref lective of both internal

factional pressures and external stimuli. Figure 6.1 highlights two

distinct periods of policy development within Les Verts, with a brief

transitional period in between. In relation to internal pressures, the

transition from one policy stance to another is closely related to the

internal changes surrounding the transition from Waechter to Voynet’s

de facto leadership, and the change in dominant faction accompanying

this.

Figure 6.1 Potential Sources of Policy Change: Les Verts
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Figure 6.1 also identifies the main external shocks surrounding

both ‘electoral’ and ‘policy’ representation issues. Electorally, the

failure of the ecological entente to make a breakthrough at national

level again appears to be a significant factor in pushing the party

towards a reassessment of its stance. This factor has already been

identified as inf luential in instigating both organizational and strategic

changes within the party. Focusing upon policy development, Figure

6.1 indicates that the failure to achieve national representation through

a Green agenda was one of the main inf luences in directing party

interest towards a more left-wing agenda, and the eventual electoral

coalition with the Socialists.

Figure 6.1 also highlights the ability of long-standing political

parties to adapt themselves to a Green agenda. With environmental

issues given priority during the late 1980s, a focus upon environmental

protection issues appeared to be effective both in terms of electoral-

and policy-based party goals. However, during the 1990s, Les Verts

found this position challenged on two fronts. Other political parties

attempted to adopt a more environmental approach within their

programmes and policies, while also attempting to portray Les Verts

as a single-issue party. In addition, concern over environmental issues

was quickly replaced by more immediate concerns regarding unem-

ployment and welfare reform. These events represent external shocks

to both ‘policy’-focused and ‘electorally’-focused party goals. The

change in policy focus represents an attempt to confront problems of

electoral performance and policy representation. The focus upon

‘social’ concerns ref lects the transition towards a coalition with the

left.

CHANGING POLICY ISSUES WITHIN

MILJÖPARTIET DE GRÖNA

Environmental issues were a significant feature of the 1988 national

election campaign in Sweden. Electoral studies conducted during and

after the election suggested that one quarter of all media coverage of

the campaign focused upon environmental issues (Michelletti, 1989,

p172). Again, international concerns over global warming and the

effects of Chernobyl were complemented by national environmental

issues as Swedes faced environmental problems including seal deaths,

radioactive deer and pollution on a number of Swedish beaches.

Miljöpartiet’s election manifesto concentrated predominantly

upon environmental protection measures. At the forefront of the

programme was the complete shutdown of Swedish nuclear power by
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1991, the introduction of tough anti-pollution laws, a reduction in road

freight transport, a reduction in fossil fuels and chemical use, and a 1

per cent of gross national product (GNP) investment in the environ-

ment (Affigne, 1990, p124). Again, however, it would be wrong to

suggest that Miljöpartiet focused purely upon issues of environmental

protection. Protecting the natural environment was placed firmly

within the context of broader societal change:

Underlying the ideology of the Green party is the aware-

ness that life itself is threatened by modern civilization. A

civilization that produces dead lakes and forests, soil

erosion, air pollution, poisoned soil and groundwater,

global warming and social collapse is not a life-supporting

system (Miljöpartiet, 1988, p2).

Of the three parties discussed in this book, Miljöpartiet de Gröna was

arguably the most directly impeded by the changing nature of the

national political agenda during the 1990s. In contrast to 1988, the

1991 election campaign was bereft of environmental considerations,

focusing instead upon economic concerns. This was identified by

analysts and activists alike as a primary factor in the party’s failure to

maintain national representation.9 The party faced criticism that it was

merely a ‘single-issue’ party based upon environmental protection.

National and European elections during the mid 1990s, therefore,

represented important tests of the party’s ability to reach beyond the

sphere of environmental protection.

The party emphasized a more encompassing policy portfolio,

identifying the links between social policies and more traditional

environmental concerns. One of the key examples of this was the claim

that environmental protection can generate employment:

Today when unemployment is high there are great possi-

bilities of investing in the environment. In parliament,

Miljöpartiet wants to channel large funds to the develop-

ment of environmentally friendly bioenergy, renewable

energy sources and solar cells (Miljöpartiet, 1994).

The party argued that new jobs could be created by shifting the balance

of taxation from labour to taxes on energy and non-renewable resources,

making it ‘profitable for business to do away with environmental

degradation and energy waste rather than with people’ (Miljöpartiet,

1994).

As well as the focus upon employment issues, Miljöpartiet tackled

issues such as health and welfare provision, the decentralization of
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government and improvements in public transport. Although environ-

mental issues were largely neglected, concern over the construction of

the Oresund bridge meant that they weren’t totally sidelined. Two

other campaigns proved to be the most inf luential for the party,

however. The first was the claim that ‘allergy is politics’, which sought

to demonstrate to the Swedish public the close connection between

lifestyles, work, health and issues of environmental protection. The

second campaign concerned Sweden’s proposed membership of the

European Union (EU). The EU issue has, as noted earlier, been a key

factor in Miljöpartiet’s electoral recovery. While opposition to EU

membership proved detrimental in 1991, the stance gained in popu-

larity following Sweden’s membership.

Figure 6.2 places the process of policy reform within Miljöpartiet

de Gröna in relation to the key factors for change identified by Harmel

and Janda’s model.

The pattern of policy change here is somewhat similar to that

identified for Les Verts. Figure 6.2 suggests that the two parties faced

similar pressures inf luencing policy developments. Miljöpartiet’s

predominant focus upon environmental protection issues coincides

with both an increased concern for environmental issues and the

party’s first experiences of national electoral success. In addition, the

Figure 6.2 Potential Sources of Policy Change: Miljöpartiet de Gröna
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significance of breaking the threshold to national representation, for

both the reputation and funding of political parties in Sweden, has

already been highlighted. As with Les Verts, Miljöpartiet experienced

a backlash following this success, both in terms of a process of

‘Greening’ within the long-standing political parties and with regard

to criticisms of the party being a ‘single-issue’ party. The combination

of these factors, together with a growing concern for economic and

social issues in Sweden, were inf luential in Miljöpartiet’s electoral

failure during 1991.

Miljöpartiet de Gröna’s move towards prioritizing social policy

issues appears to have emanated from these experiences. However, in

contrast to Les Verts, one issue – namely, opposition to membership

of the EU – has dominated party policy in recent years. The EU issue

demonstrates the manner in which an external stimulus relating to

policy goals can play a significant role in refocusing a party’s policy

priorities. The party adopted an anti-EU stance during the 1991

national election campaign, against the general f low of public opinion

at this time, and gained little response. In 1994, as debates over EU

membership came to the fore, Miljöpartiet was seen as the only party

united in opposition to membership and became the focal point of the

‘no’ campaign throughout the referendum period. The party’s opposi-

tion to membership remained at the forefront of party policy and was

enhanced by the increasing hostility of the Swedish electorate to EU

membership following Sweden’s formal entry into the union.

Figure 6.2 indicates that internal factional conf lict played little or

no role in inf luencing policy development. This contrasts with Les

Verts, where internal conf licts were pivotal. The external pressures or

stimuli, however, display a striking resemblance to those identified

with Les Verts. Again, the main pressures focus upon electoral- and

policy-oriented issues. Figure 6.2 highlights the relationship between

the party’s reassessment of policy priorities and the adoption of Green

issues by other parties, the changing national political/policy agenda,

and the impact of electoral defeat. The party’s goals along ‘electoral’

and ‘policy’ dimensions were clearly challenged by these events. A

changing policy focus represented a crucial factor, both in improving

the party’s electoral performance and in refocusing the party’s policy

agenda.

POLICY CHANGE WITHIN THE GREEN PARTY

The UK Green party has consistently prided itself on the detailed

attention given to policy development, in comparison with other Green

parties, and has often provided the theoretical basis for many Green
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party policies throughout Europe. The significance of the 1989 Euro-

pean elections for the UK Green party has already been highlighted,

both in terms of Green electoral support and the impact of envi-

ronmental concerns on the political agenda. Again, international

environmental concern over global warming and the impact of the

Chernobyl disaster were combined with nationally specific environ-

mental issues. In the UK case, these issues included the death of seals

off the British coast, conf lict over the state of UK water systems, and

concern regarding outbreaks of both the Listeria and Salmonella

viruses.

Issues surrounding the state of the natural environment predomin-

ated during the election campaign. The Green party placed significant

emphasis within their European election manifesto upon environ-

mental protection issues such as waste and energy policies, conserva-

tion issues, and water and air quality. The party was also careful to link

environmental concerns with wider issues of modern societal problems:

Because the biggest cash prizes are given to those who can

produce and pollute the fastest, greed always seems to win

out over need. That’s why we have a world in which the

rich minority is able to dictate the living standards of the

poor majority. That’s why the atmosphere is so polluted

that we are now faced with potentially disastrous climatic

change. That’s why trees are dying from acid rain, and

why our streams and rivers are so dirty (Green Party, 1989,

p4).

The significance of environmental concerns on the national political

agenda served to heighten the need for environmental protection

policies both at a national policy level and also at an internal party level.

With such a clear emphasis, it is hardly surprising that Green party

policy priorities were focused towards environmental protection.

As earlier chapters have highlighted, established parties in the UK

were quick to seize upon the Green agenda and the Green party has

consistently struggled to carve out an identity and to attract significant

levels of support. Debates emerged during the 1990s concerning the

deeply philosophical nature of party policy and its contribution within

the wider context of national political debate. In particular, activists

were concerned that the party was not capable of providing an access-

ible, short-term policy outside of the MfSS that could be used during

election campaigns, or when specific issues arose. One Green party

activist claimed:
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The Green party in Britain probably has more policy

documentation than any other Green party worldwide.

The national policy is primarily philosophical, which has

created a small cottage industry in local and sometimes

regional manifesto production, to produce short-term

policy. . . . A lot of this effort could be avoided if our

national policy was policy and not the product of a desire

for superior Green abstractions (Steve Dawe, Green Link,

1994, p10).

This argument lies at the heart of the Green party’s policy difficulties

and has been identified as a partial explanation for the public’s general

perception of the Greens as a single-issue party, with few policies

outside of the sphere of environmental protection.

A second debate focused upon the realignment of policy priorities,

similar to those experienced by both Les Verts and Miljöpartiet. The

question of a ‘social’ agenda was at the heart of the policy concerns

within the Basis for Renewal programme, and was utilized as the

primary focus for the party during the 1997 general election. In the

consultative stages, the party’s policy committee asked members

whether or not the party should have a detailed social agenda on issues

such as homelessness and unemployment, or whether the ecological

agenda was ‘too urgent to be clouded by such issues’ (Green Link,

March 1993, p10). Supporting the call for a broader social agenda a

former party speaker argued that:

We’ve got by far the most radical policies on rights at work,

some of the best policies on the welfare state and public

services and we’re one of the few parties now, who gener-

ally still talk about public ownership of things like rail-

ways. . . . We can say we are the party of social rights,

community control and you can have a better environ-

ment thrown into the package. People say these things

about divisions but they don’t read the policy (Interview,

30 March 1996).

Supporters argued that the change in the political and economic

climate surrounding issues of social policy, especially with regard to

the changing style of the Labour party, provided more space for the

Greens to be able to tackle and put forward issues of social policy. Also,

the emergence of the Real World coalition provided an opportunity to

develop broad support for a feasible alternative to the present environ-

mental, economic and social policies advocated by the long-standing

political parties.
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This change of direction is clearly evident within policy proposals

following Basis for Renewal. The party states that:

A Green analysis recognizes that our social and ecological

problems are inseparable. Having won recognition for its

strong environmental policies, the Green party must now

demonstrate the link between these and the Green social

and economic agenda (Green Party, 1994).

This approach provided the focus for the Greens’ 1997 general election

campaign. The party selected four main themes for the election

campaign: a radical agenda for transforming the economy; the need to

build strong, stable local communities; the links between poor health

and environmental degradation; and Europe (Green party, 1997).

Within these general themes the party raised questions regarding

poverty, quality of life and the increase in respiratory diseases, such

as asthma. This approach appears to mark a significant shift for the

Green party and ref lects the party’s growing recognition of the com-

petitive challenges that it faces.

Figure 6.3 provides a diagrammatic analysis of the process of policy

reform within the Green party.

Figure 6.3 Potential Sources of Policy Change: The Green Party
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In this case, clear connections between stimuli and policy change

are not as evident as with the other two parties. However, some

similarities are apparent. For example, the party’s policy priorities

during the late 1980s were again inf luenced by the predominance of

environmental issues on the political agenda. Its performance in the

1989 European parliamentary elections was strongly connected to this

environmental emphasis. Furthermore, similarities exist regarding

other pressures, such as the backlash from other parties, the weaken-

ing of environmental issues and the increasing focus upon economic

issues.

One important distinction is that the process of policy reassess-

ment within the Basis for Renewal programme occurred during the

period following internal party conf lict. These changes were intro-

duced at a time when the party was trying to rebuild itself in the face

of electoral setbacks and a rapid decline in membership. This period

represented a reassessment of the party’s primary goals in the light of

recent experiences and setbacks. The party’s near disastrous f lirtation

with a national electoral strategy highlighted the limited role it could

play electorally under the present electoral system. Under these

circumstances, electoral failure during 1994 and 1997 were not seen

as significant external shocks challenging the party’s primary goal and,

as such, have not had a dramatic impact upon policy reform. In con-

trast, policy development plays a significant role within the Green party.

The Green party’s changing policy focus appears primarily as a

reaction to external shocks along the policy dimension. In particular,

it is partially a reaction to the criticisms of Green party policy as being

too philosophical and of the party’s inability to develop policy stances

quickly on topical issues. These criticisms were not only related to

issues surrounding electoral campaigning, but were also cited as

explanations for the greater levels of media exposure gained by envi-

ronmental movements such as Friends of the Earth and Greenpeace.

Developments within the party along this dimension are supported by

the strategic decision to focus upon specific policy areas or themes.

The road traffic reduction policy can be seen as one such example,

coinciding directly with the numerous anti-roads protests in the UK

and a growing political interest in transport policy.

To summarize, there are similarities between the experiences of

the UK Green party and those of Les Verts and Miljöpartiet de Gröna.

However, the UK Green party’s uniquely disadvantaged electoral

position results in less of a focus upon electoral inf luences in policy

reassessment than is the case with the other two parties. The main

challenge has revolved around the party’s ability to represent its policy

goals successfully in the light of a competitive party-political environ-

ment in which it finds itself marginalized.
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ACCOUNTING FOR POLICY CHANGE:
A COMPARATIVE ASSESSMENT

Both internal and external pressures provide the fundamental explana-

tions for changes to party-policy direction. In all three cases, external

stimuli have inf luenced the process of change. As before, a key factor

has been those stimuli that challenged the parties’ electoral goals. This

was most evident within Les Verts and Miljöpartiet de Gröna, where

a reassessment of policy priorities was identified as a significant factor

in the electoral successes of both parties. In the UK, although electoral

failure encouraged the redirection of policy priorities, its impact was

more limited.

External stimuli that challenged the parties’ ‘policy representation’

goals were also inf luential in the process of change – in particular, the

incorporation of environmental issues by long-standing parties in an

attempt to recapture the emerging ‘Green’ vote. This process, com-

bined with the weakening salience of environmental concerns, forced

the Greens to reassess their policy priorities. In particular, the parties

were challenged to demonstrate that they were not merely ‘single-issue’

environmental protection groups, and to show the importance of

Green politics within a wider political agenda.

Internal pressures appear to have had more inf luence upon the

French and UK cases than in Sweden. In France, internal factionalism

centred specifically upon party strategy and direction and, as such, the

direction of policy development lay at the heart of these divisions. The

change in leadership, and the factional shift that accompanied it,

played a vital role in the party’s reprioritizing of policy issues. Factional

conf licts played an inf luential role in the UK as well. Basis for Renewal

marked an attempt to reshape and reconcile differences that had

divided the party during the early 1990s, as well as reorientating party

policy.

As in previous chapters, the pattern of policy change can help to

understand the shifting prioritization of party goals. Burns (1997)

identifies a direct link between the type of factors inf luencing policy

change and the prioritization of goals within a political party. In

particular, he distinguishes between policy changes that are sparked

by external pressures and those that are the result of ‘internal change

in the ideas of party elites’ (Burns, 1997, p514). He argues that:

If party policy changes only in response to external inf lu-

ences, ref lecting mass attitudes and electoral behaviour,

then it supports the theory that parties hold electoral and

representative goals as central; it also indicates that parties
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require outside pressure before changing policy. Con-

versely, if policy evolves in the absence of such external

inf luences, it suggests that parties hold other goals more

important than elections, such as policy development or

public education (Burns, 1997, p515).

Transposed onto the patterns of policy change within the Green

parties, Burns’ hypothesis appears to support the reprioritization of

party goals suggested in previous chapters of this book. For Miljö-

partiet de Gröna, party policy change has clearly been strongly

inf luenced by external factors, in line with its increasing emphasis

upon electoral goals. However, it would be wrong to presume that the

Swedish Greens would be prepared to radically alter their policy base

purely for electoral considerations. If this had been the case, rather than

continuing with an anti-EU stance, the party would logically have

adopted a more positive attitude given the support for membership

identified during the early 1990s.

The other two case studies, however, prove to be more complex,

displaying a balance between internal and external pressures. Again,

this supports the claim, made throughout this book, that Green party

development ref lects a changing balance between party goals that

depend upon national context and internal pressures. As discussed in

previous chapters, the UK Green party’s apparent confusion over

exactly what its primary goal should be is ref lected in the pattern of

change and the diverse factors inf luencing this change.

GREEN PARTY POLICY REFORM: CHANGING

PRIORITIES OR IDEOLOGICAL SHIFT?

Evidently, the German Greens have not been the only Green party to

alter its policy focus in recent years. During the 1990s, Green parties

concentrated upon refocusing policy towards ‘social’ issues rather than

the traditional focus upon ‘natural’ environmental protection. How-

ever, the extent to which this change represents a significant ideological

shift is debatable. Rather than representing two distinct approaches,

it is clear from the discussion above that these positions largely repre-

sent two sides of the same ‘Green’ coin. The natural and the social

environment are inextricably linked: policy that focuses upon one

aspect will undoubtedly have implications for the other. Measures

designed for protecting the natural environment implicitly involve a

change in social relations and social policy, and vice versa.
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What the Green parties have chosen to emphasize within their

policy stances in recent years is a distinct transformation in social

relations. This necessarily involves not only a change in the way people

relate to the natural environment, but also the manner in which they

interact on a social level. To adopt an approach that distinguishes

between the parties’ focus on one aspect, rather than the other, is to

misunderstand the wider implications of Green ideology and Green

politics. This brings us back to the claim by Barry, outlined in Chapter

1 of this book, that:

The reconciliation of Green philosophy and politics depends

on seeing that the normative basis of Green politics includes

a concern with the human social world and its organiza-

tion, as much as a moral concern with the non-human

world (Barry, 1994, p369).

The distinction between the ‘natural’ and the ‘social’ in this respect is

clearly a misleading one, producing a division where one does not

necessarily exist. Returning to Demker’s approach to party policy, it

is evident that all of the policy issues and stances adopted by the Greens

remain within the framework of the core values of the parties identified

earlier. Both the ‘social’ and ‘natural’ dimensions can be identified as

two sets of Green doctrine based upon the same core values.

One must therefore seek an alternative interpretation of this

change that does not necessarily imply a loss of ecological identity.

Janda et al (1995) provide such an alternative by claiming that it is not

only important to identify the ‘substance’ in a party programme – the

key policy issues and party principles – but one must also consider the

‘packaging’. In other words, one must consider the salience of policy

issues and the intensity with which these issues are confronted (Janda

et al, 1995, p178). While the practicalities of radically altering the

substance of party policy represents a complex and detailed process,

a party may alter the packaging of its ideas in the light of electoral

performance or similar external pressures:

. . .a party hoping to do better in the next election could

avoid some of the infighting and the ultimate risk involved

in changing its basic positions on issues, but still strategic-

ally downplay some issues that were emphasized in the

last manifesto, while playing up others. This could have

the effect of altering one dimension of the party’s profile

(the packaging), while leaving another (the substance)

intact (Janda et al, 1995, p179).
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The idea that a party can alter the packaging of its policies through a

reprioritization of particular issues, in light of political saliency, without

actually changing the substance of its commitments provides an

alternative explanation for understanding the policy changes identified

within the Greens from ‘natural’ to ‘social’ environmental issues.

If one returns to the pattern of policy change discussed in this

chapter, the link between policy prioritization and issue saliency is

strong. Table 6.1 summarizes the political context and the policy

priorities of the three parties at the end of the 1980s.

This period undoubtedly marked a highpoint for environmental

concern across Europe, with Green issues a key electoral priority. Inter-

national environmental issues dominated, such as global warming, the

Table 6.1 A Comparison of Policy Issues and Agendas within Les

Verts, Miljöpartiet de Gröna and the Green Party, 1987–199010

Party  Election Issues Highlighted Green Party
During Election Manifesto Policy
Campaigns Priorities

Les Verts 1989 European International environ- Issues of environmental
elections mental concerns protection

Domestic issues Alternative energy
Nuclear power strategy

development Anti-nuclearism
Acid rain in Alsace Unemployment
Dam development Quality of life

Miljöpartiet 1988 national International environ- Shutdown nuclear
de Gröna elections mental concerns power

Seal deaths Tighter anti-pollution
Radioactivity laws
Nuclear power Reduction in road freight
Beach pollution Reduction in fossil fuel

consumption
Social cohesion

UK Green 1989 European International environ- Conservation issues
party elections mental concerns Waste and energy

Poll tax policies
Health service Water and air quality
European policy Economic divide
Seal deaths between rich and poor
State of UK water

systems
Listeria and Salmonella

viruses
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depletion of the ozone layer and the rise in air-pollution levels. More

immediately, however, environmental issues were placed firmly at the

heart of the political agenda due to the explosion at the nuclear power

facility in Chernobyl and the broad repercussions of this disaster. In

each case, the Greens’ strong electoral showing during this period was

linked to the emphasis upon environmental concerns and a perceived

lack of response by long-standing political parties to these new issues.

The late 1980s ref lected a relative high point in the history of the

development of European Green parties, both in terms of electoral

success and the significance of environmental issues upon the political

agenda. Within a climate of increased saliency for environmental

issues, the Green parties were able to capitalize upon this, focusing

upon a Green agenda that centred upon the protection of the natural

environment. That is not to say that they excluded social questions and

policy concerns. The parties made significant attempts within their

manifestos to identify direct links between ecological problems and

the wider social dimension. However, the political agenda and, in many

cases, the electoral agenda were dominated by issues relating to the

natural environment.

The political situation summarized in Table 6.2, however, shows a

marked difference.

The 1990s clearly proved much more of a struggle for the ‘new

politics’ parties. The Greens’ electoral successes heightened the

competition for ‘Green’ votes. Long-standing political parties, while

not proving avid converts to the environmental cause, nevertheless

proved successful in incorporating environmental policies within their

own agendas. They challenged the political credentials of their new

competitors, portraying them as disorganized, ineffective and, in

particular, as ‘single-issue’ protest organizations rather than political

parties with detailed policy agendas.

In all three countries election campaigns during this period were

focused upon what could be considered more ‘traditional’ areas of

concern, such as welfare, education, health and employment. With

social issues taking prominence, the Green parties’ programmatic

priorities logically had to ref lect this change. While initially this proved

problematic for the Greens, the parties have all made increasingly

effective attempts to demonstrate the interconnection between social

concerns and natural environmental issues. The parties, therefore,

have reversed the process in line with the key issues on the national

political agenda. Although the Green parties have utilized the ‘social’

and ‘natural’ dimensions, it is clear from this discussion that they do

not perceive these issues as separate from one another. Environmental

reforms cannot be achieved without changes to social policies, and

vice versa.
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In the face of increasing pressure from other political parties, and under

conditions of a rapidly changing political agenda, all three parties have

therefore sought to reassess and ultimately ‘repackage’ the Green

message. The parties have attempted to emphasize the ‘other side’ of

Green policy, prioritizing social policy issues and ref lecting the central

national political agenda at that time. In Sweden, therefore, Miljöpartiet

has successfully capitalized upon anti-EU sentiment within the elector-

ate; in the UK the Green party has attempted to ref lect the growing

concern over both transport policies and welfare reforms; and in France

the Greens have focused upon employment and immigration policies.

Table 6.2 A Comparison of the Policies, Issues and Agendas within

Les Verts, Miljöpartiet de Gröna and the Green Party, 1992–199711

Party  Election Issues Highlighted Green Party
During Election Manifesto Policy
Campaigns Priorities

Les Verts 1997 national Problems of cohabitation Reduction in working
election between president and hours

government Defence of the public
Social inequality sector
Shorter working week More tolerant
Welfare reform immigration policy
Monetary union Moratorium on nuclear

power and the closure
of the Superphénix
programme

Miljöpartiet 1994 national and Membership of the EU No to the EU
de Gröna 1995 European Economic concerns Environment creates

elections Welfare issues jobs
Resignation of Prime Allergy is politics
Minister Carlsson Health and welfare
Oresund bridge provision

Taxation
No to the Oresund

bridge
Decentralization of

government

UK Green 1997 national Parliamentary sleaze Transforming the
party elections Europe economy

Education Building strong local
Economy communities
Health Tackling poor health

Europe
Road traffic reduction
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Party policy continued to focus upon environmental protection

issues when such issues became a key concern. In France, Les Verts

maintained a focus upon nuclear power in the light of its continued

expansion in France, and especially in relation to the Superphénix

reactor. A similar focus could also become significant in Sweden. The

country is rapidly heading towards the deadline for phasing out nuclear

power agreed at the referendum. With many experts now claiming that

it will be a practical impossibility for the country to achieve this

deadline, nuclear power may again become a significant political issue

in Sweden.

The combination between the process of repackaging and the

recognition of the interrelationship between ‘social’ and ‘natural’

environmental concerns provides a much clearer picture of the under-

lying process of policy change within the Green parties. While there

has been a change and reprioritization of some aspects of the Green

policy programmes, these have not necessarily challenged the funda-

mental values upon which the Green parties have defined policy. The

various policy stances identified within the Green parties’ manifestos

actually ref lect different dimensions of the parties’ central core values

and commitments – whether in terms of a ‘sustainable society’ for the

UK Green party, the ‘four solidarities’ for Miljöpartiet de Gröna, or in

terms of ‘responsibility, solidarity and citizenship’ for Les Verts.

One can identify within the Greens, therefore, a process of repriori-

tizing policies in the light of a changing political agenda and competit-

ive environment. Such a role is central to the activities of any political

party, and ref lects not only the internal ideological beliefs of the party

but also its attempts to represent this ideology within a specific

national context. Papadikis, when analysing change within Die Grünen,

suggests that:

. . .if we are to pursue the thesis that contemporary politics

is characterized by f lexibility of policy articulation and by

the proximity and interchange of issues, we may find that

the Greens, as much as any other party, seek to broaden

their social bases and ideological appeal (Papadikis, 1989,

p62).

Faced with the sudden ‘Greening’ of traditional parties and the constant

accusations of being merely single-issue protest organizations, Green

parties during the 1990s have been forced to recognize that their

positions have altered drastically from that of the late 1980s. Whether

it be via external stimuli such as electoral defeats or the demise of

environmental issues on the political agenda, or through internal

conf licts such as those between Waechter and Voynet in France, or the

realos and fundis in Germany, the Green parties have been forced to
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question how best to present and package the Green perspective. In

his discussion of ideological change within European Green parties,

Doherty suggests that one should view such change as a balance

between ‘context and learning process’ (Doherty, 1994, p347). In

many ways, the pattern of policy development that has emerged here

would support a similar interpretation.

The pressures of the external political environment have again

played an important role in forcing Green parties towards this process

of reassessing policy priorities. The electoral results of the late 1980s

ref lected the success of the Greens in portraying the dangers facing

the natural environment and the need to develop policies in order to

address these concerns. Although party policies highlighted the

interaction between environmental problems and the need for social

change, the latter aspect was marginalized due to the international

concern over environmental disasters. Under the pressures of party

competition, however, the Green parties have faced challenges for the

‘Green’ vote as other parties have attempted to incorporate environ-

mental policies within their party programmes. Within a changing

political climate, in which economic and social concerns have been

prioritized, the Green parties have been forced to demonstrate their

commitment to wider political concerns. It is under these conditions

that the parties have begun to highlight the social dimension of their

core values and commitments.

These changes are clearly closely connected to the electoral goals

of the Green parties. All of the parties experienced a drop in electoral

support during the early 1990s, coinciding with the removal of the

environment from the forefront of political debate. Therefore, the

parties have recognized the importance of attracting voters on the

basis of more than just environmental protection issues. As a party

spokesperson for the UK Green party argued:

If someone is a member of Friends of the Earth, they are

in Friends of the Earth because they are seriously con-

cerned with the environment. Now, if they are not voting

for an environmental party, then why aren’t they? And to

me this has got to be because they are worried about other

key issues. If you want these people to start supporting you,

even if they aren’t now, then the other issues are the ones

that you have to persuade them on. I’m sure that even the

most Labour-oriented member of Friends of the Earth

would have to admit that when it comes to environmental

policies the Greens are doing better. But that is obviously

not their most overriding concern when it comes to voting

(Interview, 31 March 1996).
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The Green parties are undergoing a learning process as competitive

political parties. Experience within the competitive party arena has

demonstrated that, as with all political parties, they must compete on

all aspects of party policy, rather than merely focusing upon environ-

mental protection, if they are to gain continued electoral success.

While other aspects of party ideology have always existed, the parties

have struggled to portray these aspects as effectively as they have

environmental protection issues – leading to claims by opponents that

the Greens are merely ‘single-issue’ protest groups. However, the

Greens are clearly beginning to tackle the challenge of providing a

broad representation of the Green ideology upon a party political stage.
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Chapter 7

Interpreting Transformation within
European Green Parties: Evolving or

Conforming?

The preceding chapters have traced the transformations within Euro-

pean Green parties as they have evolved from the radical new political

actors of the 1980s into a recognized, although not always necessarily

welcome, part of the contemporary party political environment. It is

evident from the analysis that the Green parties who operate today are

in many ways far removed from the style and format of the original ‘anti-

party party’ concept that shaped Green party politics in its formative

years and that led to the Greens being recognized as a fresh challenge

to traditional politics. During their lifetimes, the Greens have at times

faced crippling internal conf licts and debates over the process of

reform and the implications of these changes to their ideological make-

up. That they have survived these conf licts and often recovered from

what could have been fatal electoral performances ref lects a level of

endurance which many individuals doubted the new parties would be

capable of. However, it is important to consider the impact of these

turbulent years of development and change. After all of these upheavals,

what impact has the process of change had upon the Greens? Further-

more, what is left of the original ‘new politics’ parties that broke the

political stranglehold of the established political parties during the

1980s?

Drawing upon the evidence of previous chapters, this final chapter

will consider the process of transformation in two ways. Firstly, it will

provide an overview of the pressures that have led to Green party

change and the varying experiences of factional conf lict that have

accompanied it. Secondly, it will consider the implications of the
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reforms and the suggestion that this transformation represents the

institutionalization of the Greens and, with it, the decline of the ‘new

politics’.

PARTY GOALS AND THE PROCESS OF CHANGE:
FINDING A ROLE FOR THE GREENS

It is clear from the history of the emergence of Green parties that there

was never a clear blueprint for what a Green party should seek to do

or how its role should develop over time. In many cases, the creation

of the Greens was largely due to frustration regarding the failure of

established parties to deal with new issues and concerns, rather than

a real desire to reshape party politics. Activists, therefore, came into

Green party politics largely instilled with ideas from new social

movement activism and organization, and with a general picture of

what was wrong with established political parties. What exactly the

role of the new party would be other than the ‘voice of the new social

movements’, and how this role would evolve over time remained a

relatively open question that the parties have been forced to tackle as

they evolved under the public spotlight.

The different patterns of development and change identified

within the Green parties in this book are all largely ref lective of the

parties’ desire to develop a clear and effective role within their respect-

ive political systems. At times, this has involved not only developing a

role as a new political party within a competitive, established party

system, but it has also involved the Green parties in seeking a clear

demarcation of their role within the wider environmental movement.

The need to change has often been due to pressures on the Green party

that have questioned its ability to fulfil its role. Factional conf lict has

often been ref lective of uncertainties and disagreements within the

party regarding what its role should be, its perceived success in

fulfilling this role, and what aspect of the party needed reform in order

to achieve this. As the comparative analysis in this book demonstrates,

while all four parties have been faced with a similar dilemma, the

responses have been quite diverse. Indeed, the manner in which this

problem has been tackled has been intrinsically linked to the political

context in which the different parties operate.

Divisions over these issues were undoubtedly at the heart of the

factional disputes within the German Greens. While different percep-

tions of the role of the party were accommodated during its formative

years, as it became more successful and more established, so these

differences became harder to smooth over. Many argued that the
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German Greens were not one party but had numerous different

identities. As the party gained electoral success, there was increasing

pressure from the different factions to control the role and the direc-

tion in which the party should develop. Under the glare of an interested

and often hostile media, these factional differences expanded into deep

internal conf lict. In this case, political opportunities emerging from

electoral successes forced the party to confront its roles and responsi-

bilities head on. The realo–fundis factional splits within Die Grünen,

as outlined earlier, represented a debate over the future direction and

style of the party. Should it become parliamentary focused and seek to

partake in coalitions, or should it prioritize its role as the radical party

voice of the social movements and stand alone in the party system?

Interestingly, out of the three parties discussed in this book, the

party who has experienced the least electoral success has experienced

the most comparable levels of factional conf lict with that of the

German Greens. While the party has not been afforded similar political

opportunities, the UK Green party has found itself similarly divided

over what its role should be. In this case, it has been a lack of electoral

success that has forced the UK Green party to confront what its main

roles and responsibilities should be, and these questions have proven

equally as divisive. As a political party, it faces severe barriers to gaining

parliamentary representation and has achieved little in the way of

significant electoral breakthrough. Attempts to change the party into

a more ‘professional’ and ‘electable’ organization have faced direct

criticism from those party activists who claim that, given the systemic

constraints, the party’s main aims and efforts should be focused in

other directions. However, the party finds itself similarly marginalized

as an environmental pressure group or movement. The environmental

movements have developed an effective network that provides much

greater access to decision-making and inf luence than the UK Green

party can achieve. The Green party undoubtedly finds itself in an

awkward dilemma, unsure as to its precise role within the UK political

system. This lack of clear direction has obviously been a vital factor in

accounting for the internal splits within the party.

By contrast, the Swedish Green party appears to have been more

united in defining its role. The party has developed within a political

system that prioritizes party politics and marginalizes movements, and

faces an electoral system with relatively weak barriers to gaining

representation at both local and national levels. In addition, the party

has enjoyed relatively strong support from within the environmental

movement, which was active in the formation of the party. The lack

of conf lict over development and change within Miljöpartiet de

Gröna ref lects the party’s clarity in focusing upon a parliamentary

role. In contrast to the deep divisions experienced in Germany and the
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UK, the Swedish Greens have been relatively unified in seeking to

improve the electoral and parliamentary strength of the party and to

demonstrate its effectiveness as a national political actor.

The experiences within Les Verts exhibit aspects of all of the above

examples. As in Sweden, the party has had to develop a role within a

political system that marginalizes movement protest and emphasizes

the importance of political parties. It therefore emerged as a develop-

ment from within the environmental movements as an attempt to gain

political recognition for environmental issues and concerns. As in the

UK, however, the party has faced the challenge of competing within

a system that gives political credibility to parties with parliamentary

representation, but which marginalizes small parties. The only options

available are, therefore, marginalization or coalition. Factional splits

within the French Greens cannot be effectively explained by a division

over the party’s role, on this occasion, as the party was relatively

unified in seeking to develop a parliamentary role. In this instance, it

was not so much what the role should be, but what was the most

effective strategy in order that the party could achieve this. The pattern

of change within Les Verts represents a gradual evolution of the party’s

perception of how best to develop the role as the party voice of the

environmental movement, given the restrictive external conditions.

For the Greens in Sweden, France and Germany, a key factor in

defining the parties’ contemporary role has been the development of

a new relationship with the established parties of the left. In each case,

Green party emergence in these countries was connected to the failure

of these established parties to successfully champion the causes of the

new social movements, leaving activists with little option but to form

a new party to represent their views. While this failure was inf luential

in shaping the Greens’ ‘neither left, nor right’ strategy and their

antipathy towards established parties, success for the Greens in each

case was always likely to result in forcing some form of dialogue with

these parties. In each case, while negotiations have often proved

difficult and divisive for the Greens, the eventual outcome has been

some form of working relationship or left coalition. Again, the accept-

ance of these agreements ref lects the growing clarity among these

parties regarding their desired role within the system and how best to

achieve this. There is a level of pragmatism within the parties’ attitudes

towards these agreements. While activists are wary of developing a role

as the ‘environmental wing’ of the left parties, they also recognize that

these agreements are vital if the Greens are to gain political experience

and solidify their expanding parliamentary roles.

A vital aspect in the process of developing and defining the role of

any political party inevitably involves the prioritization of party goals.

The Greens have been no exception to this and lessons from broader
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party literature – in particular, the work of Harmel and Janda – have

provided significant insight into the complexities and pressures

surrounding the link between party change and party goals. While the

experiences of the German Greens have been extensively covered

elsewhere, the analysis in the preceding chapters demonstrated the

diversity among the Green parties regarding the prioritization of party

goals and the impact of challenges to these goals on the process of

party change. Once again, a balance between internal and external

pressures on party goals helps to explain the variation in the patterns

of change and the prioritization of party goals within the different

Green parties.

This book focused upon three of Harmel and Janda’s ‘primary

goals’ – namely, ‘winning votes’, ‘advocating interests/ideology’ and

‘implementing party democracy’. Each of these goals has played a role

in inf luencing the pattern of development and change within the

Greens, although the inf luence of these goals has varied over time and

between the different parties. The parties’ initial concerns focused

predominantly upon challenging the established focus of party poli-

tics, and as such they concentrated upon raising awareness of environ-

mental concerns and advocating a new form of party organization and

party democracy. At a wider level, the Green parties also sought greater

democracy and participation throughout the party systems. However,

given that parties who fail to break the threshold of national parlia-

mentary representation tend to face political marginalization and gain

little or no inf luence, the Greens implicitly had to focus upon winning

electoral support if they were to stand any chance of achieving any of

their other initial objectives.

Regardless of the Greens’ attitude to electoral competition, there-

fore, the electoral goal became a key dimension in the development of

all of the Green parties. As a result, both electoral success and failure

have been key stimuli in instigating transformation within the Euro-

pean Green parties. In addition, this book also highlights an alternative

party goal, which is to gain an inf luential role within the party system.

As demonstrated, this may not necessarily correspond with winning

votes or seats. This alternative party goal is identified as a key factor

in inf luencing party strategies towards relationships with other

political parties, especially in the case of Les Verts. With the advent of

government participation, the Greens are facing the pressures of an

additional goal – namely, maintaining public office. Undoubtedly, this

will be at the forefront of the Greens’ future decisions regarding the

maintenance of coalition agreements. Furthermore, party goals not

only vary over time, but they may also vary between different areas of

party activity. For example, while ‘electoral’ goals may shape changes

to party strategy, organizational reforms may be introduced in line with
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the parties’ goal of ‘implementing party democracy’. As such, a more

complex picture of party change emerges.

It is not only the prioritization of goals that has differed between

parties, but also the perception of how these goals can best be achieved.

The four parties have often identified different aspects of party

development and reform as imperative to achieving the same primary

goal. These differences again ref lect not only the internal character-

istics of the parties, but also the external environment in which they

compete. Hence, while organizational reforms were perceived as the

primary requirement for the UK and Swedish Greens to achieve their

electoral goals, in France and Germany strategic relationships with

other parties provided the primary focus for achieving the same goal.

As with party roles, factional conf lict and debate are linked to a

pattern of uncertainty. Given the constant f luctuation in party goals,

conf lict over change has primarily occurred when either there is

debate over the primary party’s goals, or when disagreement exists

concerning how best to achieve these goals. In particular, parties have

often become divided over the extent to which electoral goals should

take precedence, ref lecting the debates regarding what exactly the role

of the Greens should be. Without doubt, this book has demonstrated

that one of the main external driving forces to shape the transforma-

tion of the European Green parties has been the opportunities available

for the parties to gain electoral success and, subsequently, parlia-

mentary representation. As a consequence, external barriers to achiev-

ing these objectives, such as the electoral system, party funding and

the attitudes of other competitors towards the Greens, have helped to

shape the perception of how attainable electoral successes are. Where

electoral barriers have been seen as a surpassable hurdle, the emphasis

upon electoral goals in the process of party reform has predominated.

However, where these objectives have remained marginal, the debates

over the predominance of electoral over other party goals have been

more diverse.

Electoral performances have also created challenges and pressures

upon party goals other than those of gaining seats. Good or bad

electoral performances have, on numerous occasions, created pres-

sures upon other aspects of party activity. In particular, electoral

performance has imposed pressures upon the party’s organizational

commitments to direct democracy and active participation. As the

parties have expanded, both in terms of members but also with regard

to the different roles and responsibilities that they have accumulated,

organizational structures have been placed under increasing strain. As

Chapter 5 highlighted, the Greens have had to face the challenge of

balancing the desire for democratic organization with the demands of

competitive party politics. At times, this has involved practical solu-
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tions overcoming ideological commitments. However, on other occa-

sions the potential of electoral success has not been seen as worth this

form of compromise. Often, where reform has been followed by a

strong electoral performance, change has provoked little internal

conf lict and debate. However, where change has not produced the

desired electoral successes, the response has usually been internal

division and conf lict.

Overall, the process of transformation within the Greens has

ref lected a balancing act between the ideological goals and commit-

ments inherent within the Greens’ historical roots, and the electoral

opportunities and constraints facing the parties. Electoral goals and

electoral experiences, as one might expect, have played a significant

role in inf luencing the process of development and change within the

European Green parties. Indeed, it could be argued that given the

original rationale for the formation of the parties, the primary role of

a Green party must be to translate support for environmental move-

ments and Green issues into parliamentary representation and, where

possible, inf luence over policy-making. However, does this mean that

the Green parties of today have simply succumbed to the demands of

the parliamentary process? Is the picture of Green party transforma-

tion simply a process of institutionalization within the established

party political process of the European party systems?

LESSONS OF CHANGE: EVOLVING

OR CONFORMING?

Undoubtedly, at the heart of the process of transformation lies a pattern

of pragmatic compromise within the Greens as they have grown into

their roles as political parties. This book, however, raises some impor-

tant questions regarding the extent of this ‘compromise’ and the

potential impact that this has upon the future development of the

Greens. While one would be foolish to suggest that the Greens are the

same today as when they emerged on the political scene, it would also

be wrong to suggest that the process of transformation has merely

turned the Greens into ‘part of the establishment’.

During their formative years, the parties focused primarily upon

highlighting the ‘Green challenge’ to established party politics, and

attempted to offer the electorate a distinctly ‘new’ form of politics,

both in terms of ideology and in terms of active participation within

the party. Success, however, brings with it a new set of challenges. As

the Greens have grown in stature, they have faced the more difficult

task of marrying the desire to represent the ecological, new social
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movement identity at the heart of the ‘new politics’ with the challenge

of becoming effective and inf luential political actors within the

national party systems of which they are a part. Having gained support

from the electorate for the concept of a new form of politics, it was now

up to the Greens to actually demonstrate that this new form of politics

was possible, that change could be implemented and was not just an

ideological concept, and that a Green vote was not a ‘wasted’ one.

This transformation from radical opposition to the implementers

of Green politics has been at the centre of the explanations for both

the reform processes and the conf licts that have marked Green party

development at the end of the 20th century. A leading Green party

activist in the UK summarized the difficulties facing the Greens as

follows:

Part of it is the problems which come with any new politi-

cal party trying to work within a particular form of system.

What you really are, I think, is a transitional phase any-

way. You’re trying to marry two sets of things. One is what

works for the situation in which you find yourself and the

other is where you want to be at the end of the day. And a

lot of the problems revolve around this tension of time

scales (Interview, 7 August 1995).

The changes witnessed within the Greens have largely ref lected an

attempt to fit the notion of Green politics to the political systems within

which they operate – finding a method for gaining the initial foothold

for the development of Green politics. The analysis in this book focused

upon three major aspects of the Green identity that were at the heart

of the distinctiveness of the ‘new politics’ parties. The emergence of

the Greens represented a challenge to the establishment not only in

terms of the environmental issues that they espoused, but also by

challenging the very credibility of the established parties as representa-

tives of the people and highlighting the democratic and participatory

deficits within these parties’ organizational structures. However, to

become an established player on the political scene, the Greens had to

go beyond merely raising environmental consciousness and providing

a critique of the establishment (both of which could, arguably, be

provided by the environmental movements without the need of a party

format). They had to demonstrate that they could actually change

things by developing an active role in governmental decision-making.

In doing this, the Greens have readjusted some of the more uncon-

ventional or alternative aspects of the ‘new politics’ identity that have

proved to be damaging or, at times, simply inoperable within a party

political context. As this book has demonstrated, the different national
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political challenges facing the four Green parties resulted in different

aspects of party activity being identified as the primary focal point for

pragmatic reform. The differing focus for the reform process, and the

significance attached to these reforms, are ref lective of the internal

characteristics of the parties and the prioritization of different ideo-

logical commitments and party goals, as well as the manner in which

these internal features interact with external systemic pressures and

constraints. In some instances, therefore, it would be fair to say that

the process of change has not always been completely of the Greens’

own choosing.

If one considers the transformations in party strategy, increased

electoral success while giving the Green parties greater political

recognition on the one hand, also brought the parties directly into

contact and competition with the established political parties, on the

other. While the Greens initially maintained a critical distance from the

established parties, seeing them as part of the problem, not part of the

solution, the pressure on the parties to ‘get their hands dirty’ and

participate in government (not only from within the Greens them-

selves, but also from the other parties) has, on a number of occasions,

brought this ideological stance into question.

Under these conditions, both the German and the French Greens

have moved from a ‘neither left, nor right’ autonomous strategy,

ref lective of the Greens’ ‘anti-party’ sentiments, towards direct work-

ing relationships with established left parties. To a slightly lesser

extent, in Sweden the Greens have committed themselves to coalition

at both local and municipal level, but have stopped short of a full

coalition at national level. The UK Green party remains the only one

of the four case studies to maintain its autonomous stance; but one may

question whether this is through ideological choice or restricted

opportunity. The party’s almost complete marginalization within the

party system leaves it with little opportunity for strategic links with

other parties and, to all intents and purposes, actively encourages the

UK Green party to define itself separately from the traditional parties.

This strategic transformation has been strongly inf luenced by the

parties’ attempts to achieve a stable basis within their respective party

systems, raise environmental awareness, and be perceived as effective

national political actors who can inf luence policy rather than act as

marginalized, ‘single-issue’ protest groups. Party strategy has, there-

fore, been closely linked to the political opportunities confronting the

Greens within their respective party systems. In the cases of the four

parties discussed here, the Greens have had to decide whether there

is more to be gained from participation than lost.

Les Verts’ strategic options were strongly inf luenced by the pres-

sures of working within a system that encourages the development of
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alliances and coalitions and that gauges political credibility on the basis

of parliamentary representation and political inf luence. Whatever the

party’s own strategic statements, it has largely been perceived by the

public, the media and other political parties as a party of the left. This

stance was further enhanced by the willingness of both Génération

Écologie and, later, the Parti Socialiste to view the Greens as accept-

able coalition partners. Thus, a willing coalition partner, combined with

the pressures of a party system that rewards small parties who are open

to electoral alliances and marginalizes those that are not, provided the

main impetus for the Greens to develop an active coalition strategy.

Both the Swedish and German Greens found that electoral success

at local and regional levels forced this strategic issue onto the parties’

agendas as they became pivotal ‘hinge’ parties. Again, the willingness

of other parties to see the Greens as coalition partners was a vital factor

in changing party strategy. The experiences of working in coalition

and, often, the electoral gains that resulted from active participation

have played a crucial role in encouraging party members to accept

these agreements and to subsequently consider similar relationships at

national level. In Sweden, the party’s wariness of the Social Democrats

and its experiences of the perils of full coalition has resulted in a

limited toleration agreement at national level. However, one must also

recognize that the party does not yet have the parliamentary strength

to be a full coalition partner.

The Green parties have therefore found their strategic position

challenged by electoral success. While the parties initially distin-

guished themselves from the other political parties by maintaining a

distance from them, this has been harder to do as they have gained

increasing numbers of parliamentary seats. Maintaining this distance

also limited what the Green parties could achieve at a practical level

and, in many ways, this has been a paradox for the Greens. Green party

politics was designed to be different from conventional party politics,

and setting themselves apart from the other parties was symbolic of

this difference. The increase in Green support, in many ways, implied

that a proportion of the electorate wanted to see the type of change

outlined by the Greens. However, the nature of party competition

meant that the Greens were unable to attempt any of these changes

unless they changed their stance. If the Greens wanted to progress as

parties, they had to not only compete against the others, but to

negotiate with the other political parties in the party system. Failure

to adapt to this role often resulted in the Greens being portrayed as a

negative, destructive political force that called for change but was not

prepared to actively participate in order to achieve it. This was used

to strong effect by the established political parties who sought to

weaken support for the Greens.
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While this change of strategy may be seen as ‘bowing to the

inevitable’, Green participation in alliances and coalitions has often

represented the best method for the Green parties to answer their

critics. The only way in which the Greens could overcome the claims

of political inexperience and naivety and the arguments that Green

politics was impractical, was to gain greater experience through active

participation in government and by taking responsibility for policy-

making. Participation has given further credibility to the Greens and

to their claims that Green politics can play an active and effective role

in government.

One must also be wary of seeing the change entirely as a one-way

process involving just Green party compromise. While the Green

parties were keen to disassociate themselves from other political

parties in their formative years, so the other parties disassociated

themselves from the Greens. A great deal of time was devoted to

presenting the Greens as damaging to the stability of contemporary

party systems and as a short-term phenomenon with a limited life span.

However, as the Greens have evolved, so the established political

parties, especially on the left, have often had to accept that the Greens

may be the most suitable coalition partners. In many ways, this recogni-

tion of Green politics by the established left parties is a significant

achievement when one considers that, for many of the Green parties,

the failure of these parties to represent Green issues effectively was a

primary motivating force behind the formation of the Greens in the

first place.

Strategic issues will clearly have a continued inf luence upon the

future development of the Greens. In particular, the parties will have

to decide how far they are prepared to compromise for the sake of

maintaining a coalition. As both the German and French Greens have

found, as with any small party active within a coalition, while these

agreements may have many advantages, they also have the disadvantage

of associating the parties with policies with which they don’t neces-

sarily agree and that challenge their ideological principles. While the

Swedish Greens have been able to avoid this nationally through the

limited toleration agreement, it is questionable how successful this will

be in the long term.

These experiences also raise the question of how far the Greens’

future development relies upon the continuation of these forms of

alliances and coalitions. In France, the Greens rely upon the continu-

ation of the left coalition so that the party can maintain national

parliamentary representation. Their parliamentary future is therefore

intricately linked to the performance of the left government and the

maintenance of the coalition. By contrast, the Greens in both Germany

and Sweden have managed to break the parliamentary threshold
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independently. While this arguably gives these two parties an addi-

tional level of independence from their coalition partners, neither has

yet managed to develop a sustainable electoral base that ensures that

they will always break the parliamentary threshold. They must, there-

fore, balance the demands of coalition with the need to maintain

support among their own electorate. This has been difficult due to the

often unrealistic perception of what a junior coalition partner can

actually achieve. As small parties operating in highly competitive

environments, the Greens’ strategic options are definitely limited.

Increasing support and electoral success were also at the core of

the transformation in the organizational structures within the Greens.

Again, the parties’ alternative organizational structures ref lected the

Greens’ desire to conduct party politics in a different way. As Chapter

5 demonstrated, the model of Green party organization that was

adopted ref lected an attempt to bring into the party realm many of the

ideas and structures that the activists had experienced within the

social movements. The notion of being an ‘anti-party’ party meant not

only challenging the politics of the establishment, but also challenging

the way in which those political decisions were to be made. The party’s

organizational structures were clearly designed to demonstrate the

significance of participation and direct horizontal democratic control

to the ‘Green way’ of conducting politics. As such, they were not

designed to fit neatly with the party political systems within which

they were competing.

However, the Green parties have found that structures that were

effective for a social movement have not always been as applicable to

the more rigid and structured realm of party politics. As with strategic

change, it is easy to view the organizational reforms within the Greens

as evidence of a process of institutionalization of the new politics’

ideals and the increasing professionalization of the Greens. Undoubt-

edly, all four of the Green parties examined here have found themselves

forced to compromise on some aspects of their alternative organiza-

tional model as their roles and responsibilities increased and as their

membership expanded.

In particular, the parties had to accept that while they did not want

to create careerist Green politicians, they also had to gain an under-

standing of how the party process works if they were to change it.

Many of the organizational concepts did not take into account the

impact that parliamentary representation and responsibility would

have on the parties. In particular, the Greens failed to consider the lack

of experience within the party. The rotation principle, for example,

failed to recognize that some positions required experienced actors.

As the parties have grown, so has this experienced activist base.
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The pragmatic response of the Swedish Greens to this problem was

to accept that an alternative form of organization is only effective if that

alternative leads to a better way of conducting politics. The organi-

zational transformation within the Greens represents an acceptance

that, while it is important to conduct politics in a more democratic

manner, this should not necessarily equate to doing things badly – and,

in many cases, the Greens were doing things badly. When put into

practice within the party arena, some of the original organizational

principles actually restricted democracy and participation in practice

as they became slow, unresponsive to issues and debates and led, at

times, to crippling internal stalemate between party factions. There

was little point in showing the electorate an alternative organizational

framework if that framework was perceived to be more inefficient than

the established format that it sought to challenge. While there is no

question that the original organizational structures gave greater open-

ness to the Greens, they also provided substantial ammunition to their

critics and competitors, and raised question marks over their political

credibility.

Given this, it is not surprising that organizational change was

closely linked to the Greens’ increased experience of active partici-

pation in party politics and a number of electoral disappointments,

following campaigns in which the Greens were portrayed as chaotic

and disorganized. Organizational reform was often seen as an impor-

tant aspect of maintaining the Greens’ electoral support. For example,

in Sweden, Miljöpartiet’s relatively unanimous adoption of a new

organizational framework was linked to both the party’s experiences

during its first term in parliament and its subsequent electoral failure

in 1991. Organizational change was viewed as a result of practical

experience and represented a vital factor in the party regaining

national representation.

However, in the case of Germany and the UK, organizational

change took on a much broader role since it was tied to debates over

the future style and ideological direction of the party. Organizational

reform in the UK Greens was instigated as part of the development of

a more efficient and election-oriented organization. However, organi-

zational change heightened factional divisions, with the reforms being

seen as an attempt to alter the actual nature of the party and to shape

its future direction and style. Debates surrounding organizational

reform were as much about goal priorities within the UK Green party

as they were about the specific reforms themselves.

It is also evident from the comparative analysis presented here that

where organizational reform has played a pivotal role within party

change, it has often been a response to the practicalities of attempting

to utilize a decentralized framework within a relatively centralized
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party system. Hence, reform played a vital role in the UK and Sweden,

while Les Verts found that the decentralized organizational framework

proved more applicable within a French party system based upon a

regional structure. All parties, however, have found that it has become

increasingly difficult to remove personality from party politics. While

the Greens continually refused to adopt party leaders, the media has

often chosen figureheads, regardless of this. The parties are beginning

to accept this as part of the media world in which they operate, but

continue to ensure that control over the party by any individual is

restricted. Despite these changes, however, Chapter 5 demonstrated

that the Greens remain distinctly more democratic and participatory

than their competitors and have worked hard to find a way in which

they can still ref lect their commitments to anti-professionalization,

decentralization and active participation, while also competing

effectively.

That the Greens are learning to cope and react to the challenge that

the competitive party-political environment poses is evident, not only

in the way in which they work internally and with others, but also with

regard to the way in which they have presented the Green message.

As Chapter 6 demonstrated, a greater emphasis has recently been

placed upon ‘social’ concerns by the Greens. This has primarily been

the result of changing national political agendas and an altered com-

petitive environment, in which issues of environmental protection

have been superseded by a more traditional economic and welfare

focus. While the electoral results of the 1980s ref lected the success of

the Greens in portraying the dangers facing the natural environment

and the need to develop policies to address these concerns, during the

1990s the Green parties have been forced to demonstrate their commit-

ment to wider political concerns. Due to the changing political climate

of the 1990s, the Greens have been forced to reprioritize these policies

in line with a changing political agenda.

The manner in which Green policy has evolved ref lects attempts

to represent Green ideology within a specific national context and a

competitive party political environment. It also marks a concerted

attempt by the Greens to get beyond the image of a ‘single-issue’ party

that is only effective when dealing with issues of environmental

damage. The Greens have faced a relatively rapid learning curve as poli-

tical actors, and during this process have been challenged to compete

on all aspects of party policy, rather than merely focusing upon

environmental issues as a conservation movement may be able to.

As the early 1990s demonstrated, the Greens cannot afford to rely

upon the prioritization of environmental concerns for their political

survival. Not only do these issues f luctuate upon the political agenda,

established parties have also proven relatively successful in adopting
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the rhetoric, if not the realities, of Green discourse. For the Greens in

Germany, France and Sweden, the reassessment of policy priorities was

a significant factor in the parties’ electoral successes during the 1990s,

and placed a direct challenge to those who claimed that the Greens

could only do well when environmental issues were at the top of the

political agenda. In the UK, by contrast, the weak electoral position

made the reprioritizing of party policy a less immediate concern. The

UK Greens have faced less pressure to justify and substantiate their

policies and have only infrequently been viewed as a threat by the

established parties. This position has resulted in both a greater empha-

sis upon detailed policy development within the UK Green party and

greater debate and discussion over the repackaging of Green party

policy.

Once again, however, this process of transformation provides

relatively little evidence to support the claim that the Greens are losing

their identity and falling into the mainstream. It is, primarily, evidence

that the Greens have recognized the grounds upon which they need

to compete, and have found that it is not necessarily dominated by

traditional Green issues. Having the most complete and detailed

environmental policies has not automatically led to continual electoral

success for the Greens. Where the Greens performed well during the

late 1980s, the environment played a crucial role at the top of the

political agenda. However, the Greens found themselves in a much

weaker position when other issues took priority. When the electorate

prioritized ‘non-Green’ issues, the Greens were not necessarily seen as

an effective political choice.

The challenge for the Greens has, therefore, been to remove the

reliance upon the prioritization of environmental issues in order to

achieve strong electoral performances. In order to do this, the Green

parties have had to fight harder on ‘non-Green’ social issues. This does

not mean that the Greens have de-prioritized the protection of the

natural environment; but that they have recognized that there is little

point in winning the environmental argument time and time again if

the primary political debates lie elsewhere. What the Greens have

attempted, in recent years, has been to show the diversity and inter-

connection between the different aspects of Green politics. In partic-

ular, they have attempted to demonstrate that Green politics is as much

about social concerns as it is about the natural environment and

ref lects the problems of the inner-city environment as much as it does

the countryside. If anything, therefore, recent developments have

forced the Greens to present and develop a fuller picture of Green

politics than in their formative years.

Presenting this broader picture may be one thing, but trying to

transform the public’s perception of the Greens has proved much
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harder. Green parties are still strongly connected to environmental

protection policies, and support still tends to f luctuate in line with the

significance of ‘traditional’ environmental issues. Government partici-

pation, in this respect, has often proved to be a double-edged sword.

While, on the one hand, it has given the Greens the opportunity to

demonstrate the effectiveness of Green policies in practice, it has also

often further entrenched the public’s perception of the Greens. This

is primarily due to Green coalition roles often focusing upon environ-

mental portfolios, which – while, in some ways, representing the

obvious focal point for the Greens to instigate policy – continues to

pigeon hole the parties. In addition, the Greens have often found that

while these portfolios give them responsibility for dealing with envi-

ronmental issues when they occur, it gives them little opportunity to

impact upon the actual causes of these problems. Again, the Greens

need to change this position if they are to change the perception of the

electorate.

Overall then, it would appear that the Green parties have, without

doubt, become more aware of the restrictions and constraints that

functioning within competitive party systems place upon them. In

addition, electoral successes have also made the parties more aware of

the importance of this dimension. However, the changes that have

accompanied this learning process do not automatically imply a

significant ideological dilution in the parties’ attempts to represent and

reflect both the ecological ideals and distinctive organizational character-

istics of the ‘new politics’. Green party development and change has

been a transitionary process in which the Greens have sought to

develop a more complex interpretation of how to successfully mould

these commitments within the confines of a party political environ-

ment. Again, this ref lects back upon earlier interpretations of parties

as being based upon the internal characteristics of the particular party

family, and the external pressures of the political environment within

which they function.

The pattern of change has also demonstrated that the Green parties

cannot function in isolation and, as such, are subject to strong pres-

sures from the external political environment of which they are a part.

In many cases, Green parties have faced many of the same pressures,

barriers and constraints facing all other small parties who seek to gain

a foothold within long-established European party systems. These

include electoral barriers, issues of party funding and the adaptation

to new issues by the long-standing political parties. These differing

circumstances have been ref lected in the specific characteristics and

responses to party development and change that have been identified

in this comparative analysis. Green parties may have similar aims, but

they are far from homogeneous in nature. The disparity within the
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process of change among the European Greens represents their attempts

to translate ecological objectives within markedly different national

political environments.

The emergence of different types of Green party throughout

Europe during this period also ref lects a realization within the parties

themselves that they should interpret their role not only through a

Green party structure based largely upon the German model provided

by Die Grünen, but also through the national political context and the

respective pressures that are exerted upon them. As the Green parties

have matured, many of them have discovered that the party model that

had been initially instigated was not necessarily suited to both the

national political context within which they were operating, or the

levels of party activism within the party itself.

The resulting pattern, therefore, represents a broader interpre-

tation of these parties’ commitments to Green ideals based upon

ideological frameworks, as well as a significant period of Green party

experience. Although the Green parties have undoubtedly reassessed

the requirements of a political party, as this book demonstrates, it

remains inaccurate to claim that they no longer represent a distinctive

party family with a ‘new politics’ focus. Although more pragmatic in

their overall approach, the Greens continue to act in ways that are

different from conventional political parties and continue to seek

alternative approaches to the political process. The Green parties have

been faced with the challenge of developing an effective political role

through which to represent Green politics, within the competitive

European party systems. In doing so, Green party evolution has

centred upon a process of adaptation, based upon balancing the

specific characteristics of what it means to be ‘Green’ with the pres-

sures faced by all small political parties who function within a competi-

tive party-political environment. How they continue to develop this

balance will shape the impact of the Greens in years to come.
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Notes

INTRODUCTION

1 Within the UK there are three distinctive Green parties – namely,

the Green party of England and Wales, the Green party of Northern

Ireland and the Scottish Green party. The analysis within this study

is focused exclusively upon the Green party of England and Wales,

and the definition of British Green party is used for simplicity.

2 In the Swedish case, however, translation problems restricted the

extent to which this material was easily accessible, although

English translations were available for a number of key documents.

CHAPTER 1

1 See, for example, Kitschelt (1988a) and Vedung (1991).

2 The concept of ‘resources’ in this context extends beyond the

traditional notion of land, labour and capital, and includes the

mobilization of authority, social status and personal initiative

(Eyerman and Jamison, 1991, p25).

3 Marcuse claimed that new social movement activism represented

a reaction to consistent attempts by those controlling society to

repress and contain libertarian ideals. Protest is focused specifically

against capitalist industrial society, and against what is seen as ‘the

imposition of false values and a false morality’ (Marcuse, 1969, p51).

4 It is this change that Inglehart argues can explain why political

protest has moved away from protest based on the working class,

to protest by the young and relatively aff luent (Inglehart, 1979,

p311).
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5 Melucci claimed that although previous theories aid an under-

standing of new social movements, they present them as ‘subjects

endowed with being and purpose’ (Melucci, 1989, p25).

6 Of particular note are Rachel Carson’s Silent Spring (1962) and

the Limits to Growth report published by the Club of Rome

(Meadows et al, 1972).

7 As well as changing attitudes towards continuous economic

growth, this policy is identified as having an additional function

in that ‘sustainability places a more just distribution of resources

firmly on the political agenda’ (Kenny, 1994, p231).

8 This gives them worth beyond that which is applied to them by

humans.

9 Deep Green philosophy contains a close connection with the

concept of holism. This perspective maintains an interconnection

between all life on Earth. Within such a system, it is impossible

to remove or alter one aspect without it having an effect on the

overall dynamics of the system itself. The whole, in this case the

ecosphere, is seen as greater than the sum of its individual parts.

This holistic perspective has a long spiritual tradition running

through many cultures.

10 For a more detailed discussion, see Kenny (1994), Vincent (1992)

and Eckersley (1992).

11 See, for example, Naess (1973), Eckersley (1992) and Vincent

(1993).

12 In particular, Kitschelt’s analysis seeks to identify the specific

form that new social movement representation has taken within

modern electoral systems.

13 The existence of an established and successful left is also identi-

fied as a significant factor in enhancing the conditions for new

party formation. Left party governments increase the ‘rigidity and

unresponsiveness of political systems to left-libertarian policy

demands’ (Kitschelt, 1988a, p234).

14 As an example of this process, Kitschelt cites the experience of

the anti-nuclear activists. He claims that initial developments saw

these groups attempting to work through the established tradi-

tional political parties. However, this policy proved unsuccessful

as the anti-nuclear campaigners found that neither Conservative

nor Socialist parties would support and represent them. The

increasing sense of alienation from the established political

institutions, he argues, ‘encouraged left-libertarians to resort to

the mobilization of anti-nuclear movements in order to advance

their agenda’ (Kitschelt, 1988a, p219).

15 Kitschelt claims that both have found themselves in conf lict with

the consequences of economic growth, and respond to tendencies
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in post-industrial society that risk the environment or human life,

restrain citizen autonomy or undercut a democratic governance

of social change (Kitschelt, 1988a, p204).

16 Kitschelt defines these parties as ‘left’ because they oppose

modern society’s emphasis on the market, and seek solidarity and

equality. They are viewed as ‘libertarian’ due to their rejection of

centralized bureaucracies and ‘call for individual autonomy,

participation and the self-governance of centralized communities’

(Kitschelt, 1988a, p197).

17 He described this ideological stance as ‘a general left-wing egali-

tarian disposition’ (Müller-Rommel, 1990, p217).

18 To incorporate these commitments, Poguntke claimed the party

should be anti-hierarchical, involve the rank-and-file members

directly in policy decisions, give open access to party meetings

at all levels, control accumulation of office, and should be pre-

pared to engage in extra-parliamentary, unconventional forms of

political action.

19 To this effect he argues that all bar two of the West European

Green parties can be classified as having a ‘new politics’ back-

ground and orientation.

20 See also Kitschelt and Hellemans (1990), who expand upon these

divisions but focus purely on the Belgian Green parties.

21 Kitschelt focused on only three Green parties in two European

countries.

22 Fundis are, in this context, described as ‘envisioning the Green

party to offer an overhauled, ecologized Marxism as its strategic

and ideological base’ (Markovits and Gorski 1993, p216).

23 See, for example, O’Neill (1998).

24 As will be outlined in greater detail in later chapters, both Antoine

Waechter and Dominique Voynet have been perceived as de facto

leaders of Les Verts during the period under investigation here.

25 This is ref lected in its seemingly paradoxical position of main-

taining local party autonomy while pursuing a national electoral

strategy.

26 Vincent also makes a similar point, claiming that there is ‘no

obvious overlap between the philosophical and political cate-

gories’ (Vincent, 1993, p270).

CHAPTER 2

1 Panebianco also suggests that the development of the party through

the latter two stages is often directly related to its historical

origins.
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2 Although he suggests that these arenas may vary over time, in

nature and quantity, he does identify two arenas which are always

relevant – namely, the ‘electoral’ and ‘parliamentary’ arenas.

3 Panebianco identifies some important connections between a

political party’s level of institutionalization and its relationship

with its environment, suggesting that the more institutionalized

parties can expect to gain greater control over external forces.

4 This ‘trade-off’ facing parties is identified by Rose and Mackie as

a key factor in determining whether they will ‘persist’ or ‘fail’.

5 He claimed that within such systems, although a duality of parties

was not always clearly evident, there was almost always ‘a duality

of tendencies’ (cited in Mair (ed), 1990, p288).

6 In a slight expansion of this basic dualism, Duverger also suggests

that the division into a number of different types of party can be

understood as the result of the ‘overlapping’ of a number of

different dualisms of opinion.

7 Dahl identifies the UK as an example of a two-party system with

a high degree of internal party unity, and the US as one with low

internal party unity. Within the multiparty classification, Sweden,

Norway and The Netherlands are classified as having high internal

party unity, while Italy and France provide the examples of low

internal party unity (cited in Mair, 1990, p299).

8 Blondel places Germany, Canada, Belgium and Ireland within this

classification.

9 Within these ‘multiparty dominant’ systems, two patterns were

evident. A number of countries contained a large Socialist party

competing against a divided right. In contrast, the remaining

countries contained a strong right-wing party competing against

a divided left group. He cites the ‘presence of a substantial Com-

munist party’ as the explanation for this style of division (Mair,

1990, p310).

10 Although other theorists have taken this numerical analysis still

further, for the purposes of this present discussion we can iden-

tify Blondel’s six-group classification as an adequate example of

numerical party systems classification. The six classifications are

described as follows:

1 two-party system;

2 two-and-a-half-party system with a small left party;

3 two-and-a-half-party system with a small centre party;

4 multiparty system with a dominant right party;

5 multiparty system with a dominant left party;

6 multiparty system.
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11 The other three categorizations focus upon countries with a single

relevant party within the party system, and as such have little

relevance for this current analysis.

12 The power of the president has also personalized the political arena

and increased the inf luence of the media during campaigning.

13 He cites three key areas that have aided this convergence – namely,

the federal structure of government; the independence of parlia-

mentary parties from their extra-parliamentary organization,

legally guaranteed within the constitution; and the limitation of

public money for political parties (Poguntke, 1994, p187).

14 For voters, he claimed, habit suggests that it is easier to fight for

changes within the party or vote for the opposition, rather than

vote for a third party.

15 Merkl also tentatively suggested that this pattern is also likely

within bipolar systems, although other alternative courses of

action are available in this situation.

16 In both of these examples, however, the major parties have often

managed to avoid this scenario, at times using it as a weapon to

persuade voters to make a clear decision.

17 Bell claims that the inf luence of factions is related to how endang-

ered the party feels, the nature of party leadership, and the nature

of the competitive national environment (Bell and Shaw, 1994,

p169).

18 Of particular interest in this respect was the impact of Eurocom-

munism within the movement during the 1970s and the attempted

incorporation of new social movement activists during the latter

part of that decade.

19 Mair includes Germany, Austria and the UK within the category

of ‘large party system’; Sweden and Denmark represent ‘small

party systems’. The Netherlands and Italy represent ‘intermediate

systems’ and Belgium and France represent examples of ‘transi-

tionary systems’.

20 Although mentioned, Green parties do not figure heavily within

this study. At the time of analysis, they were a relatively new and

developing feature of modern party systems. As many of the

classifications identifying ‘relevant’ small parties focused upon

parties that had competed in elections over a stipulated minimum

period, Green parties were often eliminated from the analysis.

21 In defining ‘high environmental consciousness’, Rootes focuses

upon the levels of consciousness about environmental deteriora-

tion and the consistent ranking of the environment as a salient

political issue (Rootes, 1995, p232).

22 In addition, new left parties developed during the 1960s have sur-

vived, and fill the political space that might otherwise be available

to Green parties.
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23 Müller-Rommel does provide a few brief generalizations at the end

of the introduction concerning possible roles and functions

(Müller-Rommel, 1991, p13).

24 Harmel and Janda define party change in this context as that

which ‘comes directly from a group decision or from action taken

by a person authorized to act for the party in that sphere’ (Harmel

and Janda, 1994, p275).

25 Ragin (1987), for example, argues that it is possible that appa-

rently different features can have similar effects depending upon

the other factors with which they are associated.

26 This approach also ref lects Harmel and Janda’s argument that

while it is impossible to claim that the existence of stimuli will

automatically produce change, one can demonstrate that where

change occurs within a party, the key factors for change are

present.

CHAPTER 3

1 For more details, see Hoffman (1999) and Roberts (1999).

2 See also Tarrow (1991; 1995).

3 Identifying the ‘openness’ of political input structures is based

upon four categories:

� the number of parties, factions and groups articulating

demands;
� the balance of power between the executive and legislature;
� the patterns of intermediation between interest groups and the

executive; and
� the ability to aggregate demands and build effective policy

coalitions.

The capacity to implement policies is based upon three dimensions:

� the centralization of the state apparatus;
� government control over market participants; and
� independence and authority of judiciary in the resolution of

political conf lict.

4 To reiterate, Sartori defines ‘coalition potential’ as existing when

parties are needed or are put to use in a feasible coalition majority.

‘Blackmail potential’ is defined as when a party’s existence or

appearance affects the tactics of party competition and, particu-

larly, when it alters the direction of the competition of the govern-
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ing-oriented parties by determining a switch from centripetal to

centrifugal competition, either leftward, rightward or in both

directions (cited in Mair, 1990, p321).

5 To reiterate, Mair identified four types of party systems within

which small parties function:

� ‘large party systems’, where small parties have no relevant

impact;
� ‘small party systems’, where small parties have an important

inf luence and where the vote for a ‘small parties block’ is more

than 50 per cent;
� ‘intermediate systems’, where the small parties’ vote amounts

to around 35 per cent, but where small parties have slightly

less inf luence within the system; and
� ‘transitionary systems’, where there has been a change from

a large to a small party system or vice versa (Mair, 1991, p47).

6 This is a dramatic change from the Fourth Republic, where centre

parties dominated the political arena. Under the new system,

however, these parties have been completely marginalized.

7 To progress to the second round of voting, a candidate requires

at least 12.5 per cent of the vote in the first round, a significant

barrier in itself. To actually gain parliamentary representation,

however, relies upon other parties advising their supporters on

how to vote in the second round of voting.

8 Although there is a role for local government within the system,

recent governmental policy has greatly restricted the inf luence of

this level. For more details regarding the changing nature of local

government in the UK, see Byrne (1994) and Kingdom (1991).

9 At the forefront of the environmental movement during this early

period was the French branch of Friends of the Earth, Les Amis

de la Terre.

10 Dumont received 1.3 per cent of the vote in the presidential

elections.

11 During the 1978 legislative elections a unified environmental

movement campaigned as Collectif 78. The use of proportional

representation for the European elections encouraged environ-

mentalists to continue this process and campaign around one

national list. As Europe–Écologie, the environmentalists narrowly

missed out, gaining 4.5 per cent against a threshold of 5 per cent.

12 Brice Lalonde was among those who criticized the move towards

a formal party structure, running a separate environmental list in

the 1984 European elections.
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13 Antoine Waechter was a doctor in ecology from Alsace who

focused upon what he defined as ‘organic politics’. The successes

in 1986 helped to provide Waechter with a leading role within the

party, resulting in his selection as the 1988 presidential candidate.

His strategic emphasis upon autonomy and a ‘ni gauche, ni droite’

strategy was adopted as party policy and became a cornerstone of

Les Verts’ political approach during the late 1980s.

14 The party achieved 10.6 per cent of the vote, gaining nine MEPs,

which constituted the largest environmental group in the Euro-

pean parliament.

15 Lalonde had left the environmental movement after criticizing the

process of party formation in 1984, and had proceeded to accept

a government post from the PS. With the Socialist’s position

weakening throughout the 1980s and the success of the environ-

mentalists in 1989, Lalonde decided to create his own envi-

ronmental party.

16 In 9 of the 21 metropolitan regions, they defeated the Socialists,

and in some of these held the balance of power.

17 Competition over environmental issues was not only from tradi-

tional parties. The electoral potential of environmental issues

encouraged a proliferation of ‘Green’ candidates. Holliday estimates

that in the 577 French constituencies, nearly 1500 candidates

claimed some form of ecological affiliation (Holliday, 1994, p72).

18 Only two candidates made it into the second round of voting and

both were defeated (Holliday, 1994, p66).

19 Waechter resigned and subsequently created a new organization,

Confédération des Verts Indépendants.

20 A change of name to the Ecology party in 1975 did little to alter

this situation.

21 John Davenport became the first Green councillor in 1976, gain-

ing a seat near Worcester (Wall, 1994, p26). Local elections were

also seen as important opportunities to encourage the growth of

new local parties.

22 Jonathon Porritt was a leading activist within the Green party

during the 1970s and 1980s, before becoming director of Friends

of the Earth and cofounder of Forum for the Future.

23 Poor electoral performances served to heighten the demands for

this change of approach, where it was argued resources and

commitment could be utilized more effectively.

24 The Conservative government was facing mid-term hostility, and

the Liberal Democrats and the Labour party were both still in the

process of transition after internal changes within both camps.

25 This result represented the highest national vote for any Green

party in Europe at that time.
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26 Membership figures reached 20,000 in 1990.

27 The party also chose to avoid placing candidates in marginal

constituencies where support was likely to be squeezed out by the

competition between the major parties. Candidates stood in 84

constituencies out of a total of 651. The total national vote was

negligible at 54,912 votes. Only in Stroud did a party candidate

achieve more than 5 per cent of the constituency vote (O’Neill,

1997, p312).

28 For example, Sweden created an Environmental Protection Board

in 1967 and hosted the first world-wide Environmental Protection

Conference in 1972 (Vedung, 1991, p265).

29 The defeat for the anti-nuclear option had much to do with the fact

that there were two ‘yes’ options on the referendum forms. It was

claimed that the Social Democrats added an extra section concern-

ing state control onto their ‘yes’ option, realizing that it would

force the Conservatives to write their own ‘yes’ option and create

an unfair contest (see Vedung, 1989). The results appeared to

confirm this claim.

30 In addition, a court ruling in 1986 decided that the party had been

discriminated against in the 1985 national elections. The outcome

was that Miljöpartiet were to gain their own listing in public

opinion polls.

31 Analysis (see Gaiter, 1991) suggests that Miljöpartiet representa-

tives were more active and conscientious than the representatives

of other parties. However, this was not translated into tangible

policy gains.

32 In 20 cases the party even achieved representation without having

campaigned for office (Micheletti, 1989, p170).

33 The final result meant that the Social Democrats could maintain a

working majority with the support of the Left Party.

34 For more details on the European election campaign, see Burchell

(1996).

CHAPTER 4

1 See, for example, Müller-Rommel (1989; 1990), Doherty (1994),

Frankland and Schoonmaker (1992).

2 See, for example, Rihoux (1998) and Poguntke (1993).

3 See Doherty (1992).

4 For more details, see Wall (1994).

5 Merkl (1988) defines a ‘hinge’ position as one in which a party is

able to gain an inf luential role between parties on the left and

right. This situation relies on the two blocs being evenly matched
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and not able to control a parliamentary majority without the

support of the hinge party.

6 For more details, see Parkin (1996).

7 The Conservative party was not alone in developing an environ-

mental agenda. In 1990 the Labour party unveiled its proposals

within a document entitled An Earthly Chance. Similarly, the

Liberal Democrats unveiled the party’s proposals in 1990 with an

agenda for environmental action entitled What Price Our Planet?

8 In 1992 the Green party had actively campaigned for Cynog Dafis

in 1992, but did not do so in 1997. However, it chose not to field

any candidate in opposition to Dafis in that constituency.

9 The bill passed in a much diluted format, with most of the credit

going to Friends of the Earth and the Liberal Democrats.

10 It is important to note that these figures identify the public

declaration of changes to party strategy. While utilizing this as a

guide, one must recognize that the process of change may have

been developed for significant periods before any public declara-

tion. The positioning on the time lines, therefore, represents a

focal point around which to identify factors that might have

inf luenced these processes, rather than a definitive moment at

which change took place.

11 The Social Democrat government attempted to introduce a set of

‘economic austerity’ proposals, but found that it could no longer

rely upon the support of the Left Party to pass these measures

through the Riksdag.

12 The alternative measures were passed with the support of their

traditional allies, the Left Party, again leaving the Greens outside

of the two dominant blocs.

13 It has been suggested that the party lost support from Green

voters on the centre-right, but was unable to gain any new voters

from within either of the parties on the left (see Bennulf, 1995).

14 With opinion polls placing the entente’s support at around 15–20

per cent, the impetus to accept this situation was clearly strong.

15 This position had been further enhanced during the election

campaign by Rocard’s policy of claiming that the Socialist candi-

dates would stand down in favour of better placed Green candidates

in the second round of voting, despite no agreement between the

two groups that the Socialists should do so.

16 Approximately 61 per cent voted to support the change in strategy

direction. In contrast, only 12 per cent voted in support of an

alternative strategy paper, which argued that the party should

continue to maintain a position of Green autonomy and seek to

work predominantly with independent ecologist groups (Les

Verts, 1993).
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17 The accord also consisted of an agreement on specific policy

proposals and commitments between the two parties, a detailed

discussion of which will be conducted in Chapter 6.

18 For a more detailed discussion of the coalition experience see Boy

(2001).

CHAPTER 5

1 See, also, Katz and Mair (1994) and Panebianco (1988).

2 A similar pattern is also evident within research on the Green

party in the UK and France. See Kemp and Wall (1990) and

Hainsworth (1990).

3 The initial attempt to pass the motion was in itself an example of

the discontinuity and animosity which existed within the Green

party during this time. While the motion was initially passed at the

conference, it was invalidated due to inquoracy (Wall, 1994, p68).

4 For more details, see Evans (1993) and Wall (1994).

5 For example, the system of speakers proved too confusing for the

media, and the party’s original open conferences were simply

impractical with a party membership of around 20,000.

6 Activists also suggested that the traditionally consensual nature of

Swedish politics encourages negotiation to reach an agreed con-

clusion, rather than relying upon votes that can divide a party.

CHAPTER 6

1 Polls indicated that 62 per cent of West Germans and 81 per cent

of East Germans identified unemployment as the number one

political issue (Frankland, 1996, p89).

2 A similar picture emerges within Bennie et al’s (1995) analysis of

the UK Green party. The study identifies two major dimensions

to Green policy, focused predominantly around the ‘social–natural’

distinction. The first factor is defined as the more traditional

ecological perspective, ‘in which the ecological problematique is

absolutely paramount and where social concerns play no or a

marginal role’ (Bennie et al, 1995, p228). In contrast, the ‘left-

radical’ position focuses less upon the traditional environmental

issues and concerns, and more upon social and economic con-

cerns and issues of social justice (Bennie et al, 1995, p228).

3 In attempting to compare changes within the policy sphere over

time, the analysis must focus upon party manifestos produced
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during approximately the same time period. To achieve this, the

research must include both national and European election mani-

festos. While it may be argued that the style and focus of a manifesto

for a European parliamentary election may differ significantly

from a national election manifesto, these documents provide the

most appropriate comparative tools for analysis.

4 Both the Green party and Miljöpartiet de Gröna present policy

in two main ways, via a detailed party programme and within

election manifestos. In the UK, Green party policy is outlined

within the ‘Manifesto for a Sustainable Society’ (MfSS). Miljö-

partiet’s ‘Basic Ideas Programme’ represents a similar document,

although not as detailed as its UK counterpart, and is revised every

two to three years. In both cases these programmes provide an

extensive examination of the parties’ ideological commitments

and policy proposals. There is no prioritizing of concerns or issues

within these documents, resulting in very little significant change

to either content or style over time. These programmes are far

from representative of the style or content of what is presented

to the public during elections or other party campaigns. Within

Les Verts, party policy is based upon election manifestos and the

strategic motion d’orientation voted upon at the party assembly.

The motion d’orientation represents the direction of party

strategy and policy for the coming year. As such, these documents

are more open to f luctuation, depending on the factional balance

within the party, and this can sometimes make direct compari-

sons problematic.

5 The description summarized in this section is outlined in a num-

ber of party documents published by Les Verts. For more details,

see, for example, ‘Les Verts – Le Choix de la Vie’ (1993). For an

English translation of these values, see the party web page ‘Les

Verts – Defend the Values of Ecology’ (www.verts.imaginet.fr/

anglais.html).

6 For a more detailed representation of these commitments, see

Miljöpartiet de Gröna (1988) ‘Party Programme’ (English transla-

tion); Miljöpartiet (1992) ‘The Green Party of Sweden: a New

Political Dimension’. See also the party web page (www.mp.se).

7 For a more detailed presentation of these commitments see the

Green party (1995) ‘Manifesto for a Sustainable Society’; Green

party (1994) ‘Welcome to the Green Party’. See also the Green

party website (www.gn.apc.org/Greenparty).

8 This is most clearly reflected in the call for a moratorium on nuclear

power, and the immediate closure of the Superphénix reactor.

9 For more details on the election campaign, see Bennulf (1995).

10 Sources are:
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� France: Hainsworth (1990); Prendiville (1994); Westlake

(1994); Les Verts (1989);
� Sweden: Affigne (1990); Bennulf and Holmberg (1988); Michel-

letti (1989); Miljöpartiet de Gröna (1989);
� the UK: Rootes (1995); the Green party (1989); Westlake

(1994).

11 Sources are:

� France: Szarka (1997); Greze (1997); Les Verts (1997);
� Sweden: Bennulf (1995); Widfeldt (1995; 1996); Miljöpartiet

de Gröna (1994);
� the UK: Harrop (1997); Norris (1997); Margetts (1997); the

Green party (1997).
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